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Abstract

In the modern era there is an unprecedented ability to actuate via an increasingly
cheaper array of actuators, and to sense through a growing, increasingly cheaper,
array of sensors. The ability to sense in particular represents both the unique
opportunity and the unique challenge of our time. It is an opportunity because
through the acquired data, it is possible to glean insight into processes that are still
too complex to be modeled correctly, and a challenge because the sheer volume of
data generated is often overwhelming.

Paradoxically, despite having the capability to collect vast stores of data, we still
lack knowledge of how to best analyze and use this data. In fact, multiple review
papers have demonstrated that published methods are too application specific and
depend too strongly on the data set size to be deployed on the scale necessary to
address the problem. Heated debates rage in the scientific literature on how to
best reduce the data into meaningful features and how to apply this reduced data
to solve real-world problems.

This thesis proposes a novel approach to reducing the dimension of data into
meaningful features that preserve the information of the data, but also enable the
localization of a small, newly collected, set of data in a previously stored data
set. The process of identifying a location within a stored data set is termed in-
sequence localization and it is particularly important in applications such as vehicle
localization, economic forecasting, energy generation mode selection, and stream
health monitoring, where stored data can be used to infer the present and future
state of a process.

To enable the process of in-sequence localization, this thesis proposes to model
the data using autoregressive models, such that a small number of model coeffi-
cients can be used to represent large subsets of data. Then using these autoregres-
sive models, in-sequence localization is performed by comparing new data with the
models and determining model feasibility. Emphasizing the fact that this method
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is to be used on practical data, the models are determined such that in-sequence
localization is robust to the data collection noise typically observed in sensors.

This thesis is developed around the application of vehicle localization. This
motivating application arises from the need to augment position estimates of the
Global Positioning System in the event of emergencies or signal occlusions. We
return repeatedly to this application because of its intuitive nature when conveying
concepts throughout the thesis. To demonstrate the broad applicability of the
methods, data from the applications of economic forecasting, energy generation
mode selection, stream health monitoring, and random data is used to demonstrate
algorithms throughout the text.
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probabilistic expression.

Modeling Symbols and Constants:

A The capital letter, A, is used to denote the Auto-Regressive Model with
an exogenous input (ARX) that describe the data in this thesis. This
letter is used both in the single and multiple dimensional cases.

c The coefficients of the models are designated by the letter c.

N The capital letter, N , signifies model order for the ARX models in this
thesis. Throughout this document the order five is used for the numerical
experiments.

e,e The letter, e, denotes the modeling error of a given model and is indexed
by the model from which it is produced and the time index. Addition-
ally a boulded e is used to denote a vector of error that is found when
evaluating a set of data points simultaneously.

λ In Chapter 5, the variable λ is used to describe the zeros of the system
equation.

ε,ε The Greek letter, ε, is used to denote the modeling error bound and is
indexed by the model number. A boulded ε denotes a vector of modeling
error bounds such as those seen in the multiple time series case.

τm The Greek letter, τ is used to denote the transition point where one
model’s segment ends and another model’s segment begins. The index m
denotes the ending point of the mth model segment.

ω In the matrix model equations, the vector ω contains all data points input
into the models. This data is typically noisy.
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z The vector that contains the subset of points against which model agree-
ment is tested is represented by z.

NL In a model structure the capital letter L is used to denote the number
levels of the structure.

m, NML Correspondingly, the number of models per level is denotes as NML. Each
model on a given level is indexed by the index m.

Ns The number of segments for previously published data representations
are denoted by the letter Ns.

ϕ,Ψ The symbols of previous data representations surveyed in this thesis are
represented by the Greek letter ϕ, and the total representation is repre-
sented by Ψ.

Indices and Other Variables:

t The index t is used to denote the time instant at which the data is collected.

j The index j is used throughout this thesis as a data index representing the
unknown location of a small subset of the data within the larger collected data
set.

k The index k is used throughout this thesis as a data index representing the
length of a small subset of the data. The first and last data point indices are
represented as ks and ke, respectively.

i The index s is used as a data index representing the length of the full data
set within which localization is occurring.

T The letter T is used to denote the time delay in acquisition of the localization
subset of data.

Nts The variable Nts is used to denote the number of time-series used in the multi-
attribute time-series localization. The time indices or corresponding model
dimensions are indexed by γ.

Mathematical Operations

vector inequality: ≤ or > Throughout this dissertation vector inequalities (for two
given vectors a and b) of the form a ≤ b are used to
denote the row-wise inequality of the elements of the
two vectors. For example when comparing the modeling
error vector to the modeling error bound vector,

em ≤ εm ⇔







em1
≤ εm1

...
emk

≤ εmk






.
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vector inequality: ≷ In the case where the symbol ≷ is used to denote a
vector inequality of two vectors a and b, the specified
inequality contains some row-wise inequalities that are
less than or equal to the right hand hand term, and
some row-wise inequalities that are greater than the
right hand term, i.e. using the model error compari-

son from above em ≷ εm ⇔







em1
≤ εm1

...
emk

> εmk






.

scalar inequality: ≷ In the case of scalar inequalities denoted by ≷, this sym-
bol refers to the evaluation of whether the magnitude
of the left hand side is greater than or less than the
right hand size, i.e. we evaluate whether a given row
of one vector is greater than or less than the row of
another. Extending the modeling error example from
above ‖emk

‖ ≷ εmk
⇔ ‖emk

‖ ≤ εmk
or ‖emk

‖ > εmk
.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the dawn of civilization, progress has been driven by the collection of data

that facilitates decision making. In the period known as the scientific Renaissance

(after the 17th century), the pace of data collection increased as systematic meth-

ods of analysis were developed that required repeated experiments for verification

[1]. Today, at the beginning of the third millennium, data collection occurs at a

dizzying pace and is increasing with every passing day [2].

The data collected today will enable new applications that change all aspects

of science. For example, the field of signal processing in the 20th century has been

focused on obtaining the best possible estimate of a signal given a single (or several)

time series of data. However, as sensing technology continues to decrease in cost

and the volume of collected data increases, the more pressing question has become

how to process, store and compress the large tracts of data while preserving the

most useful information from them. The information that is retrieved from this

data is then used to enable the design of new applications that were previously too

complex to model. This new paradigm builds on previous work in signal processing

but shifts the question from obtaining the “best” possible signal to extracting the

most meaningful information rapidly when the volume of data overwhelms the

available computational resources [3].

When discussing large scale data collection, two commonly cited examples of

future applications where data is recorded from multiple rapidly sampled sensors

are human body monitoring [4] and autonomous transportation systems [5]. In

monitoring the human body, the goal is to map and understand the biological
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functioning of the human body1 thereby shaping treatments and reducing the dis-

comfort of aging or even extending the lifespan of the human population. In creat-

ing an autonomous transportation system, a system that is capable of optimizing

the transportation network without human intervention to minimize inefficiencies,

we seek to maximize the utility of global resources and efficiently transport goods

and services. Both tasks will be facilitated by arrays of sensors that provide con-

tinuous feedback and a torrent of information that must be rapidly processed.

The ubiquitousness of sensing technology is changing present day applications,

adding detail and reliability when needed. For example, in the domain of vehicle

navigation, new safety technologies are demanding greater reliability for the loca-

tion estimates [6] that GPS cannot provide (ex. driving through a tunnel) [7, 8, 9].

Of the many alternate (supplementary) localization strategies, the best methods

invoke sensors whose information content is orthogonal to the GPS signal and is

therefore available when the GPS signal is not.

The primary application explored in this thesis is terrain-based vehicle local-

ization. In particular, the motivation for this dissertation is to develop a vehicle

localization method using terrain data acquired from a vehicle. Terrain-based ve-

hicle localization can be divided into two phases. In the offline phase, the terrain

data is collected by a mapping vehicle and then compressed into a localization map

using data representations. Then in the online phase, a second vehicle acquires

new terrain data from its sensors and compares this data to the stored localization

map. Using this comparison, the vehicle then infers its location.

The localization process in a moving vehicle has three central requirements.

First, the process must be computationally efficient such that the vehicle can max-

imize the size of the map on which it is moving. Second, the on-disk size of the

map must be minimized to accommodate the storage requirements in the vehicle.

And third, the localization process must be maximally robust to sensor noise such

that it can be implemented in production vehicles with cheaper (noisier) sensors.

This thesis takes the approach of representing the data using dynamical models

that are of low order, computationally efficient for localization, and tunable to

achieve greater robustness to noise. In developing the approach in this thesis, the

problem of vehicle localization is extrapolated to the larger data problem of in-

1One example is Google’s new Baseline Study.
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sequence localization . In-sequence localization is the ability to locate a small

fragment of a time series inside a larger data set containing the entire history of

the process that generates the time series. This is a data-driven problem that is

enabled by new data collection methods and that has not been addressed in detail

in the literature.

More formally, the problem of in-sequence localization can be described as

follows. First, a complete archive containing a data series is collected. This data

series is ordered by a flow; typically sequential ordering in time. The data series is

complete in the sense that the process repeats and “new” values that are observed

follow the historical trends. Then at some later point, a small subset of data

from the same process is collected to find its location within the original data

set. Here the term location is used to mean the relative index of the starting and

ending points of the second subset of data. This problem will be discussed in more

mathematical detail in the subsequent chapters.

In-sequence localization is a computationally expensive localization method if

the approach used is a brute force comparison of possible subsequences of data

[10]. For this reason in this thesis, we assume that during the localization map

building the computational resources are unlimited, but during the in-sequence

localization, the resources are limited because the process takes place on a mo-

bile platform. Using these assumptions allows the formulations of computationally

expensive problems during map building that can be leveraged to reduce the com-

putational cost of the online localization process.

In doing this, the work presented here straddles the previous localization ap-

proaches which tended to be probabilistic methods (ex. particle filter) [10, 11] or

focused on noise reduction prior to reducing the data dimension [12]. This thesis

studies prior dimension-reducing transformations from the literature [13, 14, 15]

and evaluates their performance for in-sequence localization. We follow the emerg-

ing realization [16, 17, 12, 18, 19] in the data community that data transformations

must be robust to account for the noise that is observed in every time series collec-

tion process. To this end, the transformations in this thesis are specifically geared

to reduce the effect of sensor noise when the distribution of the noise is known.

The remainder of this chapter will describe the contributions of this thesis and will

provide a road map to the reader of the evolution of the dissertation.
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1.1 Overview of Chapters

1.1.1 Chapter 2: Literature Review

Chapter 2 introduces the previous work in vehicle localization and data driven

fields such as dimension reduction, pattern detection, fault detection, and filter

banks. This introduction provides a context for the remainder of the text. The

material presented here covers all chapters, but each chapter hereafter contains an

appropriate, self-contained background section of material.

1.1.2 Chapter 3: The Effect of Noise on Alternative Rep-

resentations of a 1-Dimensional Time Series used for

In-Sequence Localization

The problem of in-sequence localization is introduced in Chapter 3. After describ-

ing the problem two possible solutions are implemented using seven published and

common dimension-reducing data representations. The need for in-sequence local-

ization is motivated by the emerging ability to perform vehicle localization using

stored terrain data.

This chapter explains that because in-sequence localization is performed on a

mobile platform, the execution of solutions necessitates dimension reduction of the

terrain data, noise robustness of the data representations, and rapid convergence

to the solution. These criteria are used throughout the chapter to evaluate the

feasibility of using the published data representations. The performance of each

representation is tested for robustness in translation and for in-sequence localiza-

tion accuracy. To demonstrate that in-sequence localization is not restricted to

vehicle data, the algorithms are also tested on two types of random data. The

study shown in this chapter is under preparation to be submitted to IEEE Trans-

actions on Knowledge and Data Engineering.
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1.1.3 Chapter 4: A Dynamics Discontinuities-Based De-

terministic Data Structure Creation Algorithm for

In-Sequence Localization using 1-Dimensional Time

Series

Terrain-based vehicle localization using a dynamical model-based data representa-

tion is developed in Chapter 4. In this chapter, vehicle localization is performed

using only terrain data from a vehicle’s on-board sensors. Road data is encoded

using linear dynamical models, and then, during travel, the location is identified

through continuous comparison of a bank of linear models. The approach pre-

sented has several advantages over previous localization methods described in the

literature. First, the approach creates computationally efficient linear model map

representations of the road data. Second, the use of linear models eliminates the

need for metrics during the localization process. Third, the localization algorithm

is a computationally efficient approach that can have a bounded localization dis-

tance in the absence of noise given certain uniqueness assumptions on the data.

Fourth, encoding road data using linear models has the potential to compress the

data, while retaining the sensory information. Lastly performing only linear opera-

tions on observed noisy data simplifies the creation of noise mitigation algorithms.

Preliminary work from this chapter was presented at the 2012 IEEE Conference on

Decision and Control [20] and was awarded second place paper at the Penn State

College of Engineering Research Symposium in 2012 [21]. The material in the

chapter is published in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems

[22].

1.1.4 Chapter 5: Robust AR model-based data structures

for In-Sequence Localization using 1-Dimensional Time

Series

Continuing the development of dynamical model-based vehicle localization, Chap-

ter 5 introduces one approach to making the representations more robust to sensor

noise. The goal is to move noise mitigation from an online process where it re-

quires valuable computing resources to a map building process such that the map
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automatically reduces the effect of sensor noise.

In particular, in this chapter the dynamical models are fitted to underlying data

such that the resulting models are maximally robust to collection sensor noise at

the respective model switch points in the data. In essence, the data is optimally

divided into features that minimize the effects of noise on the distinction between

neighboring model representations. Then, the data representations are organized

into structures that further reduce the effects of noise by preserving data order

and taking advantage of the properties of uncorrelated noise, namely the fact that

averaged data has a reduced standard deviation of noise.

The approach in this chapter is motivated by the application of vehicle localiza-

tion; however, the development of the chapter pushes further into expanding the

developed representation for the more generic problem of in-sequence localization.

To consider broader applications, the chapter also demonstrates the applicability

of the algorithms by testing them on financial and random data. Preliminary re-

search was presented at the 2013 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control [23]

and the 2014 American Control Conference [24] and was awarded the IEEE award

for best paper at the Penn State College of Engineering Research Symposium in

2013 [25]. The work presented in this chapter is currently under review in IEEE

Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering.

1.1.5 Chapter 6: Robust Data Structures for In-Sequence

Localization using Multiple Time Series

In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, the robust dynamical model representations of the

data are shown to produce smaller localization maps that are easier to compute,

and that show that for the given data sensor, large areas of the data do not

have a robust model transition point. This suggests that the method by which

new sensors should be added to localization maps is to find sensors whose output

produces robust transition points in the previously sparse region of the data.

Chapter 6 describes the incorporation of multiple time series when building

a localization map. Making a multi-dimensional data representation robust even

at transition points is a highly non-convex problem. For this reason, this chapter

introduces an approximation that allows the efficient incorporation of multiple time
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series such that the problem can be solved efficiently as the number of collected

terrain data points is increased.

In addition to advancing the theoretical approach to representing multiple time

series for in-sequence localization, this chapter also expands the demonstration of

possible applications to the approach. Data from two new applications are used for

multiple time series in-sequence localization problems: stream health monitoring

data, and variable power generation forecasting data. The chapter demonstrates

the viability of using in-sequence localization in these applications and demon-

strates new possibilities for future research.

The preliminary work supporting this chapter was submitted to the 2014 IEEE

Conference on Decision and Control and was awarded the best paper award at the

Penn State College of Engineering Research Symposium in 2014 [26]. A manuscript

describing the material in this chapter is currently under development for submis-

sion to IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering.

1.1.6 Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work

We conclude this dissertation by discussing the advantages and disadvantages of

our work. We also propose future extensions that would strengthen the approach

and add to the body of science.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

Throughout history ideas have been often been discovered and re-discovered only

to be forgotten again. In hopes of not falling prey to this scientific folly, this

chapter overviews a wide array of previously published papers that pertain to the

research in this dissertation. Then each chapter hereafter reminds the reader of the

previous research by including an appropriate background section. Chapter 2 is

subdivided into three main sections that represent work from four broad categories

of researchers: data mining, pattern matching, vehicle localization and histogram

filters.

The layout of the data mining section (section 2.1) follows the logical steps

taken by a subsequence matching algorithm, the closest and most popular appli-

cation to in-sequence localization. The first step in any subsequence localization

algorithm is segmenting the data in disjoint segments. These segments are then

represented by a dimension reducing feature whose purpose is to reduce the com-

putational complexity of matching. Once the data is segmented and represented,

new data can be matched or classified using the same dimension reduction tech-

nique and a choice of similarity measure. The section concludes by discussing the

current directions in the field of data mining. The review here is focused on time

domain approaches because this dissertation is developed in the time domain. For

an even larger review of data mining papers, some of which are not in the time

domain, please see the review article by Fu [15].

Linear model based localization straddles the areas of data mining and pattern

recognition. The latter heavily borrows from the first in terms of creating pattern
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databases and determining similarities in patterns. Section 2.2 in this chapter

reviews pattern matching literature that uses linear filter banks for detection. In

particular, the papers review are focused in texture detection which is the main

area of patter matching that uses linear filter banks.

Because the main application for the dynamical model-based in-sequence local-

ization technique described in this thesis is vehicle localization, section 2.3 reviews

relevant work in localization. This work can be thought of as pattern matching in

vehicle data, where the relative uniqueness of the patterns determines the quality

and the speed of the localization process. This section also reviews previous work

by other researchers in the authors’ labs. The chapter concludes with a brief de-

scription of histogram filters in section 2.4.2, which can be thought of analogues

to the localization process developed in this thesis.

2.1 Data Mining Background

2.1.1 Segmentation

In general terrain-based localization or the more general problem of in-sequence

localization are not computationally tractable using a burte force subsequence

matching approach. For this reason the first step in terrain-based localization (in-

sequence localization) is the creation of a reference map that contains patterns

which represent salient information in the data. The data mining community has

frequently used linear regressions in the past to models trends and patterns in the

data. In particular the work of Shatkay and Zdonik [27] showed that linear regres-

sions can be used to reduce the data dimension to represent large data sequences.

The work by Shatkay and Zdonik aims at determining an approximate match to

a subsequence using the linear regressions and then verifying the match using the

complete subsequence which is stored in parallel with the representation. To keep

the matching computationally simple, on the first order regression is saved as a

representation. The use of larger order models is rejected as too complicated, and

generally less efficient. Simplifying the representation of data even further, this

paper further suggests the representation of data using only the extrema points.

However, the authors determine that using only extrema points is too simplistic
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to fully represent the data.

Following the approach in [27], many authors have used variants of the first

order regressions. Prominent examples include the piecewise aggregate approxi-

mation (PAA) [28, 29] which uses the mean values of a series of data segments as

representation. As noted in the literature the main drawback of the PAA algo-

rithm is its fixed segmentation length that may intersect important features in the

data. This limitation is subsequently addressed in the adaptive piecewise constant

approximation algorithm (APCA) [30]. A second representation that adaptively

models the data is the piecewise linear representation which is a set of slopes that

describe data segments chosen to minimize the mean square error between the

representation and the data [31, 32]. Specific descriptions of these algorithm and

others to follow can be found in Chapter 3 where the techniques are implemented

for testing for in-sequence localization.

In general, segmentation is the determination of either the extrema of the time

series or the “significant” points that enable pattern detection. The term significant

is defined in each publication by the authors. Significant points were first defined in

[33] as the points at which the behavior of the time series changes. The problem is

analogous to that called “change point detection” in the statistics community. The

generic approach to solving this problem is to identify a set of break points through

the identification of a set of models about the point. These models are identified

by minimizing a loss function specified by the author. No single loss function has

emerged as the correct choice. Popular choices to be described below include mean

square error, least squares fit, and maximum likelihood estimation. The problem is

most complex when encountering situations which require streaming segmentation

of segmentation where the length of the extracted segments is not identical. These

latter cases are the currents trends in development of the field.

Once a significant point (or transition point as will be later discussed in this

thesis) is chosen, the data is bisected about the point during the segmentation

process [34]. It is notable to mention that the idea to bisect significant points was

proposed earlier in [35]. In this paper the switching sequence of subprocesses was

identified using nonlinear gated experts, a statistical physics tool.

Concurrently with the development of the approaches above, a dynamical pro-

gramming approach [36] was developed to find the number of possible data in-
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tervals, the model order in each interval, and the location of the intervals. This

work was aimed at determining the best possible method of modeling a set of data.

Duncan et al.’s algorithm [36] is based on a least-squares fit of the models onto

the available data. It is a more efficient method to detect of changes in dynamical

systems than the one proposed in [37] which is based on the parameterization of

linear systems in [38].

There are also several notable sliding window approaches that compete with

the significant event detection algorithms described above. First, [39] presented

a sliding window approach to change point localization and segmentation. Then,

in [40] piecewise segmentation and identification is proposed. The approach maps

similar segments in a time series as neighbors in a neighborhood map. Then later,

in [41] a bottom up sliding window method termed SWAB is suggested.

2.1.2 Robust Features

The literature on robust data representations, or data representations that are

designed to counteract the effects of noise, is sparse. Few papers explicitly discuss

or make mention of data noise as a consideration. One possible reason for this

lack of literature is that most data mining is performed with the goal of finding

“similar,” not exact features. Another possible reason is that the signals on which

these algorithms are based are strong, with large signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) that

minimize the effect of noise. Both of these assertions are not valid in the application

of vehicle localization where an exact identification is needed and where the terrain

data has relatively poor SNR when the decimation of the recorded terrain data is

on the sub-meter scale.

The most commonly discussed representation where noise was observed in the

data is the piecewise linear representation (PLR) [42, 43]. In particular the work

by Jia et. al. [43] contains a good review of PLR algorithms and then aims to

develop a new approach that improves PLR’s robustness to noise. Here the authors

note that the need for a user-specified number of segments is a major weakness.

By reformulating the problem in terms of error bounds, the authors automatically

choose the number of segments in PLR on a data set given an error bound. The

advantage of formulated the error in terms of error bounds also extends to noise
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robustness because the error bound could be chosen such that the level of noise is

accommodated.

A separate subset of papers by Fink et. al. [44, 45] also focuses on the problem

of identifying noise robust points. The difference here is that the papers focus

on the identification of maxima and minima in the data, which are inherently

more robust. The paper by Fink and Pratt [44] builds on this idea by identifying

patterns in the reduced dimension (extrema point) data set.

Building on the idea in [44], the work by Vemulapalli et. al. [12] proposes an

optimal filter that reduces the effect of noise prior to identifying patterns. The

patterns in this work are combinations of robust minima and maxima in the data.

Combining filtering and robust pattern identification improves on the classical

approach of smoothing the data before obtaining representations. Furthermore,

this approach is verified using real-world vehicle data from the author’s lab.

Lastly, a more general approach to robust data representations laid out by

Preng et. al. [46] cites the natural method of location recognition by animals and

humans, which use landmarks to identify particular sites in their surroundings. The

landmark model, as it is called in the paper, uses landmarks as robust data points

that can be used for identification. Specific development for a specific application

is left to future authors.

However, recognition of both the problems introduced by noise and the limita-

tions of sensor technology is increasing. Application specific papers from several

domains offer insight into this problem and evaluate the performance of algorithms

specifically evaluated with respect to the quality of sensors. In the vehicle localiza-

tion domain the authors of Stoyanov et al. [16], Mullane et al. [17], and Vemulapalli

et al. [12] discussed the effect of sensor noise on the building of localization maps.

In the realm of air traffic control where the piecewise linear representation (PLR)

is used to model aircraft motion data, Guerrero et al. [18] discusses the limitations

of PLR with respect to noise and and suggest improvements to the PLR algorithm

handle noise. Lastly, dealing with optical data, Skauli [19] discusses the effect of

sensor noise in storing and processing hyperspectral data that is recorded from

optical sensors.
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2.1.3 Subsequence matching

When segmenting a time series the resulting representation is often used for sub-

sequence matching, or as discussed later in this thesis for in-sequence localization.

Subsequence matching is the identification of a user specified subsequence from ex-

isting data. And in-sequence localization is the matching of the subsequences and

the identification of the time series point locations in the previously recorded time

series. This section will describe the existing methods of subsequence matching.

Initial work in the field of subsequence matching was focused on the matching

of whole sequences [47]. This work is focused on reducing the dimension of the data

by taking the discrete Fourier transform and preserving the first 2-3 coefficients.

Using Parseval’s theorem the authors note that Euclidean distance in the frequency

domain is the same as the Euclidean distance in the time domain. They then use

a Euclidean distance in the Fourier coefficients to determine a match between the

query sequence and the database sequences.

Building on this work, the authors of [48] generalize the algorithm to subse-

quences, i.e. fragments of time series that are smaller than the originally recorded

sequence (time series). The developed algorithm, often referred to as FRM after

the author’s initials, uses a sliding window approach to find all possible subse-

quences in the data. A sliding window approach can be thought of as a fixed

width window, that is slid across the time series one end point at a time. Each

new offset point generates a new subsequence and a new set of Fourier coefficients.

Because the coefficients are similar at nearby offsets, groups of coefficients are col-

lected in minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) that are stored hierarchically in

a tree to enable quick localization.

Together the papers [47, 48] form the basis of the data dimension reduction

research community. Since these papers, many authors have sought to improve

the performance of subsequence matching. An interesting example of this is the

work in [49] that is the dual of the FRM solution. Here the algorithm called Dual

Match segments the database into disjoint windows and the query sequence. This

segmentation is performed using a sliding window. The idea behind this algorithm

is to use the Fourier coefficients directly while storing the tree structure, instead of

the MBRs. This eliminates coefficient uncertainty created by MBRs and reduces

the false alarm rate.
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Reducing the false alarm rate is a critical component of increasing algorithm

speed and efficiency, because the largest computational cost comes from the over-

head generated by the post-processing required to eliminate false alarms [50].

There exist several papers that transform the storage structure to optimize CPU

usage and minimize bottlenecks [51, 52].

There are also other approaches in the literature that perform subsequence

matching based on the Euclidean metric but are not based on the work in [47, 48].

For example in [53] the authors propose an approach that entails modeling the

query and database data using slopes that connect minima and maxima in the

data. The query is also described using a similar set of sloped lines. Subsequence

matching is then performed by sliding the query sequence representation over the

database representation at all offset points, and comparing the Euclidean metric

at each instance.

Another example is the work in [54] which proposes to extract anomalies in

time series data which can be used in classification and matching. This work

focuses on the creation of an efficient algorithm to detect these anomalies because

the original brute force problem is computationally prohibitive. The references

here in also point to a different body of work, which seeks to discover patterns or

motifs in time series data.

Lastly, there are also subsequence matching algorithms based on PLR [55, 56].

A key feature of these algorihtms is that they are online algorithm, i.e. algorithms

that are capable of processing data in real time. Testing their performance, the

authors use streaming financial data. Incoming data is modeled using a linear

piecewise representation, and then matched to the query sequence using a permu-

tation of the each, the set of higher segment bounding points, and the set of lower

segment bounding points. It is notable here that the metric is similar to other

subsequence matching literature (e.g. the Euclidean metric).

In fact, the majority of work cited in this chapter to date has relied predomi-

nantly on the Euclidean metric. This is because the Euclidean metric is a relatively

computationally inexpensive approach as compared to metrics used in the field (e.g.

dynamic time warping (DTW)). Using DTW, a method that aligns time series on

the time axis, several authors have presented notable results [57, 58, 59]. We choose

not to focus on this work because we are interested in developing approaches that
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rely on the smallest number of pre-processing steps and the lowest computational

cost.

Lastly, this section would not be complete without a short overview of the

benchmarking papers that evaluate the state of research in the data mining com-

munity. In [13], Keogh and Kasetty offer a scathing review of the data mining

community and the approaches presented to data. Of 360 initially reviewed papers,

only 57 are cited in the final study. Of this, the majority perform only marginal

comparisons to other work and exhibit strong biases such as implementation bias

and data bias. Furthermore, it is interesting to find that at least 70% are based on

the initial work in [47, 48]. The paper concludes with some suggestions to improve

the quality of papers published by the data mining community.

An updated comparison is co-authored by Keogh in 2008 [14]. This paper

argues strongly for the adoption of tightness of lower bound metric by which to

evaluate time series representation. This metric bounds the minimum Euclidean

distance between extracted time series features, ie. if we imagine the features as

balls in a two dimensional space, then the minimum bounding distance is the small-

est distance between two balls. The conclusion drawn by the authors is that this

minimum distance is strongly correlated to the ultimate number of subsequences

retrieved from storage, with closer subsequences requiring more queries and vice

versa. In addition the authors evaluate the full breadth of the similarity measures

proposed in the literature. They conclude that as the size of the data set grows,

all similarity measures converge to the Euclidean metric performance. Due to the

relative simplicity of this metric, there is then no advantage to using more complex

approaches suggested in the literature.

2.1.4 Data Compression via Pattern (Feature) Extraction

2.1.4.1 Rapid On-Line Clustering and Discovery

One of the big challenges in the data mining community is the online compression

and classification of streaming data time series. This need is driven by the increas-

ing availability of data from a growing array of sensors. As the data increases,

the storage requirements also rise rapidly and the pattern discovery process grows

exponentially in computational cost [15].
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The first online algorithm presented here is by Fu et.al [60], which introduces

perceptually important point representations algorithm for stock data. In this

paper the authors argue that the data representations rely mostly on a few ex-

trema points and therefore the in between fluctuations can be safely discarded and

approximated by line segments. The resulting features are then organized using

self-organizing maps (SOMs) that cluster the extracted patterns according to a

distance (squared Euclidean distance) from pre-specified set of nodes. Following

the addition of a pattern to a node, the node itself is updated hence the SOM

term.

The approach of neural clustering of SOMs was first pioneered by Kohonen

[61, 62]. In terms of clustering, SOMs have the desirable property of emergence

which is the ability to discover new patterns that have not been pre-specified by

an expert [63]. This property of the algorithms follows from the update step of

the network.

Other researchers have also adopted SOMs, for example Euliano et al. [64]

describes one approach to SOMs in the presence of wave distortion in time and

space. In the medical field [65, 66] use the emergence property of SOMs. The first

paper discusses the effects of the discretization on the identification of persistent

states in the SOM. A persistence score is introduced to aid in the author’s argu-

ment. In the second paper the authors use SOMs to visualize the data better for

human comprehension. Returning to more general data mining, [67] proposes to

replace the raw data with measures such as trends, seasonality, serial correction,

etc. and then to use an SOM to classify the data. In the financial domain SOMs

are employed in [68, 69] to determine stock closing price patterns.

2.1.4.2 Pattern Analysis Using Linear Models

Linear models have also been used extensively in pattern extraction from time

series. The papers listed here and the references therein describe the linear mod-

eling approaches taken in the past. In particular [70] employs the concept of the

linear prediction coding cepstrum. The linear prediction coding cepstrum is the

cepstrum of a model derived from the coefficients of an auto-regressive model. The

authors of this paper use the cepstrum to define a distance between models and

then use this distance for clustering. In [71] linear models are used to demonstrate
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that clipped data approaches the same modeling coefficients as unclipped data.

This helps improve the efficiency of clustering algorithms by removing outliers and

replacing them with rounded values.

Linear models are also appropriate for variable length patterns. The authors

of [72] use ARMA models and an expected maximization algorithm to determine

models that appropriately represent time series data. Other authors have also

focused on the variable feature size of patterns. Examples of this that are not

linear models include [73, 74]

2.1.5 Classification

Time series classification is a traditional task handled by the data mining commu-

nity. This task appears as a subtask above in the segmentation and subsequence

detection work. For example, Geurts et al. [75] model the time series using piece-

wise linear models and extracts the break points between line segments as temporal

features for classification. In doing so, this algorithm both reduces the size of the

data and retains perceptually important points for classification. The latter is key

because of the stated goal of the author to maintain features that are perceptible

to humans.

A popular approach to classification is through the extraction of features using

wavelets. In [76], the authors extract features from wavelet coefficients. As pointed

by the authors wavelets preserve the Euclidean space between time series in the

time domain. The distance between wavelet coefficients is then generalized to a

distance between time series of varying length.

Other approaches include classification by modeling [77]. In [77] the time se-

ries data is normalized and classified according to its reconstructed phase space.

Reconstruction of phase spaces is a method of indirectly reconstructing the phase

spaces of a dynamical system. The phase space itself contains all system states.

Once the data phase space is reconstructed, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)

are used to fully describe all aspects of the space. Then during classification a

Bayesian maximum classifier is used to detect test signal class.

Classification is typically performed by first extracting a data structure that is

later used to compare test series. Rodriguez et al. [78] argue that using raw data
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in data trees leads to poor results. They present two approaches, one that creates

an interval tree with each interval described as data means, and a second approach

creates tree after first dynamically time warping the data. The authors find these

approaches to be competitive with previous work. Lastly, many authors have also

focused on the time series data set size reduction which is necessary to make all of

these methods feasible for implementation [79, 80].

2.1.6 Current Directions

The field of time series analysis has evolved dramatically in the past decade. Prior

to the early 2000s the field was concerned with time series segmentation and match-

ing. Strong arguments were made for metrics and segmentation algorithms that

were eventually consolidated two review papers [13, 14]. In summary, represen-

tations with complexity greater than first order were deemed too complex, and

all measures for subsequence matching converge in performance to the Euclidean

metric.

In the 2000s the field moved on to exploring new approaches such as the one

nearest neighbor approach (1-NN) and self organizing maps (SOMs). Lately, one

can observe that the field is moving towards both time series of greater length,

series that are analyzed on-line (or streaming series) and multiple dimensions. The

final chapter of this dissertation also moves in this direction. The work presented

in this chapter focuses specifically on the incorporation of multiple time series in

data representation. For this reason this section focuses on previously published

research in multidimensional time series.

There are two types of multidimensional series: time series with multiple at-

tributes and truly multiple time series are may be correlated. The difference be-

tween multiple attribute time series and multiple time series is almost a semantic

difference. For example, in the world of finance data, a stock’s volume and price

data can be considered two time series, or a single time series with multiple at-

tributes. The latter view was taken by Povinelli and Feng [81]. In this work the

authors choose to combine the attributes of stock volume and price into a phase

space. Data clusters are identified in the phase space by determining the optimal

data means via a linear optimization problem. In essence, clusters of data with
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sufficiently dissimilar means are identified to denote evens in the time series and

non-events. The goal of the work is to address previous deficiencies in data mining

algorithms that assumed stationarity in the underlying data.

A similar approach is taken by Kahveci et al. [82]. In this work the authors

focus on the development of a shift and scale invariant clustering and indexing of

the multi-attribute time series. The authors begin by showing that the Euclidean

space of time series is often not robust to shifts and scaling. The subsequences are

then clustered by similar shift and scaling properties. In multiple dimensions this

appears as a cone with clusters appearing as slices of the cone.

Focusing less on invariance and more on the pattern uniqueness, Lee et al.

[83] creates a data mining approach that k dimensional patterns from m dimen-

sional data. The basic idea is to find 1-dimensional patterns and to concatenate

them to find patterns the smallest unique frequent patterns in a multi-dimensional

database. It is important to note that this work is applicable to both multi-

attribute and multi-dimensional time series as the patterns are generally the same

under the author specifications.

Moving more towards truly multi-dimensional time series Minnen et al. [84]

address the interesting problem of data patterns that not fully dimensional. By

this we mean that in an m dimensional data set, the patterns have a dimension

less than m. The paper by Minnen et al. focuses on the efficient discovery of these

patterns.

Simultaneous work by Minnen et al. [85] also extended the use of Hidden

Markov Models (HMM) into the multidimensional motif discovery. In a scalable

algorithm, ie. one applying to single and multiple dimensions. The algorithm

begins by extracting all subsequences of a fixed length. Then a preset number of

nearest neighbors is determined for each sequences. Effectively this clusters the

subsequences, in order to determine their estimated densities. Finally an HMM is

trained using the clustered subsequences and their respective densities. The states

of the HMM represent the motifs that have been discovered in the data.

The inherent clustering of subsequences in [85] is also a major theme in multi-

dimensional time series analysis. For example the work by Plant et al. [86] focuses

on the clustering of multidimensional time series based on the interaction between

the dimensions. This is an interesting approach because it preserves perhaps the
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most important information from multiple dimensions. To accomplish this, each

dimension is modeled from other dimensions using linear models. The clusters are

then time series data that exhibits similar interactions between the dimensions.

Similar to the work in [85], Tatavarty et al. [87] propose clustering time series

data based on the temporal similarities between frequency patterns. To accomplish

this, the authors first identify and cluster all frequency patterns in each dimension

of the data. The dependence among patterns in different dimension is then identi-

fied. The goal of these two works is to extract the greatest amount of information

from the data.

Another interesting clustering algorithm is presented by Wang et al. [88]. In

this algorithm motion time series is clustered based on spectral features. These

features are found to be more robust normal spectral clustering. Spectral clustering

in general is a method of reducing the data dimensionality using the eigenvalues

of the similarity matrix before clustering itself.

Yet another interesting application of multidimensional time series analysis

is prediction [89]. The paper by Shibuya et al. [89] and the references within,

demonstrate the use of multidimensional time series to predict behavior. A key

component in this research is determining the causality of one dimension on an-

other. In other words, researchers are looking to determine whether the fluctuation

in one time series can be used to predict the behavior of another.

The research directions of similarity searching [90] and tree structuring [91]

are also addressed. These areas are important and still open areas for research

that bridge the divide between theory and practice. Finally, in terms of vehicle

technology, there are some examples of work that incorporate multidimensional

databases. The work by Gonzalez et al. [92] is one such example where multidi-

mensional traffic data is mine for anomaly detection. These anomalies are used

by traffic engineers to detect accidents early and re-route traffic to maintain flow

along the nation’s highways.

2.2 Pattern Matching/Texture Detection

As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, a second particularly relevant

area of research to this thesis is pattern matching. In parallel with the data
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mining community which has used linear models for subsequence matching, the

pattern matching community has also used linear models for pattern detection

in applications such as texture classification and tracking [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98],

shape detection [99], fault detection [100], acoustic filtering [101, 102, 103], and

finger print identification [104].

The two types of texture detection that are most relevant to this thesis are dy-

namic texture detection and single frame texture detection using linear dynamical

models [105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110]. Dynamic texture detection is the ability to

detect a texture evolving across several frames, while single frame texture detection

looks at identifying a texture within a single frame using dynamical models. Using

dynamical models in these applications is advantageous because many evolving

textures exhibit linear dynamical behavior and the use of these models provides

access to well developed tools from the control system literature [95].

The general approach when using linear dynamical systems for texture detec-

tion is to extract a set of linear models from training data that represent the desired

textures. Some authors employ switched linear systems to obtain this reference

set [109, 111]. Then using new data, new linear models are extracted and then

matched to the reference set to determine the exact texture. The metric used in

matching is often in the space of linear dynamical system coefficients such that

the distance between the model coefficients is interpreted as the distance between

the textures [110]. An elegant metric that is often used in this domain of research

is the Martin metric [112] that measures model distance in the cepstral domain,

which as previously discussed is additive and a function of the poles and zeros of

the system. Other authors use control system theory concepts to develop robust

model validation techniques [95], and still others use optimization techniques to

determine the model feasibility in the presence of uncertainty [107].

In this thesis the vehicle localization procedure can be thought of as the se-

quential matching of patterns which in our case are patterns of terrain pitch data.

This differs from approaches taken in the texture detection community in several

important ways. First, texture detection approaches are static in the sense that

they assume the data is available before the detection process. Second, the pre-

sented approach does not require the use of matching metrics which are pivotal

in texture detection algorithms. Lastly, to identify the correct vehicle location,
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our approach requires the correct identification of several sequential linear models.

Thus we identify a series of textures rather than a single specific texture. Previ-

ously literature has shown that identifying a series of models increases the certainty

of the algorithm output. In addition, as pointed out in [94] using a sequences of

linear systems also reduces computational complexity by allowing a reduction in

model order.

2.3 Pattern Matching in the Vehicle Commu-

nity/Localization

This chapter will now conclude with a brief overview of vehicle localization research

that will show the reader the contributions made by this thesis.

2.3.1 Sensor-Based Localization

Sensor based localization is the localization of a vehicle (robot) using only the

sensory data from the platform. There are two types of localization: reference

localization (or dead-reckoning), where the vehicle location is propagated from a

known position, or relative localization, where the vehicle position is inferred from

environmental landmarks.

The three sensors commonly used for dead-reckoning (DR) localization are the

odometer, the velocity encoder and the inertial measurement unit (IMU). A series

of review papers can be found in [113, 114, 6]. Perhaps the simplest method of

navigation is odometry. To keep track of odometry, manufacturers install a sensor

that records a pulse each time it passes by a specific point on the wheel. The

number of pulses is then multiplied by a scale factor that is related to the wheel

diameter, tire pressure, temperature, and any environmental factor that changes

the wheel radius. References citing the use of odometry and error-correcting tech-

niques in vehicle localization can be found in Abbott and Powell [114] and also

within the mobile robotics community [115, 116].

A similar set of sensors are the wheel tachometers. These sensors are typi-

cally employed in anti-lock brake systems (ABS) to detect the differences in wheel

speeds. Using the same framework, the difference in wheel speeds can reveal the
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direction of the vehicle. Like the odometer, the critical piece of knowledge neces-

sary to make use of velocity encoders is wheel radius. In Carlson et.al. [117, 118]

velocity encoders are used in a dual GPS/DR system. Here while GPS is avail-

able, the signal is used to provide a heading and a wheel radius estimate. When

GPS becomes unavailable, wheel tachometers are calibrated to provide heading

information.

Odometers and velocity encoders suffer from well-known sources of terrain er-

ror such as wheel slips, uneven road surfaces, and skidding. In addition, these

same sources suffer from vehicle structure errors such as wheel diameter changes,

wheelbase uncertainty, and low resolution of the encoding sensors. These errors

have been observed and characterized both in the vehicle navigation community

[114, 118] and the mobile robotics community in Borestein and Liqiang [115].

In contrast to odometry and tachometers, gyroscopes and accelerometers in

IMUs measure rates of acceleration and rates of change in displacement of the

vehicle. A typical IMU consists of three gyroscopes and three IMUs, each directed

in one of the axes of motion. To obtain vehicle heading and velocity, the IMU

outputs are integrated in each direction. This integration leads to the cumulative

growth of small bias and noise sources in the IMU as a function of the operation

time. These noise sources will be further discussed in section 4.2.1.2. However,

because IMUs are self-contained and thereby not susceptible to the vehicular and

environmental noise sources, IMUs are a good complement to other vehicle sensors

and GPS [119, 120]. For this reason, GPS and IMU data is frequently integrated

in augmented systems [121, 6].

2.3.1.1 Map-Matching

The DR localization approaches described above can be used to estimate vehicle

location given a known starting point for the vehicle. However, if the location

is unknown, then the vehicle position can be estimated through the comparison

of sensory data with a localization map. This map can be of beacon locations,

requiring triangulation for localization (the GPS is a form of active beacon), or of

another type of feature which is selected by the localization mechanism designer

[122, 123, 124]. This form of relative localization is called map-matching.

In this thesis, localization maps are built using linear models and the localiza-
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tion mechanism combines DR using inertial measurements and map-matching. A

state of the art review of map-matching is found in Quddus et.al. [124]. The author

subdivides the field of map-matching into early techniques that take into account

the road geometry, such as arcs and lines; topological approaches which take into

account road geometry and the interconnection between each geometric feature;

probabilistic approaches that assign a region or error within which a likely road

segment is found; and more recent approaches termed advanced map-matching us-

ing Kalman Filters, fuzzy logic, particle filters, etc. The references therein provide

an in-depth look of the field of map-matching.

As a general outline, the map-matching process begins by extracting or ob-

serving features from the data [125]. The choice of features during the extraction

process has a pivotal role in the subsequent localization performance of the al-

gorithm. Early algorithms use arcs and lines as features that modeled the road

shape [122, 126]. In advanced algorithms, the features are extracted through a

non-linear transform that is used to identify the most noise-robust portions of the

data. A few examples are local extrema, geometric features such as arcs and lines,

or geometric beacons. Further examples can be found in the literature on pattern

matching and data mining [127, 128, 129, 130, 131].

Then, during localization, the features are re-extracted from new vehicle data.

The location is determined by comparing these features to the map. The most

common comparison approach is the threshold. Here a distance is computed from

the road data to each possible map location. An empirical threshold is used to

determine the correct segment. More advanced methods of matching include those

presented in the robotics community where the probability of the vehicle’s loca-

tion and of the detected features is calculated using Kalman filtering in a formal

framework methodology established in [132, 133, 134], or a Bayesian comparison

approach such as the one used by Levinson and Thrun [135], or a particle filtering

approach in Törnqvist et al. [136].

The motivation to develop advanced map-matching algorithms stems from the

need to handle increasingly complex road networks that easily overwhelm earlier

algorithms. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a

unifying publication that elucidates the limitations of each map-matching approach

in the vehicle navigation community. In contrast, several review papers in the data
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mining community have concluded that more work is necessary to design efficient

algorithms to handle large databases [14].

Choosing the features and the extraction process plays a pivotal role in the

subsequent performance of the algorithm. Previous research in our own group

has focused on IMU pitch data for localization [10, 137, 138, 119, 120, 127]. In

particular, Dean [10] demonstrated a particle filter-based approach using inertial

measurements. A more noise robust approach was presented in Vemulapalli et

al. [137] where an optimal filter was derived to process the data prior to extract-

ing extremum features. Combining previous work, the work by Katetotad et al.

[138] employed both the particle filtering and feature-based approaches to allow

localization and tracking of a vehicle over a greater area.

A third alternative is called Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM).

This alternative is the simultaneous building of the localization map and the con-

current vehicle localization [139, 140]. The SLAM approach is mostly advanced by

the robotics community.

2.3.1.2 Noise Characterization of the Inertial Measurement Units

The main sensor used in this dissertation is the inertial measurement unit with

readings such as vehicle pitch and roll playing pivotal role in the creation of the

data representations. For this reason this section introduces recent work describing

the use of IMUs in localization and the characterization of IMU noise.

Recent decreases in the cost of Micro-Electrical-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)

IMUs have contributed to a rise in the number of publications citing augmented

GPS/IMU systems [141, 119, 120, 142]. Given this development and the potential

for further research in the future, it is important to understand how sensor lim-

itations affect the localization approach. In particular, El-Sheimy et al. in [143]

characterize IMU noise in terms of Allan variance and power spectral densities.

The same authors then offer approaches to mitigating IMU noise [144]. A MEMS

specific analysis is demonstrated by Aydemir and Saranli [145], while the work in

[146] evaluated the noise performance of several grades of IMUs.

Extensive research has also been presented on the calibration of IMUs [147, 148,

149]. An in-depth discussion of IMU noise components is shown in section 4.4.3.

This description is then used to corrupt the IMU data for localization simulations.
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2.4 Additional Topics

We conclude this section by discussing two more topics seen in the literature: fault

detection and histogram filters. This work is related to this thesis but not as

strongly as the work above. For this reason the background here is abridged to

briefly introduce the reader to these topics.

2.4.1 Fault Detection

In contrast to the data mining community and the pattern detection community,

this task is significantly more difficult. The reason is that the field of fault detection

is fragmented into application subfields. Few papers have ventured to unite the

subfields into coherent general bodies of work. Examples include [150, 151, 152,

153, 154].

In general the majority of the fault detection work originated with plant models

of designed systems. These plant models had available inputs and output and

naturally led to the adoption of control system techniques for stabilization and

monitoring. These techniques include state and output observers which observe

the states of the known system and detect changes that indicate faults. Also, parity

equations which is a way to compare a system’s input/output behavior to the

expected transfer function [155]. Lastly, parameter estimation is the continuous

re-estimation of system parameters until a significant deviation demonstrates a

fault has occurred.

A subset of model based fault detection is signal-model-based methods. This

subset of methods applies in the case where only plant outputs can be observed. In

this case researchers focus on filter based methods like spectral analysis, bandpass

filters, and maximum entropy estimation to identify faults that produce novel

frequency components. Yet another subset of techniques are called the change

detection methods. These methods are largely probabilistically based and detect

changes in the probability mean and variance of the plant output, or use statistical

techniques such as a likelihood-ratio-test or Bayes decisions.
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2.4.2 Histogram Filters

The algorithms developed in this thesis continuously validate the road pitch models

with the incoming vehicle data. Each feasible model is considered feasible until

contradictory data is observed by the vehicle’s sensors. This can be viewed as

a binary “on/off” decision, and correspondingly path-wise as a binary histogram

filter.

Histogram filters are numerical implementations of the Bayes filter over an

area that is discretized into some appropriate number of bins [156]. The key ad-

vantage of discretizing the search area is that this allows the derivation of recursive

equations to implement the discrete Bayes filter. The recursive implementation is

computationally efficient for online operation. However, there are two underlying

assumptions that must hold when implementing the histogram filter. First, all

possible predictions from the data can be summarized by the most recent data

point. And second, the data and predictions must obey the Markov property.

Histogram filters are appropriate for vehicle tracking and localization due to

several properties of the vehicle system. The most significant property is order

which is enforced by the physical nature of the process. In essence, vehicle states

such as velocity and position always evolve sequentially from previous states.

Several studies have presented compelling evidence that approaches similar to

the histogram filter are appropriate for vehicle localization and tracking [157, 158,

159, 160]. In [157] an algorithm is developed for the localization and tracking

of a land vehicle from an unmanned air vehicle (UAV). This algorithm uses a

directed graph and breaks up the vehicle location into discretized states that are

updated using a Bayesian filter. The algorithm builds on previous work [158] that

implemented Bayesian filters to localize vehicles with a known velocity and final

destination within a mine. Bayesian filters were also implemented in [159] to track

vehicles from multiple UAVs. Additional tracking work was presented in [160]

where a histogram filter tracked underwater targets using sonar.

The work of these authors demonstrates that the histogram filter is an ap-

propriate tool for vehicle localization and tracking. While this thesis does not

implement a histogram filter, the analog between the work here and histogram

filters is strong because, along a path, each model agreement can be considered

a “vote” for the current segment. Unlike histogram filters, in this work votes are
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not presently aggregated over all models. However, future implementations of the

presented algorithms may incorporate a histogram filter as a recursive method of

estimating the correct vehicle path from among several surviving possibilities.



Chapter 3

The Effect of Noise on Alternative

Representations of a 1-Dimensional

Time Series used for In-Sequence

Localization

The goal of this chapter is to formally introduce the problem of in-sequence lo-

calization by collecting seven published dimension reducing data representations

[13, 14, 15] and evaluating their performance in the problem of in-sequence lo-

calization: the Piecewise Aggregate Approximation [28, 29], the Discrete Wavelet

Transform Representation [161], the Symbolic Aggregate Approximation [54], the

Discrete Fourier Transform [47], the Chebyshev Polynomial Representation [162],

the Piecewise Linear Representation [56], and the Adaptive Piecewise Constant

Approximation [163]. These representations, and the procedures to obtain them

from a data set, are described in some detail in the text, creating a survey of avail-

able dimension reducing representations that may be applicable for in-sequence

localization.

The evaluation of the performance of a given representation for in-sequence

localization begins with evaluating the translation of the representation before

and after the addition of noise. Testing is performed on four different data sets:

two vehicle data sets and two synthetic data sets. Then, an in-sequence local-
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ization procedure is demonstrated for each representation. Two general types of

procedures are shown, a fixed window size procedure and variable window size pro-

cedure. In each case the performance of the representations is tested across all four

of the test sets discussed above. Lastly, the chapter concludes by suggesting two

possible approaches to creating dimension reducing representations for in-sequence

localization. The first approach is to incorporate generic noise descriptions that fit

the application [20, 23, 24, 22] and the second approach is to incorporate process

specific information about the application [18].

A manuscript detailing the work in this chapter is currently under preparation

for submission to IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering.

3.1 Introduction

The work presented in this dissertation is one possible approach to addressing a

pivotal challenge of modern data processing: the determination of formal methods

to reduce the dimensions of data to a meaningful set of features (representations)

that are then stored in logical and efficient data structures. While previous research

in dimension reducing data representations exists [28, 29, 161, 54, 47, 162, 56, 163],

there are two principal challenges that face the data community. First, the existing

methods have been repeatedly shown to scale poorly with time series size [13, 14].

Second, the unprecedented scale on which data is presently collected is enabling

new applications that demand a fundamental rethinking of dimension-reducing

representations.

But these challenges in data dimension reduction are not independent. The

newly introduced problems are challenges that help describe theoretical deficiencies

that may have previously been obscured. This chapter formally introduces one

such illuminating problem, the problem of in-sequence localization. Our interest

in this problem is motivated by the problem of vehicle localization using large data.

This intuitive application is revisited throughout the thesis to illustrate ideas and

concepts.

Localizing vehicle using in-sequence localization is a difficult problem because

of the extraordinary size of available data. For example, presently an autonomous
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vehicle may collect up to 750 Gb of data for each second of driving1. Because the

average road vehicle is driven 600 hours per year, this means that an autonomous

car would collect 1.62 Exabytes (EB = 10006) of data annually, and all this data

must be reduced and stored such that it enables in-sequence localization.

In addition to size, noise introduced in the data via the collection sensors is also

a significant problem, [16, 17, 12, 18, 19]. This noise obscures trends in the data

and makes in-sequence localization using terrain data particularly challenging. In

general noise increases the computational cost of localization because it requires

the addition of mitigation algorithms that improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

of the data. Thus the problem of in-sequence localization is the problem of reduc-

ing and representing large data sets such that the resulting data structure is not

obscured by noise.

The solution to the problem of in-sequence localization is divided into two

phases - an offline phase where computational power is unconstrained and an online

phase where computation is constrained and the localization is taking place. In

the first phase a complete time series data set is collected. This data set describes

a desired process in its entirety, for example in vehicle localization this data set

is all terrain data from a road or road network. The time series data is then

represented using a dimension reducing representation and organized into a data

structure (ex. significant road features are organized in a map). In the second

phase, a mobile platform is localized using the created database (ex. finding the

location of a vehicle on the map). Here newly acquired data is matched to the

stored data structure, and successive data points are matched to the previously

feasible points in the map. The successive matching helps to narrow the location

estimate to the correct location. In addition the approach of successive matching

reduces the computational requirements on localization.

Localizing only the most recently-acquired data points implies using knowledge

about the data ordering [20, 23, 24, 22] that is not typically used in dimension-

reducing data representations. In fact, when evaluating typical dimension reducing

representations [28, 29, 161, 54, 47, 162, 56, 163] for in-sequence localization, three

criteria emerge from the flaws of the previously published data representations.

1This is the amount of data estimated to have been collected by the Google autonomous
vehicles during the XPrize competition in 2013.
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First, the representations must allow the initial data samples to be located in the

middle of a data interval. Second, the data representations must preserve the or-

dering (flow) of the data. Third, the data representation must have an inherent

robustness to noise. The solutions to the problem of in-sequence localization that

meet these criteria can be applied to other data rich areas such as the identifica-

tion of system states, estimation of historical trends, or retrieval of data from a

collection [50, 164, 165].

3.1.1 In-Sequence Localization in Vehicle Data

The problem of in-sequence localization in vehicle data is that of finding the ve-

hicle’s location in a previously recorded data set. This application is commonly

called vehicle localization, and it is more precisely defined in this section. The text

here serves as an overview for the vehicle data simulations within the remainder

of the thesis.

Consider the terrain data-collection process in a vehicle that is illustrated in Fig.

3.1. In tandem with this illustration, Fig. 3.2 shows a block diagram representation

of the mapping of vehicle position into pitch. In these depictions, the variable v(t)

represents the vehicle velocity; s(t) is the displacement of the vehicle; p(t) is the

position of the vehicle, relative to its initial position p(to); and m(t) represents

vehicle pitch that is mapped from the vehicle’s position. The terrain data collected

by the vehicle is represented by d(t) and it is subject to additive sensor noise η(t).

During localization, the noisy data is then matched to a stored database. More

precisely, for each instant t the data point d(t) + η(t) is compared to the map

and possible matches are identified. At first, the data point is compared to the

whole map, as parts of the map are eliminated, comparisons only take place on the

remaining possible regions. A point in the map can only be feasible if the sequence

of points leading up to it was feasible as well. This is a fundamental limitation of

the application of in-sequence localization and therefore any dimension reduction

in the map must take care not to destroy this order.

During this matching process, it is critical to discern the true values of d(t)

because localization errors could misinform the driver or the localization algorithm.

Now observe the two time series shown in the upper-right hand side of Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. The effect of noisy sensors. An example from vehicle data collection.

Figure 3.2. Vehicle Sensor Output Diagram

Note that a trend is clearly observed in the time series d(t), but this trend is

obscured when the noise is added in d(t) + η(t). Thus it would be difficult to

match d(t) to d(t) + η(t) without at least generating several false positive results.

A more precise mathematical description of in-sequence localization is presented

below.

Definition: Given a data set D = {d1, d2, ..di} that represents a complete sam-

pling of a real world process and a small (i.e. k � i), noisy subsequence of length

k + 1 collected at some later time T , x̄ = {dT + ηT , dT+1 + ηT+1, , dT+k + ηT+k},
find the index j such that the subset d̄ = {dj , dj+1, , dj+k} most closely represents

x̄. Here most closely depends on the representation method chosen for D.

If it is assumed that the data is noise-free, i.e. η = 0 ∀t and if it is assumed that

there exists unlimited computational power and unlimited storage space, then the

problem of in-sequence localization can be solved by brute force. This is the ap-

proach followed by many researchers who develop trajectory tracking algorithms

[166]. While the state of the art may not be a fully brute force approach, it is

nonetheless based on the ability to extract all possible trajectories and then eval-

uate their feasibility. For example, a sliding window of length k + 1 is used to

extract all possible subsequences in the data set D. Then each subsequence is eval-

uated against the query subsequence using the norm of the differences between the
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subsequence and the query. Finally, the subsequence that minimizes the partic-

ular norm is chosen as the most likely path, taking a step further to in-sequence

localization, the last point in the subsequence is used to determine the location.

However, the computational cost of such an approach to in-sequence localiza-

tion is high and grows with the size of the data set. To see this, suppose that the

noise-free time series has a length i and the 1-norm is used for evaluation. Then

the process takes one scan of i−1 subsequences each requiring k(k +1) operations

to complete. Thus as the size of the subsequences increases, and the size of the

process time series increases, the order of operations approaches i2.

In practical systems, neither unlimited computational power nor unlimited stor-

age are available, nor will they be available in the foreseeable future because the

pace of data collection matches or exceeds the growth in computing power. Thus

as i and k grow, the practical burden becomes too great. In addition, while re-

cent history has seen an explosion in the number of collected time series [14], this

has come at the cost of increased noise characteristics of cheaper sensors. The

new noisier data that is acquired using these sensors further increases the com-

putational burden by requiring add-on noise mitigation algorithms or extended

matching times that incorporate bigger time series.

To the best of our knowledge, the issue of noise mitigation has been historically

cited in only a handful of papers [42, 46, 43, 12]. However, the recognition of the

problem in large scale data applications is growing. In the vehicle localization

domain, the authors of Stoyanov et. al. [16], Mullane et. al. [17], and Vemulapalli

et. al. [12] discussed the effect of sensor noise on the building of localization maps.

In the realm of air traffic control where the piecewise linear representation (PLR) is

used to model aircraft motion data, Guerrero et. al. [18] discusses the limitations

of PLR with respect to noise and and suggest improvements to the PLR algorithm

handle noise. Lastly, dealing with optical data, Skauli [19] discusses the effect of

sensor noise in storing and processing hyperspectral data that is recorded from

optical sensors.
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3.2 Dimension Reducing Data Representations

This section will present the data representation methods. These methods are

typically applied to reduce the size of the stored data for the purpose of subsequence

matching at a later point. In other words, these methods create possible sets of

subsequences such that a similar subsequence can be identified. In this thesis the

methods are applied to create a map of representations to be used for in-sequence

localization. The aim of this section is both to describe each method and to test

the representation method’s robustness to noise. Section 3.2.8 will describe the

testing procedure and the results for each representation.

3.2.1 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is the first dimension reducing representa-

tion. Presented in 1993 by Agrawal et. al. [47], the use of the DFT as a dimension

reduction tool signaled the beginning of the drive to find useful data representa-

tions. As published by Agrawal et. al., the DFT is used to represent an entire

time series using just a few coefficients. The strength of the DFT as a data rep-

resentation is that Parseval’s theorem can be used to show that taking the DFT

preserves the energy of the underlying time series. Then assuming that the ma-

jority of signal energy is in low frequencies, saving the first 3-5 coefficients means

that most of the signal energy information is preserved.

In this chapter, the DFT is adapted for in-sequence localization by segmenting

the time series into fixed window length intervals and taking the DFT within each

window. As shown in table 3.1, the segmentation procedure begins by choosing

the number of segments Ns into which the time series will be segmented. Then in

each segment the DFT is performed and 5 coefficients are saved.

The DFT is a classical approach to data representation. In the case of repeated,

high signal-to-noise ratio data, saving the first few DFT coefficients provides an

adequate representation of the data that preserves most of the signal energy. How-

ever, in the case of corrupted data, preserving the first few coefficients can be

problematic. This is because in the presence of noise, the saved coefficients should

be those that correspond to the strongest, most robust, frequencies in the data.

These are typically not known during the segmentation process.
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Choose Constants:
Number of segments : Ns

Input Time Series Data, read length: Di

Segment the data:
Divide the data in Ns intervals of L points
Discard the last set of points that do not fill an interval

For each interval:
Find the DFT of the data
Save 5 coefficients as the DFT representation

Store the representation

Table 3.1. DFT Segmentation Algorithm

3.2.2 Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA)

One of the most intuitive data representations is the data mean. The data mean

is a simple, easy to comprehend representation, and it is a dimension reducing

representation because an arbitrary number of data points can be represented by a

single number. However, representing an entire time series using a single number

is not sufficient. To alleviate this problem, a sequence of interval means can be

stored such that the resulting sequence is a pattern that represents the original

time series. The sequence of interval data means is called the piecewise aggregate

approximation (PAA) and it was first presented by Keogh et. al. [28] and Yi et.

al. [29]. An example of a time series represented using PAA is shown in Fig. 3.3.

data index [k]

Original data
PAA rep.
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Figure 3.3. A sample PAA representation, representing a data set by 10 segments.
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The procedure used to obtain a PAA representation is shown in table 3.2.

First, a time series is input into the algorithm. The length of the time series, L,

is recorded. Then the data is divided into N evenly spaced intervals where N

is chosen by the designer. The number of points is obtained by rounding down

the fraction L/N , and the last few points that do not fill an entire interval are

discarded. Then data in the ith interval is represented by its averages, mi and the

sequence of averages, D̂ = {m1, m2, . . . , mN} is stored as the PAA representation.

Choose Constants:
Number of segments : Ns

Input Time Series Data, read length: Di

Segment the data:
Divide the data in Ns intervals of L points
Discard the last set of points that do not fill an interval

For each interval:
Find the first and last data point indices, ks,ke

Find the data average: ϕk = 1

ke−ks+1

ke
∑

k=ks

dk

Store the representation
The PAA representation is Ψ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕNs}

Table 3.2. PAA Segmentation Algorithm

PAA is an intuitive representation with a low computational cost that is very

effective in reducing the size of data dimensions. However, with respect to in-

sequence localization there are several significant disadvantages. First, the reso-

lution of the representation is chosen by the designer. Thus PAA is a supervised

algorithm and requires significant attention over a large database. Second, the av-

erage of an interval of data is the DC frequency information of the data; therefore

all higher frequency information is assumed to be noisy and discarded. However,

it has been recognized in the literature that higher frequency components carry

significant information that should be used in the segmentation of a time series

[33, 34]. Lastly, the regular segmentation of data may interrupt a significant un-

derlying feature. For example, note that in Fig. 3.3 the first peak in the data is

bisected when intuitively it should be captured as a whole.
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3.2.3 Discrete Wavelet Transform Representation (DWT)

The next representation is the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The DWT,

obtained using the Haar wavelet transform, can be thought of as the more general

case of PAA. Chan et. al. [161] first introduced the idea of the DWT as a dimension

reducing representation by choosing the 3 largest DWT coefficients to represent a

time series. Similar to the DFT, the DWT is extended for in-sequence localization

by segmenting the time series into fixed width intervals and representing each

interval by its Haar wavelet transform.

The Haar wavelet transform for each interval is shown in table 3.3. It begins

by segmenting the given interval data into consecutive, non-overlapping, 2-point

intervals. The averages are computed for each pair, and then the differences for

each pair are computed and divided by 2. The resulting vector is contains the Haar

wavelet coefficients at resolution r. Now segment the vector of interval averages

into 2-point intervals. Find the mean of the new set of intervals and the corre-

sponding Haar wavelet coefficients. These Haar wavelet coefficients correspond to

a resolution of r − 1. This procedure is iterated until a single average is found.

This is the r = 0 wavelet resolution. The total number of resolutions determined

will be the length of the time series L divided by 2.

For resolutions r = Di/2-1 :
Segment time series into 2-point intervals,
Find interval averages,
Find wavelet coefficients by finding the

average difference in the 2-point intervals.
For resolutions r = Di/2-2 : 0

Segment the average vector from previous
resolution into 2-point intervals,

Average the resulting intervals,
Find wavelet coefficients by finding

the average interval difference.

Table 3.3. DWT Segmentation Algorithm

Analyzing the procedure to obtain the DWT, one can observe that the coeffi-

cients are built by a series of low pass operations. The underlying assumption is

that high frequencies contain noise and that the low frequency information signal

is sufficiently strong. While more frequency components are used than in PAA, the
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representation of the time series is not detailed until a large number of segments is

used. For in-sequence localization, these issues are significant since the information

carrying frequencies are unknown, and the desired representation should have as

few segments as possible.

3.2.4 Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX)

Building on the foundation of PAA, Keogh et. al. [54] introduced the symbolic

aggregate approximation. In this representation, the data means are replaced

by equi-probable symbols that correspond to a range of possible data means. The

data mean ranges that correspond to each symbol are chosen such that each symbol

has an equal probability of occurrence. An example of the SAX representation is

shown below in Fig. 3.4 for N = 10 segments and 6 equi-probable symbols. The

procedure to obtain a SAX representation is shown below in table 3.4.

data index [k]
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Figure 3.4. A sample SAX representation, representing a data set by 10 segments.

The first step in obtaining a SAX representation of data is choosing the num-

ber of segments into which the time series is to be segmented, Ns, and the number

of equi-probable symbols, ϑ. Then a time series of data is input and normalized

using the data mean, µ and the data standard deviation σ. The resulting stan-

dard normal distribution is subdivided into Ns regions and the region bounds are

determined from the data. The data is then partitioned using the PAA procedure

in table 3.2. Finally, each PAA mean, ϕk is translated into a symbol, ϕ̂k according
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to the regions determined in the first step. The resulting sequence of symbols is

the SAX data representation.

Choose Constants:
Number of segments : Ns

Number of symbols : ϑ
Input Time Series Data, read length: Di

Determine the equi-probable region for each symbol:
Normalize the data by subtracting the data mean, µ, and

dividing by the data standard deviation, σ: d̃ = d−µ

σ

Find S equi-probable ranges
Find the PAA representation of the data

Ψ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕNs}
Assign the SAX symbol for each mi

Ψ = {ϕ̂1, ϕ̂2, . . . , ϕ̂Ns}
Table 3.4. SAX Segmentation Algorithm

The SAX representation is particularly well-suited to noisy data because com-

paring symbols does not require thresholding. However, with respect to in-sequence

localization where the reference data set and the query data are not collected si-

multaneously, there are two problems. First, the normalization that is required

to assign the symbols is problematic if the entire time series is not available. For

example in vehicle localization the map data can be normalized, but the incoming

localization data may not be of sufficient length to be normalized. Furthermore,

no distinction is made of symbols that are near their respective probability bound-

aries. For example, in Fig. 3.4 the symbol “f” can easily be perturbed by a small

amount of noise and miss-assigned during translation.

3.2.5 Chebyshev Polynomial Representation

Another method of representing time series is using Chebyshev polynomials [162].

The advantage of using Chebyshev polynomials is that they closely approximate

minimax polynomials, which are used to minimize the maximum deviation between

the polynomial and the model data. Because these polynomials minimize the

maximum deviation, they improve the ability to select in between time series

when matching. The Chebyshev polynomial representation is intended to describe

whole time series. Here we extend again the approach to in-sequence localization by
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instead describing consecutive intervals of the time series and, in effect, localization

sequences of Chebyshev polynomial representations.

The Chebyshev polynomial approximation begins by selecting the number of

segments into which the time series is to be segmented, Ns. Then Ns equally sized

intervals are extracted. For each interval the data is approximated using three

Chebyshev polynomials,

d̂k = c0P0 + c1P1 + c2P2, (3.1)

where Pi are the Chebyshev polynomials and ci are coefficients to be determined.

The Chebyshev polynomials are approximated as [162],

P0[k] = 1

P1[k] = k (3.2)

P2[k] = 2k2 − 1

and the coefficients are determined as,

c0 =
1

ke − k0

ke
∑

j=k0

dkP0[k] (3.3)

ci =
1

ke − k0

ke
∑

j=k0

dkPi[k]

The approximation from each interval is concatenated in the final represen-

tation, Ψ = [{c0, c1, c2}, {c0, c1, c2}, . . .] . This procedure is summarized below in

table 3.5.

Choose Constants:
Number of segments : Ns

Find representations:
for each interval find the constants ci

using eqns. (3.2) and (3.3)
Store the final representation:

Ψ = [{c0, c1, c2}, {c0, c1, c2}, . . .]
Table 3.5. Chebyshev Segmentation Algorithm
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In contrast to other representations, the idea behind Chebyshev polynomials is

to represent the data most faithfully to the original time series is a novel approach

to data representation. From the point of view of in-sequence localization, this

is not necessary. It has been observed in the authors’ work that a few significant

frequencies in the data dictate the robustness and performance of in-sequence

localization algorithms [24, 167]. For this reason, a separate study would be needed

to determine which Chebyshev coefficients are most useful in this application and

for each unique time series to be indexed.

3.2.6 Piecewise Linear Representation (PLR)

Another intuitively simple representation that captures the trends in the data is

the piecewise linear representation (PLR) [56]. This is the first representation in

this chapter that chooses the segmentation points such that the mean square error

of the approximation is minimized. For this reason, PLR is termed an adaptive

representation in the data mining literature [15, 14]. An example of PLR can be

seen in Fig. 3.5.

Data index [k]
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PLR representation
Segmenting points
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Figure 3.5. A sample PLR representation that describes a data set using 10 slopes.

The segmentation procedure for PLR, table 3.6, begins by segmenting the entire

data series into consecutive 3 point intervals. Each interval is modeled as a slope

between the first and last data point, and the mean square error (MSE) over the

entire data series is calculated. Then one pair of intervals (ex. intervals 1 and 2)
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is merged and the slope is modeled from the first to the last point of the merged

interval. The MSE of the estimation with one merged pair is calculated. The

MSE is then calculated for all possible cases where one set of neighboring intervals

is merged. From all merging possibilities, the merge that minimizes the MSE

is chosen as the merge point. This procedure is iterated until only N segments

remain. The resulting representation is the representation with the smallest mean

square error given the number of segments specified by the user. By obtaining

the minimum MSE representation, PLR addresses the fundamental problem with

fixed-width segmentation, which is the inability to capture changes in the data

dynamics.

Choose Constants:
Number of segments : Ns

Initial Data Segmentation:
Segment the data into Υ = Di/3 consecutive intervals
Approximate each interval by a slope

Segmentation Procedure:
While number of segments > Ns

For u = 1: Υ - 1
Merge segments u and u + 1, find new MSE

END
Choose the segment merge that minimized MSE
Υ = Υ - 1

END

Table 3.6. PLR Segmentation Algorithm

PLR is a popular representation that has been tuned in some papers [18] to

minimize the effects of noise. However, in the case of in-sequence localization, this

type of adaptive segmentation is not possible because the query data is a subset

of the entire time series and thus cannot be optimally segmented. In addition,

segmenting time series with PLR is a computationally intensive process. For ex-

ample, in the numerical simulations supporting this chater, it was found that at

most 1400 data points could be evaluated across a set of possible segmentations

within an 18 hour period.
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3.2.7 Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation (APCA)

The major drawback of fixed window length segmentation is that changes in the

data dynamics do not necessarily occur at regular intervals. To remedy this prob-

lem, Chakrabarti et. al. [163] created an adaptive segmentation approach termed

the Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation (APCA). Given the number of

desired segments, N , APCA uses the largest N Haar wavelet coefficients as seg-

mentation points. In each segment, the deviation of the data mean from the whole

time series mean (r = 0 Haar wavelet resolution) is used as the data representation.

An example of the obtained representation is shown below in Fig. 3.6.

Data index [k]

Original data
APCA representation
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Figure 3.6. A sample APCA representation with 10 adaptive segments.

The APCA segmentation procedure, shown in table 3.7, begins by finding the

Haar wavelet coefficients for all resolutions r. These resolutions are assembled in

descending order in a triangular matrix. The K largest coefficients are chosen as

the segmentation points. Then for each of the determined intervals, the mean of

the data is compared to the resolution average r = 0. This corresponds to the

average of the whole time series. The error between the time series average and

the interval average is the data representation.

APCA is a data adaptive approach that captures the changes in the data be-

havior in a much more computationally efficient manner than PLR. However, in

the application of in-sequence localization, APCA still suffers from the inability

to optimally segment the query sequence. In addition, APCA has a much higher
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Choose the number of intervals, Ns

Find all Haar Wavelet Coefficients
Choose the K largest coefficients to be segmentation points
Represent data as the error between the interval average

and the time series average
Haar Wavelet Procedure:
For resolutions r = Di/2-1 :

Segment time series into 2-point intervals,
Find interval averages,
Find wavelet coefficients by finding

the average difference of each interval.
For resolutions r = Di/2/2-2 : 0

Segment the average vector from previous
resolution into 2-point intervals,

Average the resulting intervals,
Find wavelet coefficients by finding

the average difference in each interval.

Table 3.7. APCA Segmentation Algorithm

computational burden when compared to the more intuitive representations like

PAA and SAX.

3.2.8 Additive Noise and Representation Fidelity

When evaluating the usefulness of data representations in the application of in-

sequence localization, the key criterion is fidelity in the presence of noise. In

particular, the data translation mechanism should be invariant in the presence of

noise or at least have a close representation. This section evaluates the presented

dimension reducing representation with respect to 12 dB of Gaussian noise. This

noise was chosen for consistency with later Chapters in this thesis in which the

noise was chosen to correspond to the type of noise observed in a mid-grade vehicle

inertial measurement unit sensor [20, 23, 24, 167].

3.2.8.1 Testing Procedure

The procedure used in testing is shown in table 3.8. First a vector is created

that holds all possible segment numbers to be evaluated. Then for each number

of segments, a noise free representation is obtained and stored. The data is then
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corrupted with 12 dB of Gaussian noise and the noisy representation is formed.

The noise free and noisy representations are compared, and any differences larger

than 1 standard deviation of the noise are considered an error. The exception to

this is SAX, which is not a numerical representation and can thus be evaluated in

a “yes/no” fashion.

All representations are tested on four data sets: vehicle pitch data from State

College, PA, USA; vehicle pitch rate data (the pitch derivate); random walk data;

and random walk rate data. The vehicle data sets have a length of 14,000 data

points, and the random data time series are 10,000 points long. The results shown

in the figures below represent the mean number of errors across 100 trials for each

of the testing data sets.

Choose segmentation method:
Segment the original time series (Ψ)

Corrupt the data:
Corrupt the data using 12 dB of White Gaussian Noise
Segment the corrupted time series (Ψη)

Compare the two representation:
sum(|Ψ −Ψη| > ση)

Table 3.8. Representation Fidelity Testing Procedure

3.2.8.2 Results

The testing results are presented below in Fig. 3.7 - Fig. 3.14. In each figure, the

x-axis represents the number of segments into which the time series was segmented.

The y-axis shows the representation method, and the z-axis shows the probability

of a translation error. Each plot represents the average rate of error across 100

trials for the corresponding data set.

From the plots one can see that with the exception of SAX that the data rep-

resentation error rates are high and increase with the number of segments. This

indicates that the number of incorrectly transcribed representations is very high,

and that noise affects smaller segments more significantly. A notable exception

to this is SAX, which represents data as a symbol corresponding to a pre-defined

region of probability. The definition of a symbol across a range of values auto-

matically accounts for some noise and distortion in the data. Despite this, in our
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experiments, SAX suffered from the lack of data normalization which is an integral

step in the SAX representation process.

In addition SAX suffered from the high number of symbols that were used.

In these experiments, 26 symbols were used in the SAX representation. The high

number of symbols was necessary because in-sequence localization requires at min-

imum some level of uniqueness in the local sequence of symbols. Restricting the

number of SAX symbols to a smaller number would greatly increase the resulting

localization distance due to a large decrease in the symbol subsequence uniqueness.

While studying these figures it is important to also note the type of noise that

is used in testing. Here white Gaussian noise corresponding to an overall signal

to noise ratio of 12 dB was used. This means that representations that employ

data averaging naturally perform slightly better because the standard deviation

of the noise in the data is reduced by the square root of the number of averages.

Thus is its expected that the PAA and SAX representations will do slightly better.

Nonetheless, it is obvious from these experiments that the representation trans-

lation mechanisms are greatly affected by white Gaussian noise, and the results

foreshadow the in-sequence localization results to be presented later because quick,

efficient, and accurate in-sequence localization depends on the ability to discern

sequences of representations in the map.
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Figure 3.7. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods in vehicle data with respect to 12
dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 1,500 pts)
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Figure 3.8. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods except PLR in vehicle data subject

to 12 dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 15,000 pts)
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Figure 3.9. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods in vehicle rate data with respect to

12 dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 1,500 pts)
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Figure 3.10. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods except PLR in vehicle rate data
that is subject to 12 dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 15,000 pts)
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Figure 3.11. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods in Random Data that is Corrupted

with 12 dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 1,500 pts)
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Figure 3.12. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods except PLR in Random Data that
is Corrupted with 12 dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 15,000 pts)
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Figure 3.13. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods in Random Rate Data that is

Corrupted with 12 dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 1,500 pts)
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Figure 3.14. Fidelity of All Segmentation Methods Except PLR in Random Data

Corrupted with 12 dB of Gaussian noise (data length = 15,000 pts)
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3.3 In-Sequence Localization

The problem of in-sequence localization is fundamentally different from that of

subsequence matching. Subsequence matching, the problem for which most di-

mension reducing representations are designed, is the matching a time series to

either a stored time series of equal length or a type of previously described time

series. This means means that in subsequence matching both the query time series

and the pre-established database are available during the matching process. Fea-

tures are extracted from the data to reduce the dimension of the data to simplify

the computations necessary to evaluate a match.

In-sequence localization, on the other hand, is the matching of a fragment of a

time series to a previously stored complete time series. Moreover, when a match

is determined, the last data point in the time series fragment is used to estimate

the final location of the data collection process. During in-sequence localization,

new data is continuously acquired and each fragment of data that is received is

immediately applied for localization. The goal is to quickly, efficiently and robustly

identify the location of each new acquired information bit in the stored database.

Because in-sequence localization is carried out on a mobile platform, computa-

tional complexity of the data representations must be low, such that the compu-

tational burden during matching is minimized. Furthermore, because in-sequence

localization is supposed to be fast and efficient the number of data points that must

be acquired prior to beginning in-sequence localization must be minimized. These

requirements constrain the number of data representation that can be used in this

application, and they dictate that the number of data segments be large, such

that the maximum segment size is acceptable as a starting point for localization.

Lastly, small segment size is also desirable because it is (locally) unique sequences

of represented intervals that lead to rapid localization, not large repeated repre-

sentations. In essence, rapid, efficient and robust localization is achieved when the

largest common subsequence in the representation is small.

There are two types of representations described in this chapter: fixed window

length and variable window length (data adaptive). The remainder of this section

will describe the performance of these representations for in-sequence localization

using the realistic scenario of noisy incoming data. Section 3.3.1 describes the
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procedure for in-sequence localization using fixed window length representations.

Section 3.3.2 will describe the localization method for adaptive data representa-

tions. Lastly, section 3.3.3, compares the performance of all data representations

across found different data sets: vehicle data representing the terrain data collected

by a moving vehicle for localization, vehicle data rate, representing the differences

between neighboring terrain data points, random walk data generated using un-

correlated white noise, and the differences between neighboring random walk data

points. Testing on each data set is performed for all possible starting points on

the map and the results are averaged across 100 trials per starting point.

3.3.1 Fixed Window Length Representations

Of the the two types of data representations, the fixed width representations are

much easier to implement for in-sequence localization because the number of data

points to be acquired is the same regardless of the starting point in the data. The

procedure to test in-sequence localization begins with the creation of a localization

map. That is, a complete time series is segmented using a user specified represen-

tation method (PAA, SAX, DFT, DWT, Chebyshev polynomials). Then the time

series data is corrupted using 12 dB of Gaussian noise. From among all interval

starting points, a random query start point is chosen. The number of data points

corresponding to one interval is collected and the new data is represented using

the chosen method.

In-sequence localization begins when a localization map is built and an ini-

tial localization segment is collected. The localization segment is matched to each

interval in the map, and the error is compared to the standard deviation of the cor-

rupting noise. Errors that are smaller than the standard deviation are considered

a match for the segment, and errors that are larger than the standard deviation

are considered infeasible segments. After all map intervals are compared, the num-

ber of matches is counted. If the number of matches is one, then the interval is

localized. If the number of matches is greater than one, then a second interval

of data is collected and represented. The two-interval sequence is then matched

for each possible two-interval sequence of segments in the map. The number of

matches is counted, and the procedure is iterated until a single possible match re-
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mains. When a match has been determined, the match is evaluated to determine

if it is a false positive, i.e. an apparent match with the wrong end segment, or a

correct detection, a match with the correct end segment. The number of matching

steps2 is recorded to analyze the distance that was necessary for localization. This

procedure described herein is summarized in table 3.9.

The testing procedure is iterated for 100 individual trials on each possible

starting point in the map. This iteration allows the collection of probability of

error rates and the average number of matching steps (number of segments collected

prior to localization) for localization. The results of these experiments across the

four specified data sets are further shown below.

Choose segmentation method:
PAA, SAX, DFT, DWT, Chebyshev polynomials

Create a noise-free localization map:
Segment the time series using the chosen method

Corrupt the data:
Corrupt the data using 12 dB of White Gaussian Noise

Choose a starting point:
Collect one interval of corrupted data and

represent using the method above
Localization:

While num matches > 1
For each possible segment in map:
Compare localization interval to map representation
Error > ση means segment infeasible
Error < ση means segment is a match
Count num matches
IF num matches > 1
Collect another interval of data, represent,
return to top of loop for matching

Table 3.9. Fixed Data Window Length In-Localization Procedure

3.3.2 Variable Window Length Presentations

The adaptive window localization procedure is much more intricate than the proce-

dure described above because regardless of the start point in the map, in-sequence

2Number of segments collected prior to localization
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localization requires matching to begin at the smallest possible segment. The

modified procedure is shown in table 3.10 and described below.

First a method of representation is selected. From the methods described in

this chapter, PLR and APCA are adaptive methods, capturing the changes in

data behavior. Then a time series is segmented. To simulate the online acquisition

of noisy data, the time series is corrupted with 12 dB of Gaussian noise and a

random start point is selected. This start point must still be at the beginning of

the map segments. The map is then scanned for the smallest possible interval size

to determine smallest number of data points to be initially collected.

The initial data segment is collected and represented. The resulting represen-

tation is then matched to all segments of the smallest possible size in the map.

If a single match is found, then the localization procedure is complete. If more

than one match is found, then from among all possible segments, the next smallest

segment subsequence is determined. This number of data points is acquired and

represented. The new two interval sequences matched to the map to all 2 interval

sequences of the same segment sizes. If any are feasible, a third segment is acquired

and matching continues until a single segment is found.

However, if no matches are found in the first interval, several more data points

are acquired that correspond to the next largest interval size. If any matches are

found the procedure above is iterated. If no matches are found, then additional

data is acquired to the next interval size. This type of exhaustive testing continues

until all possible matches are tested for agreement and only a single feasible match

remains. The difficulty in this approach is maintaining flexible trajectories that

can change as paths are invalidated and new segment sizes are determined. The

matching procedure for variable interval window length is summarized below in

table 3.10.

3.3.3 Results

This section reviews the results of in-sequence localization using both fixed width

and variable window width representation methods. There are two types of figures.

The first is the number of matching steps needed until one match was left in on

the map. These figures show the average distance across all possible map starting
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Choose segmentation method:
Choices are: PLR or APCA

Create a noise-free localization map:
Segment the time series using the chosen method

Corrupt the data:
Corrupt the data using 12 dB of White Gaussian Noise

Choose a starting point:
Collect a number of data points corresponding

to the smallest segment size in the map
and represent using the chosen method

Localization:
match the newly acquired segment

to all segments of the same size
while nummatches > 1
Among all matches,
find the smallest second segment size
acquire data and represent as next segment
Count number of matches
Repeat while nummatches > 1
for all possible segment lengths

Table 3.10. Variable Data Window Length In-Localization Procedure

points 3 to localization. There are four separate figures, Fig. 3.15, Fig. 3.17, Fig.

3.19, and Fig. 3.21 showing the necessary distance to a match for all four data

sets. In each plot, the x-axis shows the number of segments in the map, the y-axis

shows the encoding method, and z-axis represents the number of matching steps.

The second type of plot is the plot of correct detection. That is, following the

determination of a match, the final segment is evaluated to determine whether the

correct location has been identified. The correct detection rate, or the percentage

of trials which resulted in a correct localization, is shown with respect to the

number of segments into which the time series is segmented and the segmentation

method. The results across all four data sets are shown below in Fig. 3.16, Fig.

3.18, Fig. 3.20, and Fig. 3.22.

The results shown in this section demonstrate two facts about using represen-

tations designed for subsequence matching for in-sequence localization. First, the

relative uniqueness of sequences of representations is high. This is evidenced by

3100 trials per starting point
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Figure 3.16. Correct Detection Rate During In-Sequence Localization in Vehicle Data

the rapid convergence of the majority of algorithms - less that 30 steps in the ma-

jority of cases. Second, despite converging rapidly, the algorithm is usually wrong,

resulting in correct detection rates less than 10% for the majority of representa-

tions. Thus the presented data representations are significantly susceptible to the

effects of noise.

A notable exception to the trends stated above are the variable width represen-

tation methods - PLR and APCA. Taking into account key points in the data as

is the case in these representations, results in faster matching times and increased

correct detection rates of up to 30%. Still, even for these representations increas-
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Figure 3.17. Average Number of Matching Steps During In-Sequence Localization
When Using Vehicle Data rate
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Figure 3.18. Correct Detection Rate for In-Sequence Localization in Vehicle Data Rate

ing the number of segments dramatically reduces the performance of in-sequence

localization which suggests that there are relatively few important points to be

used for in-sequence localization on any data set.

3.4 Discussion

The results in the previous section demonstrate the fact that the seven current

reviewed methods have serious shortcomings for in-sequence localization. This is

not surprising, since the representations reviewed in this chapter are designed for
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Figure 3.19. Average Number of Matching Steps for In-Sequence Localization in Ran-
dom Data
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Figure 3.20. Correct Detection Rate in Random Data for In-Sequence Localization

subsequence matching and thus do not account for the time component of the data.

Because of this, when the representations are tested for in-sequence localization,

an application that inherently requires a tracking of the temporal nature of the

data, the representations fail. One important observation that can be made from

the results is that taking into account the significant points in the data where the

behavior of the underlying data generating process changes is an important step for

any in-sequence localization algorithm. Thus any algorithms that are developed

for this purpose should be adaptive, and capable of capturing such changes.

In addition, all representation approaches above lack the basic requirement
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Figure 3.21. Average Number of Matching Steps When Performing In-Sequence Lo-
calization in Random Rate Data
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Figure 3.22. Correct Detection Rate in Random Rate Data During In-Sequence Local-

ization

for in-sequence localization that localization can begin anywhere in the segment.

Because of this the localization procedure needed increasingly smaller segments

to minimize the starting point error. This resulted in worse performance in the

presence of noise, because fewer time points were used to mitigate the effects of

noise.

Recent work that is described in this thesis has focused on mitigating some

of the negative effects of additive noise (see later chapters or the publications

[20, 23, 24, 22]). In fact this work has shown that by taking into account the tem-

poral nature of the data, and some characteristics of the noise greatly improves the
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results. We have shown that using this extra information, the problem of converg-

ing to a correct location can be reformulate from that of whether the algorithm will

correctly converge, to what is the localization distance, and the data decimation

given a set of sensor noise characteristics.

Other authors have sought to do the same based on the existing data repre-

sentations. For example, Guerrero et. al. [18] build on the foundation of PLR

to improve its performance. The work is based on airplane tracking data used to

improve flight controller information in Europe. By taking into account the pre-

dictable patterns of motion of the airplane, Guerrero was able to show significant

improvements in matching using PLR in the presence of noise.

3.5 Conclusions and Future Development

This chapter introduced the problem of in-sequence localization by testing seven

published dimension reducing representations. The testing was performed in two

steps. First, the representations were tested to determine the fidelity of translation

in the presence of sensor noise. Second, the representations were tested in noisy

data and in the application of in-sequence localization. The results showed that

published representations do not adapt well to noisy data, and lack the ability

to track sequences that are temporal in nature. Because of this the published

representations perform poorly in the problem of in-sequence localization.

Subsequent chapters will seek to develop a new data representation that is

specifically targeted to the application on in-sequence localization. At first the

representation will be tailored to meet the demands of random starting location,

retaining the sequential information of the data, and minimizing the computational

complexity of localization. Then in subsequent chapters we will address the noise

observed in the data and scaling the problem.



Chapter 4

A Dynamics Discontinuities-Based

Deterministic Data Structure

Creation Algorithm for In-Sequence

Localization using 1-Dimensional

Time Series

The previous chapter introduced the problem of in-sequence localization and eval-

uated the performance of representations published for the application of subse-

quence matching in the new problem (in-sequence localization). The poor perfor-

mance of the representations motivates the need to create a targeted representation

that takes into account the requirements of in-sequence localization. This chapter

introduces linear models as one possible method of storing data patterns for this

application.

These linear models are structured in a tree-like fashion to simplify the online

localization process. During localization, using linear models eliminates the need

for the computation of an agreement metric by instead comparing each model

output to the modeling error bound. Agreement or disagreement with this bound

determines the segment feasibility.

Thus the introduction of linear models is advantageous because it reduces the
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complexity of both the mapping and the localization mechanisms while enabling

the creation of simpler noise mitigation schemes. When compared to prior pub-

lished work (by other authors) that uses linear models, this chapter uses models

of order greater than 2 that more faithfully describe the data to preserve a greater

portion of the information in the data. Preserving this information is the key to

eliminating the matching metric during the localization process, and therefore the

key to reducing the computational complexity. In addition using linear models

allows the approach to be easily extensible to streaming data, large datasets and

multiple dimensions.

Some of the preliminary work for this chapter was presented at the 2012 Penn

State College of Engineering Research Symposium where it was awarded the second

place paper award [21]. Further preliminary work was presented at the 2012 IEEE

Conference of Decision and Control [20]. A full manuscript containing this work

has been published in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems

[22].

4.1 The Need for New Vehicle Localization Ap-

proaches

The motivating application for the problem of in-sequence localization is vehicle

localization. This is a critical area of research because of the rapid development of

advanced vehicle safety systems, navigation systems, and intelligent transportation

systems capable of optimizing traffic patterns, tracking resources and identifying

infrastructure problems as they arise. All of these systems depend heavily on the

ability to localize a vehicle and, in many cases, are significantly more effective with

meter-scale resolution of the vehicle’s location. In addition, any safety system must

be highly reliable to prevent potential accident causing failures [6].

The Global Positioning System (GPS) has been the standard-bearer for vehicle

localization for some time. Current single-frequency GPS receivers can achieve a

minimum error of about 10m [7, 8]. Achieving meter resolution requires a two-

frequency GPS receiver, which is currently cost prohibitive for consumers. Fur-

thermore, even with the three independent global positioning systems, the U.S.’s
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GPS, the European Gallileo, and the Russian GLONASS, there are still geographic

locations that will experience insufficient coverage or multi-path effects due to sig-

nal occlusions [9, 8]. These situations are encountered sufficiently frequently on

roadways to necessitate the development of alternate localization technologies.

To address these issues, manufacturers have focused on developing systems that

augment the GPS position estimate. The augmentation is typically performed us-

ing a combination of vehicle sensors, road maps, and motion models. Regardless

of what type of augmentation is performed, each augmentation strategy is depen-

dent on vehicle sensors that provide information for the vehicle maps and models

to estimate short term position changes during GPS drop-outs. However, costs

can increase significantly when including additional sensors. This is particularly

true as the field of research moves to visual odometry sensors such as cameras and

LIDAR [168, 169, 170, 171].

Sensors that have proven to be reliable for localization and navigation include

steering encoders, odometers, wheel tachometers, and inertial sensors. Published

results have shown the first three are capable of accurately tracking a vehicle’s

location [114, 118]. In addition, recent work by Jo et.al. [172] demonstrated the

fusion of these sensors with low cost GPS for effective localization. Inertial sensors

in the form of inertial measurement units (IMUs) have been previously used in

commercial and military-grade applications but suffer from integration errors that

grow unbounded with respect to operation time. Nonetheless, many IMUs are

sufficiently accurate for localization during brief dropouts [173].

Inertial measurements are particularly attractive when augmenting GPS data

because they provide a self-contained source of measurements that is not suscepti-

ble to the environment. This complements the attributes of the GPS and creates

a system more robust to environmental factors such as signal blocking and vehicle

condition [6]. To address IMU output drift, the sensor output can be transformed

into a set of features that neutralize integrative error. These features are stored in

a reference map that is compared to new data during vehicle travel. An example

of this is the work from Penn State that uses vehicle pitch to measure road grade,

a disturbance measured in the vertical IMU’s measurements. In this work, new

features are correlated to the previously stored map [127, 119, 137, 146, 138, 120].

The use of reference maps is the main limitation in using IMUs because it requires
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substantial computational power and storage to support the map-matching [122]

infrastructure. Therefore, new approaches to the creation and structuring of refer-

ence maps are necessary to improve the viability of using IMU data for localization

when augmenting GPS, with map and feature representation research being a key

area of ongoing research.

To this end, this chapter presents a dynamical model-based approach to the

problem of localizing a road vehicle using inertial measurement data (see Fig.

3.1). In particular, the method described herein uses vehicle pitch data in a self-

contained dead reckoning (DR) approach that does not require the addition of a

GPS signal. Creating self-contained approaches is useful, even if used in conjunc-

tion with a GPS, because it creates both hardware and software redundancy in the

localization process and thereby increases the reliability of the overall navigation

system.

4.1.1 Problem Formulation

Previous localization work has addressed the implementation problems by either

setting the localization problem in the probabilistic domain; using tools such as the

Kalman filter, the Bayes filter, or the particle filter to obtain the location estimates;

or by evaluating map location using a comparison metric. In contrast, this chapter

chooses to frame localization as a deterministic problem by expressing the road

data using linear models. Linear models address the problem of data compression

by expressing large portions of the data using a small number of model coefficients.

During localization, linear models simplify computations by eliminating the need

for metrics to match incoming data. Instead classically defined error bounds can be

used to define data agreement. Relative to the feature matching approaches, this

further reduces the complexity of the transformations performed on the observed

noise and simplifies noise mitigation algorithms.

Vehicle pitch, as recorded by the IMU, is the road grade filtered by the wheel-

base of the vehicle. The collection of road data is illustrated in Chapter 3, Fig.

3.1. Typically during localization the collected data includes the variables v(t),

s(t), and m(t), and the localization problem is reduced to identifying the position

p(t). The challenge of localization can be further reduced to determining initial
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position constant p(to).

In this work, the localization of the vehicle is accomplished by a two-step pro-

cess. First, a specially instrumented test vehicle collects position and pitch road

data1. This data is compressed and stored as a road map for use in another vehicle.

The compression and storage of the data is performed by extracting linear models,

which represent patterns from the data that are robust to noise. When a different

vehicle travels along the same road, the data observed by its sensors are compared

to the predetermined map. Regions of the map are continuously eliminated until

the correct vehicle location is identified. This approach to localization is referred

to as the map-matching approach.

4.2 State of Research

4.2.1 Sensor-Based Localization

The three sensors commonly used for DR localization are the odometer, the wheel

tachometer and the IMU. A series of review papers can be found in [113, 114, 6].

Perhaps the simplest method of navigation is odometry. To keep track of odometry,

manufacturers install a sensor that records a pulse each time it passes by a specific

point on the wheel. The number of pulses is then multiplied by a scale factor that

is related to the wheel diameter, tire pressure, temperature, and any environmental

factor that changes the wheel radius. References citing the use of odometry and

error-correcting techniques in vehicle localization can be found in Abbott and

Powell [114] and also within the mobile robotics community [115, 116].

A similar set of sensors are the wheel tachometers. These sensors are typi-

cally employed in anti-lock brake systems (ABS) to detect the differences in wheel

speeds. Using the same framework, the difference in wheel speeds can reveal the

direction of the vehicle. Like the odometer, the critical piece of knowledge neces-

sary to make use of velocity encoders is wheel radius. In Carlson et.al. [117, 118]

velocity encoders are used in a dual GPS/DR system. Here while GPS is avail-

able, the signal is used to provide a heading and a wheel radius estimate. When

GPS becomes unavailable, wheel tachometers are calibrated to provide heading

1The instrumentation of the vehicle is described in detail in section 4.3.1.
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information.

Odometers and velocity encoders suffer from well-known sources of terrain er-

ror such as wheel slips, uneven road surfaces and skidding. In addition, these

same sources suffer from vehicle structure errors such as wheel diameter changes,

wheelbase uncertainty and low resolution of the encoding sensors. These errors

have been observed and characterized both in the vehicle navigation community

[114, 118] and the mobile robotics community in Borestein and Liqiang [115].

In contrast to odometry and tachometers, gyroscopes and accelerometers in

IMUs measure rates of acceleration and rates of change in displacement of the

vehicle. A typical IMU consists of three gyroscopes and three accelerometers,

each directed in one of the axes of motion. To obtain vehicle heading and veloc-

ity, the IMU outputs are integrated in each direction. This integration leads to

the cumulative growth of small bias and noise sources in the IMU as a function

of the operation time. These noise sources will be further discussed in section

4.2.1.2. However, because IMUs are self-contained and thereby not susceptible to

the vehicular and environmental noise sources, IMUs are a good complement to

other vehicle sensors and GPS [119, 120]. For this reason, GPS and IMU data is

frequently integrated in augmented systems [121, 6, 174].

4.2.1.1 Map-Matching

The DR localization approaches described above can be used to estimate vehicle

location given a known starting point for the vehicle. However, if the location is

unknown, then the vehicle position can be estimated through either triangulation

using active beacons (the GPS is a form of active beacon) or map-matching using

a pre-existing reference map [122, 123, 124, 175, 176]. A third alternative is un-

der development where building the reference map and localization is carried out

simultaneously [139, 177, 140].

The linear modeling approach to reference map creation and localization in this

chapter combines DR using inertial measurements and map-matching. A state of

the art review of map-matching is found in Quddus et.al. [124]. The author sub-

divides the field of map-matching into early techniques that take into account the

road geometry, such as arcs and lines; topological approaches, which take into

account road geometry and the interconnection between each geometric feature;
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probabilistic approaches that assign a region of error within which a likely road

segment is found; and more recent approaches termed advanced map-matching us-

ing Kalman Filters, fuzzy logic, particle filters, etc. The references therein provide

an in-depth look of the field of map-matching.

As a general outline, the map-matching process begins by extracting or observ-

ing features from the data, Smith et.al. [125]. The choice of features during the

extraction process has a pivotal role in the subsequent localization performance of

the algorithm. Early algorithms use arcs and lines as features that modeled the

road shape [122, 126]. In advanced algorithms, the features are extracted through

a non-linear transform that is used to identify the most noise-robust portions of

the data. A few examples are local extrema, geometric features such as arcs and

lines, or geometric beacons. Further examples can be found in the literature on

pattern matching and data mining [127, 128, 129, 130, 131].

Then, during localization, the features are re-extracted from new vehicle data.

The location is determined by comparing these features to the map. The most

common comparison approach is the threshold. Here a distance is computed from

the road data to each possible map location. An empirical threshold is used to

determine the correct segment. More advanced methods of matching include those

presented in the robotics community where the probability of the vehicle’s loca-

tion and of the detected features is calculated using Kalman filtering in a formal

framework methodology established in [132, 133, 134], or a Bayesian comparison

approach such as the one used by Levinson and Thrun [135], or a particle filtering

approach in Törnqvist et.al. [136].

The motivation to develop advanced map-matching algorithms stems from the

need to handle increasingly complex road networks that easily overwhelm earlier

algorithms. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a

unifying publication that elucidates the limitations of each map-matching approach

in the vehicle navigation community. In contrast, several review papers in the data

mining community have concluded that more work is necessary to design efficient

algorithms to handle large databases [14].

Choosing the features and the extraction process plays a pivotal role in the

subsequent performance of the algorithm. Previous research in our own group

has focused on IMU pitch data for localization [10, 137, 138, 119, 120, 127]. In
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particular, Dean [10] demonstrated a particle filter-based approach using inertial

measurements. A more noise robust approach was presented in Vemulapalli et.al.

[137] where an optimal filter was derived to process the data prior to extracting

extremum features. Combining previous work, the work by Katetotad et. al.

[138] employed both the particle filtering and feature-based approaches to allow

localization and tracking of a vehicle over a greater area.

4.2.1.2 Noise Characterization of the Inertial Measurement Units

Recent decreases in the cost of Micro-Electrical-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)

IMUs have contributed to a rise in the number of publications citing augmented

GPS/IMU systems [141, 119, 120, 142]. Given this development and the potential

for further research in the future, it is important to understand how sensor lim-

itations affect the localization approach. In particular, El-Sheimy et.al. in [143]

characterize IMU noise in terms of Allan variance and power spectral densities.

The same authors then offer approaches to mitigating IMU noise [144]. A MEMS

specific analysis is demonstrated by Aydemir and Saranli [145], while the work

by Jerath and Brennan [146] evaluated the noise performance of several grades of

IMUs.

Extensive research has also been presented on the calibration of IMUs [147, 148,

149, 178]. An in-depth discussion of IMU noise components is shown in section

4.4.3. The described noise is then used to corrupt the IMU data for localization

simulations.

4.3 Algorithm Description

4.3.1 Road-Map Model Extraction

The first step in our approach is to collect road pitch data using a specially in-

strumented vehicle. This vehicle has been equipped with the Honeywell HG1700

IMU, which is mounted to the console near the vehicles center of gravity between

the driver and passenger seats. The vehicle pitch data is estimated using both the

longitudinal gyroscope and longitudinal accelerometer readings and is internally

filtered in the IMU using a factory-integrated Kalman filter that reduces the effects
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of IMU noise.

The data is then modeled using a set of AutoRegressive models with an eX-

ogenous input (ARX) [179], that describes non-overlapping segments of the data.

ARX models are particularly suitable for this application because the model out-

put is a prediction of the incoming data. In this application the exogenous input

is the error between the estimate and the collected data; it is assumed that this

error is bounded by a bound ε. The general form of an ARX model is

d[k] = c1d[k − 1] + ... + cNd[k − N ] + e[k]

= A ω[k] + e[k], |e[k]| ≤ ε (4.1)

where k is the data index, d[k] represents the current sample of data, A =

[c1, ..., cN] is a vector that contains the coefficients of the linear model of order

N , the vector ω[k] = [d[k − 1], ..., d[k − N ]] contains the previous N samples of

data, i.e., the so-called regressor vector, and e[k] is the model output error bounded

by the above mentioned bound ε.

Models are extracted using a Greedy algorithm developed in [180]. This al-

gorithm simultaneously obtains the ARX model coefficients and breaks the road

data vector into non-overlapping segments. The algorithm is shown in table 4.1.

The algorithm begins at the (N + 1)th data point, labeled k0. Starting at

this initial data point, the algorithm searches for the largest interval for which

it is possible to obtain a single ARX system that satisfies the error bound for

every point.2 Once this is not possible, a transition is declared indicating the

end of the model fit and start of the next model; the corresponding data index

is labeled τ0. Henceforth, τ0 is called a transition point, and it is the point at

which one model segment ends and the next begins. The model-fitted segment

is removed and this process is repeated until the final data point is reached, i.e.

kmax is reached. The resulting set of data segments spans the values of consecutive

transition points: (d0,τ0),(τ0,τ1), etc.3 The optimality of this algorithm is described

below in proposition I. This proposition was proven in [180].

2The search itself is performed solving a linear feasibility problem.
3The model coefficients that correspond to each segment are not unique since multiple sets of

coefficients may result in a model that satisfies the error bound.
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Greedy Algorithm

Initialize Constants:
model order : N
precision variable: ε
segment index: n = 0
initial loop index: k0 = N + 1
first “transition point”: τ0 = k0

Algorithm Loop:
FOR i = k0:kmax

Find a vector An such that:
F : {|d[k] − An ω[k]| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [τn, i]}

IF F is infeasible
Store An from index i-1, set the data index bounds:
In = [τn,i], iterate the segment index: n = n + 1,
Store the transition point: τn = i

END IF
END FOR
In = [τn,kmax] and τ = {Ij}n

j=0

Return n and τ

Table 4.1. Optimal Greedy Algorithm for ARX Model Identification

Proposition I : Given a bound on the error, ε, and a model of order N , the

algorithm described in Table 4.1 breaks the collected data set into the smallest

possible number of segments.

The segmentation of the data set is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In this figure, the

horizontal axis represents the distance in meters from the initial map position.

The vertical axis represents the angular pitch rate output of the IMU. In each sub-

figure the solid line represents the query data, the solid line with circle markers

displays the model output, and the dashed lines represent the error bounds. In

each case the model is only valid for a portion of the plotted data. For example,

the first sub-figure shows a model valid from 300 m to 500 m. Then the next plot

shows the model that belongs to the segment from 500 m to 600 m. Lastly, the

third plot shows a model that is valid for the remaining distance. Note that each

model is within its error bound for the given segment. Outside of this segment the

model may or may not agree with its bound. It is the unique sequence of these

models, even if they themselves are not unique, that will be used in the localization

algorithm development.
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Figure 4.1. ARX Model Fit Demonstration

4.3.2 Locating a Vehicle using the Extracted Models

Vehicle localization can be subdivided into two distinct problems: locating the

vehicle without a priori knowledge of the start location and tracking a vehicle

given knowledge of its initial position. The set of ARX models extracted in the

previous section can be used to perform both functions. At first, segments are

continuously eliminated until a single feasible segment remains. This segment

represents a possible set of vehicle locations. Then, when a transition between

models is found, the precise location of the vehicle is detected. From this point

forward, the vehicle’s location can be tracked through validation of the current

segment and detection of future transition points. The iterative process by which

this is accomplished is described in table 4.2. In this algorithm the variable “L” is

set to one.

Similar to the Greedy algorithm in Table 4.1, the localization procedure in

Table 4.2 begins with the collection of N + 1 pitch data points. The data index

is set to k = N + 1, and the acquired data is sequentially tested in each of the

extracted linear models, denoted by the index m. The output error of the models

is compared to their error bound, εm. More precisely, this comparison is shown in

equation (4.2).

If for a given set of data the model error is smaller than the bound, then

the current segment is labeled as a possible, or feasible, set of vehicle positions;

otherwise the segment is labeled as infeasible. At each time step, only segments
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that were previously labeled as feasible are tested. Thus, under some assumptions

to be discussed below, the number of feasible segments monotonically decreases to

one after some iterations.

|d[k] − Amω[k]| ≷ εm. (4.2)

Two critical assumptions must hold to facilitate the localization of the vehicle.

First, the pitch map must not be periodic to within an epsilon bound equivalent

to the model error. For real-world pitch maps that have been measured to date

by the authors, roughly 10,000 km or 6,000 miles, this assumption is quite valid.

Second, the vehicle must travel a distance sufficiently great such that there exists

a unique observed sequence of models from among all possible sequences of models

on the map. The length of necessary travel distance is dependent on the starting

location of the vehicle on the map.

As an illustrative example, consider a vehicle that begins traveling on a path

that contains two hills and otherwise flat road in between and around the hills.

Suppose that the hills are similar in their pitch profiles. Then no single segment

of the map alone is sufficiently unique to identify the location of the vehicle. For a

small travel distance the algorithm would have at least two possible feasible paths

during localization. In this example travel distances smaller than the distance

between the hill peaks would result in this localization ambiguity.

However, if the vehicle travel is extended to at least the distance between

peaks of the hills, then there is only one unique profile which can be identified.

The unique profile in this case is the flat road ahead of the vehicle followed by two

hills and then flat road again. Similar to this example, each time a vehicle begins

travel, there exists some distance within which a unique localization sequence of

models can be found.

4.3.2.1 Model Transitions

If the vehicle is traveling inside of a model segment and a data point is collected

that does not agree with the model, then a transition test is performed. Transition

points contain more information regarding the vehicle location because they must
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satisfy the following three inequalities.

|d[k − 1] −Amω[k − 1]| ≤ εm

|d[k] − Amω[k]| > εm (4.3)

|d[k] − Am+1ω[k]| ≤ εm+1

The first inequality shows that the vehicle was in segment n at the data point

immediately preceding point d. The next inequality shows that the vehicle is no

longer in segment n, and the third inequality shows that the vehicle is now in

segment n + 1. The latter two inequalities have domains that only overlap at the

transition point and therefore provide strong evidence about the location of the

vehicle.

When segmenting the model map, the error associated with the first model is

also recorded. This provides an additional point of reference when determining

the validity of a transition. Thus transition points contain information about the

vehicle’s location that is significantly larger than ordinary points. Segmenting a

map with as many transition points as possible improves the localization speed

and increases the robustness of the map to noise.

4.3.3 Tracking a Vehicle using the Extracted Models

Once the vehicle’s starting point has been identified, the set of models at the

bottom of the model tree, or a switched linear system, can be used to track the

vehicle’s progress. This is a critical function of the algorithm because it provides

a method of detecting changes in direction, sudden maneuvers, etc. Tracking is

performed in a similar manner to localization, but only a single feasible segment

is tested at a time. While the vehicle is located in a segment, its location can

be verified using the simpler test shown in equation (4.2), and its position on the

map can be updated using odometry readings. This process continues until a data

point is found which does not agree with the model.

The data point that does not agree with the current model is assumed to be

a transition point and is evaluated using equation (4.3). Additionally, the vehicle

location is verified by comparing the distance since the last transition point to the
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previous segment length. If the data satisfies both checks, then the models are

iterated and the process is repeated. Otherwise, the initial localization is assumed

to be erroneous. In this case, the vehicle localization loop is repeated and a new

location is selected.

In general, once a correct transition point is located, only large changes in the

road surface or unexpected maneuvers will lead to errors in the tracking phase of

the algorithm. For example, if the driver of the vehicle executes a sudden braking

or accelerating maneuver, large oscillations will be introduced in the data. This

will lead to a rapid elimination of the feasible models. When this occurs, the

tracking code will restart all levels of the model tree that have no feasible models.

Practically this means that re-localization is occurring in a neighborhood of the

last known vehicle location, ignoring the data produced during the unexpected

maneuver.

4.4 Practical Considerations

4.4.1 Advantages of Linear Model Based Localization

The dynamical models extracted from the vehicle pitch data represent a mapping

of the underlying road surface. It is not possible to claim that these models are

uniquely correlated to a location on a global scale; indeed, there are many situations

where road profiles in one location are quite similar to road profiles in a very

different location. However, as discussed in the previous section, given a sufficient

travel distance, a unique sequence of models can be found for localization; in other

words, two roads may be similar to each other for a small model segment, but they

will not be similar to each other over many segments in a series.

Using dynamical models offers several advantages. First, given a sufficiently

unique map and a noise-free environment the vehicle can be accurately localized for

every experiment. While this localization may be to within a neighborhood of the

correct position, it is not a probabilistic neighborhood, but rather a deterministic

range determined by collection sensor characteristics. Second, in contrast to previ-

ous approaches to localization, subsequence identification, and pattern recognition,

the approach presented here does not require a metric for matching. Instead the
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modeling output error is compared to the modeling error bound, equation (4.2),

which is determined for each model during the map creation. This simultaneously

reduces the need for a metric function, calculating the metric function, and empir-

ically determining a threshold for the metric output. Third, following above, the

algorithm is most computationally expensive during the extraction of the model

map. This is advantageous because the largest computational constraints are in-

vehicle, where computational power is constrained by cost and energy efficiency.

Lastly, the linear treatment of data allows for the implementation of simpler noise

mitigation strategies. This again reduces the computational power necessary dur-

ing vehicle travel.

4.4.2 Computational Burden

Because computational power of in-vehicle computers limits the usefulness of most

self-contained localization strategies, it is critical to design algorithms that are

efficient in their online execution [6]. In particular, the research community in

mobile robotics has invested significant efforts in the real-time implementations of

the SLAM algorithms [181, 182, 183, 136]. In this section, the computational cost

of the presented algorithm is compared to the particle filtering approach in [10].

This comparison is particularly relevant because the particle filtering approach is

similar to the prevalent approach used to solve the SLAM problem, and second,

the approach in [10] utilized the same database as the work presented here.

The measure used to assess computation cost in [10] is the number of floating

point operations (FLOPs) required during the solution of the algorithm. The num-

ber of FLOPs required for particle filter convergence is dependent on the number

of particles used per mile. For 1000 particles per mile, the particle filter approach

required 37009 FLOPs per mile for each iteration during the localization process.

Given this number of operations, the in-vehicle computer was only able to scan

several miles of the road map during localization.

For the model-based localization approach in this thesis, an adequate vehicle

map covering several miles would require many thousands of models. This is

because for a map to be considered adequate, it must cover a region large enough

to span the uncertainty in vehicle position. The size of this map would result in a
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very large initial computational burden.

One way to reduce the initial computational burden is to create a tiered tree

structure. At the top level of the structure there are “coarse” models that describe

large segments of the map. At the bottom level of the structure there are “fine”

models that describe small sections of the map. Fig. 4.2 shows an example of this

type of model structure. The models are denoted as Am,l, where l is the level in

the model structure, and m is the segment index on the mth level. Each model

structure will have L levels and ML models per level. At each successive model

level, the ε-region is contracted so that each segment from the previous level is

both bisected and modeled with a tighter error bound. This leads to an increase

in the number of segments for each consecutive level.

The model structure extracted for this chapter uses bisection at successive

levels, i.e. at each consecutive level, the segments from the previous level are

bisected. Practically, bisection is advantageous because eliminating large segments

at the top of the model structure eliminates a large number of models at lower levels

and reduces the computational cost. Additionally, there is little difference between

finding a single transition or multiple transition points at a time. This is because

there exist naturally occurring transition points between different models which

result from changes in the data. These transition points occur for all segmentation

types and consequently result in equivalent overall performance.

Figure 4.2. An Example Model Structure Designed For Localization.

The localization process discussed in Section 4.3.2 can also be extended to

the model structure. In short, the feasible models on each level of the structure

are tested sequentially. In this case a model is considered feasible when both the

model and its parent have not been invalidated. For example, testing begins at

the top level with a single model that describes the map. Then at the second level,

two segments are tested. Because the first segment describes the entire map, all

segments on level two begin as feasible. Then on the third level only segments that

were described by a feasible model in the previous level are tested. This process is
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iterated to the bottom of the model structure. At each successive level, the models

become more precise because the error bound ε becomes tighter and therefore

a greater number of segments can be eliminated. The localization procedure is

described by the algorithm in table 4.2.

Fig. 4.3 demonstrates the reduction of the computational requirements with

respect to distance traveled. In this figure the vertical axis represents the number of

floating point operations performed per iteration, and the horizontal axis represents

the vehicle’s travel distance in meters. The sample point spacing during vehicle

travel is 0.5 m, which is a decimation similar to that in [10]. Note that, to process

the whole map, the initial number of floating point operations is 36000, but within

several meters the majority of the models in the structure have been eliminated and

the steady state number of FLOPs per iteration is around 9600 for each incremental

map query. The periodic spikes that occur in steady state are transition points

that require a larger number of operations to verify.
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Figure 4.3. An Example FLOPs Count, for Computational Comparisons.

The results presented in this figure are typical for this map but can vary with

respect to the starting point of the simulation. As a point of comparison with [10],

note that testing was performed on a 6 km (3.73 mile) stretch of road. At the time

6 km was the largest stretch of road that was tractable to store and parse in a ve-

hicle using the PF approach. Comparing this same map, the algorithm presented

in this chapter required 9600 FLOPs per mile and per iteration. After conver-

gence, the algorithm requires 2574 FLOPs per mile and per iteration. In this case
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we note a fourfold reduction in FLOPs. The steady state number of FLOPs re-

quired can be further reduced by optimizing the code and using model similarities.

Therefore, the size of the map that can be computed with this approach is many

times larger than the map that is feasible using a particle filter. It is important to

note that the approach presented here is extensible and capable of accommodating

any data set size. The main limitations are the in-vehicle computation power and

storage capacity, both of which are already within the domain of present desktop

computing.

4.4.3 Measurement Noise and Pitch Profile Variance

There are two significant sources of error that affect changes in the road pitch pro-

file that may occur between road traversals: sensor noise and changes in the road

pitch profile. The latter is a significant problem because the observed pitch profile

is dependent on environmental and mechanical circumstances that surround the

vehicle. Even for the same vehicle, different characteristics can alter the observed

road profile. These characteristics include the number of passengers, the weight in

the trunk, the level of fill in the fuel tank, the state of the system shock absorbers,

the amount of wind resistance, the pressure in the tires, and even pot holes. This

could be interpreted as a variance in the pitch profile of the road. However, re-

peated measurements of actual roads show that the road grade profile is invariant

or at least can be bounded by a fixed measurement error. Because the goal of this

chapter is to demonstrate the approach of compressing data using linear models

and then efficiently parsing through this data online, the pitch profile is assumed to

be invariant and repeatable with every vehicle run. The remainder of this section

discusses IMU noise.

4.4.3.1 IMU Characterization

An IMU contains three gyroscopes that provide an angular rate measurement for

each of the 3-dimensional coordinate axes and three accelerometers that output

velocity rate information. Although the averaged rate measurements are accurate

over time, they are integrated with respect to time to obtain orientation, position

and velocity estimates. This integration leads to the accumulation and propagation
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of small errors.

IMU noise is characterized by the manufacturers in terms of Allan variance

of the angular rate output. The primary components of this noise are an angle

random walk noise and bias noise. Angle random walk and bias are added to the

angular pitch rate before it is integrated to obtain the orientation, position and

velocity estimates. Thus even small errors are propagated indefinitely through the

integration process.

There is a wide range of commercially available IMU sensors that each exhibit

varying noise characteristics. Fig. 4.4 uses the code developed in [146] to demon-

strate the noise characteristics for a noisy IMU, ADIS16367; a mid-grade IMU,

Crossbow 440; and a low noise IMU, Honeywell HG1700. The top of the figure

shows the angle random walk component of the IMU noise and the bottom of the

figure shows the bias noise component. In both plots the horizontal axis represents

vehicle travel distance in meters.
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Figure 4.4. Top: Angle random walk noise. Bottom: Bias noise.

Note that the larger component of noise is the angle random walk noise. The

angle random walk noise can be described as white noise added to the angle rate

measurements of the gyroscopes prior to integration. The standard deviation of

the white noise is specified by the manufacturer for a 1Hz sample rate. The specifi-

cation at 1Hz means that the variance of noise is scaled by the sampling frequency

at the output of the IMU. Table 4.3 shows the maximum and average SNRs using

the manufacturer specifications and the test data. SNR is calculated using equa-
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tion (4.4) [184] where σm is standard deviation of the map data, σn is the standard

deviation of white noise provided by the IMU manufacturer, and fs is the sampling

rate at the IMU output.

SNR = 20log10

(

σm√
fsσn

)

(4.4)

There is an important observation that can be made from the preceding dis-

cussion; as the IMU sampling frequency increases, the average SNR monotonically

decreases. Because the test map data has been re-sampled to place equal spacing

between samples, the effect of noise on vehicle localization can be reformulated as a

question of localization resolution. For example, a 100 Hz sample rate corresponds

to a 0.05 m map decimation, while a 1 Hz sample rate corresponds to 5 m between

samples. According to equation (4.4), reducing the sample rate from 100Hz to 1Hz

improves the SNR by a factor of 2. Thus the sampling frequency can be decreased

to improve SNR and algorithm performance. This can be done for low-cost sensors

provided a coarse map resolution is acceptable.

4.4.3.2 Bias Noise

The first noise component to be addressed is bias noise. The bottom of Fig. 4.4

shows that bias is relatively constant in neighboring data points. Such a low-

frequency or DC signal can be rejected through the use of the differences between

neighboring data points during map building. Therefore, assuming that bias re-

mains constant in neighboring points, a map of differences can be generated, where

each point is the difference between two neighboring pitch values. This is illus-

trated by the following equation,

∆d[k] = d[k] + β[k] − d[k + 1] − β[k + 1] (4.5)

where d[k] and d[k + 1] are adjacent pitch values with bias β[k] and β[k + 1],

respectively. Because bias is relatively constant, β[k] ≈ β[k+1], the variable ∆d[·]
is insensitive to bias noise. Hence, ∆d[·] can be used during the extraction of the

road map models and structure and during the online localization to mitigate the

effects of bias noise. The two data sets, pitch data and angular pitch rate data,
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are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. To provide context for the data, the approximate route

along which the data was collected is included in Fig. 4.6. This figure demonstrates

that the test set of data included both measurements from highways and arterial

roads.
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Figure 4.5. Top: Pitch Values vs. Difference Map Bottom: Difference Map

Figure 4.6. Approximate Vehicle Data Collection Route in State College, PA, USA

In Figure 4.5, the horizontal axis represents distance of travel in meters. The

top half of the plot shows the pitch data profile used in these experiments. The

bottom half of the plot shows the difference map profile of the data. These plots

show clearly that any bias integrated into the pitch signal is greatly reduced in

the difference map and is very small when compared to the terrain signal size. In

particular, when using the bias characteristics of the mid-grade sensor, the residual

bias terms were found to be on average four orders of magnitude smaller than the

terrain signal size.
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4.4.3.3 Angle Random Walk Noise

The second mitigation strategy addresses angle random walk noise. This noise is

modeled as white noise added to the angular rate output of the IMU. Otherwise

stated, angle random walk noise adds small perturbations to each acquired data

point. These perturbations cannot be eliminated by subtraction like the bias noise

above. An alternative mitigation strategy is to introduce a tolerance for each data

point.

Assume that the perturbations can be bounded by some ηB . Let each data

point have a perturbation |η[k]| ≤ ηB. Then a model is said to be feasible or agree

with the data, contained in vector ω[k], if a set of constants η̄ = [η[k], ...η[k+N−1]]

can be found such that,

|∆d[k] − A(ω[k] + η̄)| ≤ ε. (4.6)

The choice of the bound ηB is simplified because we know from the manufac-

turer that the added noise can be modeled as white Gaussian noise with a standard

deviation σ specified in the IMU datasheet at a 1Hz sampling rate. Thus the bound

ηB is set to two standard deviations of the additive white Gaussian noise for the

particular sensor and sampling frequency.

One important observation is that because pitch is integrated from angular

pitch rate, the perturbations at each pitch data point are not independent. Testing

a large horizon of data points simultaneously allows for the greatest ability to

detect and mitigate the correlation between the points. Practically, this scales the

computations of the model validation step and it is therefore not feasible to test

more than a sequential few points at a time.

4.4.4 Simulation Setup

When setting up the numerical experiments, the two critical parameters are model

order, N , and error bound, ε. Unfortunately, there do not exist optimal values

for either parameter. Instead these parameters can be varied with respect to one

another to create different model structures with similar localization properties.

For the numerical experiments in this chapter, the model order was held constant
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at five, and the error bound was allowed to vary for each model.

The initial value for the error bound is 0.2556 degrees of pitch. This is the

smallest value of ε such that at the top of the model structure, a five-coefficient

model can be used to describe the entire data segment. For each successive level,

the error bound was contracted by a factor of 0.85.

4.5 Numerical Results

4.5.1 Localization using Noise-free Data

In the ideal case, the traveling vehicle records noise-free pitch measurements from

an invariant pitch profile. In this ideal case, given all available data, the algo-

rithm presented will always converge to the correct location. Because of this, the

presentation in this section is focused on illustrating the underlying method and

demonstrating that the algorithm is coded correctly, rather than analyzing the

localization algorithms convergence properties in the presence of noise.

Fig. 4.7 demonstrates one approach to illustrating the algorithm’s convergence.

This figure shows the convergence of 100 trials using random start points in a noise-

free environment. The horizontal axis in the plot shows the distance traveled by

the vehicle in meters. The vertical axis shows the number of trials that have

converged. Note here that more than 90% of the trials have converged by 25 m of

travel distance. All trials have converged within 60 m of travel, which corresponds

to the length of the largest segment on the lowest level of the model structure.

Thus for the map used in this work, in a noise-free case, the maximum travel

distance to convergence can be bounded by the length of this segment.

The variation in convergence distance can also be explained using transition

points. Because these points provide a greater amount of information for conver-

gence, the intersection of multiple transition points on the vehicle path leads to

shorter convergence distances. This can be observed on the plot where a majority

of segments are eliminated within 25 m. The paths that require longer convergence

distances lie in more information sparse regions of the map and need a longer time

to acquire the information-rich points needed to localize the vehicle.

The figure underscores two of the fundamental advantages of the developed
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Figure 4.7. Number of Converged Trials per Iteration Number for 100 Noise Free

Localizaiton Trials in Vehicle Data.

algorithm. The first is that there exists an upper bound on the convergence time

of localization. The second is that the convergence distance can be predicted from

the observation of models along the vehicle route.

The processes of segment elimination and transition point identification are

illustrated by Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. In these figures the horizontal axes show the

distance traveled from the map origin. The top plots show the model output

plotted against the reference map data, with the error bounds, ε plotted in red

dotted lines. The vertical axis in these plots represents the angle rate. In the

bottom plots the model error, in degrees, is plotted against the distance traveled

in meters. In this case, the vertical axis represents the model errors.

Suppose that the vehicle begins traveling at 30 m on the map. Then comparing

the output of model 1 in Fig. 4.8 with its error bound shows that the segment is

a feasible set of vehicle locations. While the vehicle is traveling, all model output

errors remain below the modeling bound, ε. However, when the vehicle reaches

the end of the segment at 110 m, the output error is significantly higher than

the bound ε. This output error is compared to the known transition point error,

which was recorded during model identification, for Model 1, and the input data

is also compared to Model 2. The mathematical description of a transition point

is described in equation (4.3). If all three equations are simultaneously valid and

the error matches the known transition point error, then the point at 110 m is

identified as a transition point, and Model 2 becomes the feasible vehicle location
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model.

The comparison of errors is performed for all feasible segments each time a

new data point is collected. Because only feasible segments are evaluated, and

because only segments whose parents are feasible are re-activated, the number of

feasible segments monotonically decreases as the number of iterations rises. Thus

the number of feasible segments in Fig. 4.7 converges to one as the number of

iterations increases.
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4.5.2 Localization using Noisy Data

To test the algorithm in the presence of noise, the map data used to create the

reference map is corrupted with the noise characteristics corresponding to the

Gaussian random walk characteristics of the Crossbow 440 IMU. The corrupted

data is then used for the localization experiments in this section. The map data

is plotted along with the road pitch profile in Fig. 4.5, and the approximate real-

world map location is shown in Fig. 4.6. At a 1 Hz sampling rate, or a 5 m

map decimation, the Crossbow sensor has noise characteristics that are an order

of magnitude higher than the collection sensor but sufficiently low to allow for

accurate localization. The algorithm performance is evaluated over a 2 km travel

distance from a random start point that is uniformly chosen.

Fig. 4.10 shows a histogram of the vehicle travel distance required for algo-

rithm convergence in over 1100 trials with a random start point. As before, the

convergence to a single path corresponds to the first estimate of vehicle location.

The horizontal axis in the figure represents the vehicle travel in meters, and the

vertical axis represents the number of trials. The mean convergence time for this

set of trials is 172 m. Furthermore the maximum convergence distance is about

280 m of travel.
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Figure 4.10. Distance traveled until 1 feasible path using Crossbow 440 IMU

For trials in the presence of noise, the plot of localization errors [m] vs. the

trial start points [m] in Fig. 4.11 helps to illustrate the algorithm’s performance

across the map. For example, note that the localization distance is different in
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the beginning of the map when compared to the end of the map. This difference

comes from the physical nature of the roads from which the data was collected. In

this case, the road vehicle began traveling on a secondary road and merged onto a

highway. Thus the beginning half of the map contains data whose variance is high,

and the latter portion of the map contains highway data with low variance. In the

presence of high variance data, models have larger modeling error bounds and are

eliminated at a slower rate. This fact is illustrated in the convergence error, which

is highest in the beginning of the map. Examining the convergence errors more

closely reveals that when errors are measured in terms of map decimations (5 m),

all errors fall within a few decimations.

The accuracy achieved in these simulations is comparable to the findings of

Dean [10], who found that the limiting factor in his particle filtering approach was

the map decimation. The results also compare favorably to the accuracy found in

recent map-based localization work [175, 176] which had localization accuracies of

about 1 m and 15 m, respectively. While [175, 176] do not use IMU data for local-

ization, the research presented in these papers is map-based localization research

using real-world noisy sensors. These references show that the work presented here

is at least as accurate as the state of the art in localization, with the additional

benefits discussed throughout the chapter. A strength of the approach presented

here is that localization is a function of the map decimation, as pointed out in

section 4.4.3.1. In particular, map decimation is proportional to the size of the

observed sensor noise, and thus choosing higher fidelity sensors will allow finer

resolutions and correspondingly smaller localization errors.

Overall, the algorithm performs well using the noise characteristics of the Cross-

bow 440 sensor. It is possible to address the source of error and decrease conver-

gence distance by adjusting the mechanism by which the likely vehicle path is

selected among the remaining paths. This promising area of research is left to

future work.

4.6 Discussion of Algorithm Limitations

The preceding sections tested the terrain-based localization algorithm for an in-

variant pitch profile with additive sensor noise. As can be seen in Fig. 4.11, the
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localization results using this algorithm are good for the mid-range IMU sensor.

On average the error observed in the location estimates is on the order of the map

decimation.

There are two principle sources of error in the localization process: survival

of too many paths in the presence of noise and erroneous segment elimination.

The first is a natural consequence of using terrain data and a bounded localization

distance in the demonstration of this algorithm. Terrain data is unique on a local

scale but not on a global scale. Thus when the localization algorithm is working

with an area of the map that has low SNR and does not display strong uniqueness

in features, multiple models survive. For example localization might be difficult

in the Great Plains of the United States where the terrain is largely flat resulting

in fewer road features. Conversely, localization might be more rapid in the Rocky

Mountains (United States) where the topography is quickly changing and offering

a large number of unique terrain patterns.

Here it is important to note that reference maps are made up of patterns that

are used for localization. These include both the geographical effects and the road

construction effects (e.g. the sequence of concrete or asphalt pours). Thus, even

in flat terrains, there may still remain a surprising number of localization features

due to location specific construction of the road.

This chapter demonstrated a series of localization experiments for a set road

distance. Making the road distance finite was chosen to make the experiments
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tractable. If multiple models survived, a heuristic based on the number of detected

transitions was invoked to choose the correct path. This is not an optimal choice

since noise can also trigger false transitions. In order to eliminate heuristic errors,

the solution is to extend the run of each experiment until it is localized. However,

the results above show good performance for a fixed localization distance.

Conversely, the presence of noise can also lead to the erroneous elimination

of segments. For instance, the angle random walk mitigation approach presented

in this chapter bounds the possible noise coefficients to two times the standard

deviation of the angle random walk noise. This means that in approximately

5% of the cases it is expected that the noise will exceed the limitation and the

correct segment will be eliminated. As travel distance is increased indefinitely,

these types of eliminations are corrected by segments in higher levels of the tree

with larger error tolerances. However, for a fixed distance, the end result may

appear erroneous because of one of these eliminations. In this case, the algorithm

can be re-initialized and restarted.

4.7 Conclusions and Future Development

This chapter presented two linear model based algorithms specifically designed for

localization. The first algorithm is used to compress a one dimensional vector

of data and to represent this data as a tree of models with increasingly tighter

modeling error bounds. The second algorithm is a parsing algorithm that can

quickly locate an incoming stream of data in the extracted model tree. Both algo-

rithms were developed and demonstrated for the application of vehicle localization.

Because these algorithms and the linear model representation were specifically de-

veloped for in-sequence localization, the work here greatly outperforms the work

reviewed in the previous chapter.

Thus with the conclusion of this chapter a representation has been designed

that address all but one of the required characteristics - robustness to noise. In the

subsequent chapters the models will be tuned to accommodate the expected noise

in the process. In essence, this work will show, that given some further information

about the process, it is possible to improve the linear modeling approach to data

representation by choosing models that will be more robust in the presence of
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noise. Lastly, because robustness must also include redundancy both for increased

accuracy and reliability, the next chapters will also extend the development of this

representation into multiple dimensions.
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Vehicle Localization

Initialization
Collect N + 1 data points:
set loop index: k = N + 1
initialize data vector: ω[·] = d[1 : N ]
Begin Localization Loop
WHILE localization flag == 0
FOR l = 1:L

FOR m = 1:ML − 1
IF the parent segment ofAm is feasible:
em,k = |d[k] − Amω[·]|
em+1,k = |d[k] − Am+1ω[·]|
IF em,k < εm

set Am as feasible
ELSEIF em,k > εm AND em+1,k < εm+1

then the data point m[d] is a transition point
obtain τn from the map

ELSE
set Am as infeasible

END IF
END IF

END FOR
IF l = L AND num. feasible models = 1

localization flag = 1
END IF

END FOR
Collect an additional data point
iterate the index: k = k + 1
iterate the data vector:ω[·] = d[k − N : k − 1]
END WHILE
Following a Detected Transition Point
FOR l = 1:L

FOR m = 1:ML

IF τn is inside the segment
Set the segment as feasible

ELSE
Set the segment as infeasible

END IF
END FOR

END FOR
Exit to Tracking Loop

Table 4.2. Vehicle Localization Algorithm for Model Structures
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Sensor fs [Hz] Average SNR [dB]
ADIS16367 1 -6

Crossbow 440 1 12
Honeywell HG1700 1 34

Table 4.3. Vehicle Data SNR at 1Hz Given a Sensor Choice.



Chapter 5

Robust ARX model-based data

structures for In-Sequence

Localization using 1-Dimensional

Time Series

Building on the work in the previous chapter, this chapter focuses on tuning the

linear model data representations for robustness in the presence of noise. The

disturbances considered here are both deterministic and stochastic. Deterministic

noise is often observed due to interference between devices [185] or vibrations in

the recording sensors [186]. Stochastic noise is typically observed in any practical

data collection device and is an important component in algorithm performance.

The consideration of both types of noise is critical in data representation [187].

The deterministic noise considered in this chapter is sinusoidal noise. This

noise, which occurs in IMU data [186] and is of interest in many other applications

including speech processing [185], is particularly destructive to data representations

because strong cyclic noise components can obscure the data points about which

representations are determined. In this chapter, the internal model principle is

used to automatically remove sinusoidal components of a known frequency during

the in-sequence localization process.

The stochastic noise considered in this chapter is white Gaussian noise. This
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noise can be equally destructive as shown by the results in chapter 3. In particular,

in IMU data, the effects of the noise are accentuated when the data is integrated

to obtain quantities such as position and velocity [146].

In addition to introducing the idea of robust tuning of the models, this chapter

also improves the localization process by making it adaptive such that localization

occurs after a user defined accuracy is achieved. Moving to an adaptive in-sequence

localization process based on robust data representations demonstrates the effec-

tiveness of the representations for in-sequence localization. In addition, when view-

ing the results of localization in parallel with the representation map, the adaptive

approach to in-sequence localization reveals the strengths and weaknesses of the

data sensor, which leads to a logical method of evaluating the addition of sen-

sors with respect to the amount of information they contribute to the localization

process.

Lastly, this chapter seeks to extend the domain of the problem of in-sequence

localization. In addition to experiments on vehicle data, new numerical experi-

ments are presented using random data. These experiments show that any data

set can be put into the algorithms developed in this thesis. In addition US infla-

tion data is used to demonstrate the practical significance of transition points. In

fact, work in this chapter shows that when inflation data is segmented, the result-

ing transition points delineate the beginning and end of major US recessions and

depressions.

The preliminary work that supported the development of this chapter was

presented in the 2013 Penn State College of Engineering Research Symposium [25]

where it was awarded the best paper award. In addition, separate papers were

presented at the 2013 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control [23] and the 2014

American Control Conference [24]. A full manuscript detailing the work of this

chapter is currently in review with IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data

Engineering [167].

5.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to further the design of one dimensional data

representation that are robust to noise for in-sequence localization. By designing
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the localization map (which is actually a data representation structure) in a way

that reduces the effects of noise, the online matching process is primed to be

optimized to further reduce the computational load, enabling larger data structures

to be parsed. Here we consider additive sensor noise that is both deterministic and

stochastic and describes commonly observed noise in real-world data. The next

subsection, briefly overviews the history of sensor noise in the data representation

literature. The main drawback of traditional dimension reduction approaches is

highlighted with a brief set of simulations.

5.1.1 The Effect of Noise on Data Representations in Lit-

erature

Recall from the discussion in Chapter 3 that in the presence of noise the traditional

dimension reducing representations are not adequate (see chapter 3 or [27, 28,

29, 30, 31, 32]) for the case of in-sequence localization for three reasons. First,

traditional methods require windowing the data which introduces errors if data

acquisition begins in the middle of a window. Second, few of these representations

have an inherent mechanism for mitigating the effects of noise. And third, these

representations do not preserve the ordering of the data, which is a key attribute

of the data that can be exploited for in-sequence localization.

As a brief example, consider Fig. 5.1 where the top plots show random data

encoded into three popular representations: the data mean ([29]), the data slope

([31]), and DFT coefficients [47]. The bottom plots show the data encoded into

the same representations, but this time the encoding occurred after the addition of

noise. The experiments were performed on a random data set generated in MAT-

LAB, and the data is corrupted with approximated 12 dB of Gaussian noise and 12

dB of linear noise for consistency with previously published work by the authors.

Note that the addition of noise significantly alters the resulting representations as

demonstrated numerically in the caption of the figure.

Some preliminary work [23, 24], has shown that it is possible to design data

representations that are inherently robust to noise. The key to finding these rep-

resentations is selecting points in the data that are inherently robust to noise, i.e.

they display behavior that is significant enough that it cannot be obscured by the
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Figure 5.1. Clean Data: mean = -0.36, slope = 64.17. Corrupt Data: mean = 2.60,
slope = 70.97

additive sensor noise. In this chapter, these points are chosen to reflect signifi-

cant changes in the data dynamics, where quantifying significant depends on the

characteristics of the observed noise.

5.2 Overview of Dynamical Model-based Data

Structures

5.2.1 Using Dynamical Models to Represent Data

Prior to describing the identification of robust data representations, this section

provides a brief overview of the dynamical modeling approach used in the last

chapter [20, 23]. Then section 5.3 will discuss the contributions of other authors

in the field of subsequence matching, and an in-depth discussion of the approach

taken in this chapter begins in section 5.4.

Dynamical models have inherently advantageous properties as data representa-

tions. These models are capable of preserving data information, modeling data

modes, and detecting changes in data dynamics to provide natural transition

points. To describe a data set using dynamical models, D is first segmented into

non-overlapping intervals. Each interval, m, is represented using an autoregressive
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linear model of N th order, A = [cm,1, . . . , cm,N ], with a modeling error bound εm. 1

The beginning and end data points of an interval m are called transition points

and denoted by τm−1 and τm, respectively. Transition points are points in the data

at which the underlying data dynamics are changing. This change in dynamics at

τm is denoted by a modeling error that exceeds the modeling error bound of the

preceding data model. Maintaining the ordered nature of D, the ordered set of

models describing sub-intervals is shown in equation (5.1).

dk = cm,1dk−1 + ... + cm,Ndk−N + ek, ∀k ∈ [τm − 1, τm)

dk = [cm,1...cm,N]A>

m + ek, ∀k ∈ [τm − 1, τm)

|ek| ≤ ε1 for m = 1, 2, . . . (5.1)

To create a reference data structure for in-sequence localization, the data is

sequentially segmented into smaller intervals whose models describe the data more

accurately. Each sequential segmentation is stored into a model tree that aids in

the online localization process. For example, a data set is first segmented into two

segments each with a corresponding modeling error bound εm. The segments are

recorded into the first level of the model tree. At the second level of the model tree,

the segments from the first level are broken into two more segments each with a

smaller bound εm. This process is iterated until the model error bound approaches

the size of the expected noise in the data. The modeling structure is depicted in

Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2. A Depiction of Model Structures for In-Sequence Localization.

Localization is the process of sequentially evaluating model agreement with

the new data and eliminating models that disagree. Mathematically the process of

model evaluation is the determination of the model prediction error and comparing

1These models are found by solving a linear feasibility problem. For this reason the models
in previous work are not necessarily unique.
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it to the modeling error bound, as shown in equation (5.2).

|dk − cm,1dk−1 + ... + cm,Ndk−N | ≷ εm

|ek| ≷ εm. (5.2)

When evaluating models, errors that are smaller than εm indicate that this partic-

ular interval is a candidate for the data sequence location. Errors that are larger

than εm indicate this is not a possible location of the data sequence. When a

transition point is reached in the data, three distinct inequalities are satisfied: the

mth model was in agreement at the k − 1st instant, the mth model disagrees with

the data at the kth instant, and the m + 1st model agrees with the data at the kth

instant.

|dτ1−1 − (cm,1dτ1−2 + ... + cm,Ndτ1−1−N )| ≤ εm

|dτ1
− (cm,1dτ1−1 + ... + cm,Ndτ1−N )| > εm (5.3)

|dτ1
− (cm+1,1dτ1−1 + ... + cm+1,Ndτ1−N )| ≤ εm+1

From these equations it becomes clear that transition points contain signifi-

cantly more matching information than points in the interior of data intervals.

Thus while the majority of data points provide a range of possible locations, tran-

sition points provide an exact location, or a sparse list of candidate locations.

Objective: Given the importance of transition points, the objective here is to

maximize the robustness of the transition points in the presence of sensor noise.

Making transition points more robust will increase the overall robustness of

the approach and shorten the necessary data sequence length for matching. A full

development of the proposed approach can be found in section 5.4.

5.3 Background

In presenting the literature review, the section follows the logical order of data

representation and structuring. Section 5.3.1 shows methods of windowing the

data. Then section 5.3.2 discusses representations of the windowed data. Finally,

a brief overview of data representations that explicitly discuss noise is provided in
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section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Transition Points

The most critical component in a data representation creation algorithm is seg-

mentation - i.e. choosing the points at which to divide a set of data into intervals.

These points are referred to as transition points because of the model transitions

that these points represent, in other literature these same points are sometimes

called change points. Change points were first defined in [33] as the points at

which the behavior of the time series changes, a problem also examined by the

statistics community. The general approach to solving the change point identifi-

cation problem is to identify a set of break points through the identification of a

set of models about the point [15]. The models are identified by minimizing some

loss function specified by the author, and a change point consists of a point about

which the identified models have significant dynamical differences. Popular choices

for the loss function include the mean square error, least squares fit, and maximum

likelihood estimation.

Transition points are also frequently called events, and segment bisection is

commonly adopted during the segmentation process [34]. The neural networks

literature contains an example of a similar idea where the switching sequence of

a subprocess is identified using nonlinear gated experts, a statistical physics tool

[35].

Using optimization approaches, Ozay et. al. [188] developed the linear programming-

based break point identification algorithm that was the basis for the initial work in

Chapter 4 [20]. Using dynamical programming, Duncan and Bryant [36] created

an algorithm to find the number of possible data intervals, the model order in each

interval, and the location of the intervals. At its core, this was a least-squares

fit algorithm that identified models of the data. The work by Ozay et. al. and

Duncan and Bryant is a step forward from previously published work that detected

changes in dynamical systems [37] based on the parameterization of linear systems

in [38].

Lastly, concluding this subsection we mention several sliding window approaches

that compete with significant event detection approaches discussed above. To be-
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gin, Chu [39] presented a sliding window approach to change point localization and

segmentation. This was followed by Fancourt and Principe [40] with a piecewise

segmentation and identification procedure. The latter approach maps similar seg-

ments in a time series as neighbors in a neighborhood map. More recently Keogh

et. al. [41] proposed a bottom up sliding window method termed SWAB.

5.3.2 Data Mining Features

Following the segmentation of the data, each window is converted to a feature or

a symbol. Of particular relevance is the paper by Shatkay and Zdonik [27] where

linear regressions are used for dimension reduction in large data sequences. Be-

cause the goal of this work was simplicity and because the original time series was

kept for in-depth matching, the authors choose to represent trends in the data as

lines defined from one extrema point of the data to the next. This representation

is referred to as the piecewise linear representation (PLR). This paper also con-

tributes to the idea of abstract representations by proposing data representations

using only the extrema points of the time series.

Following the approach established by [27], many authors have proposed vari-

ants of the first order representations. Prominent examples include the piecewise

aggregate approximation (PAA) [28, 29] which represents data using the mean

value of a segment. The PAA algorithm stipulates that segments must be of fixed

and equal length. In some data sets this is a significant constraint, which prompted

work by Keogh et. al. [30] to update the PAA algorithm allowing variable segment

lengths. The new approach was termed the adaptive piecewise constant approxi-

mation algorithm (APCA). In addition several authors build on the piecewise linear

representation creating similarity search algorithms [31] and clusering algorithms

[32].

Lastly, the new representations are stored using application-specific structures.

Two principle types of structures are used. The first are classification schemes [15]

that require the comparison between classes and new data. The second are data

trees [189] that allow rapid elimination of possibilities.

The body of research in data representations is extensive. However, several

critical review papers [13, 14] have demonstrated that large issues exist with the
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current set of approaches. The published representations and matching approaches

were shown to perform well for small sets of data but their computational perfor-

mance was shown to rapidly deteriorate as the underlying data size increases. Thus

new approaches are necessary to advance the field of data knowledge.

5.3.3 Robust Features

Few papers explicitly discuss or make mention of data noise as a consideration.

One possible reason for this lack of literature is that most data mining is performed

with the goal of finding “similar,” not exact features. This differs in the application

of some data representations, for example those used in vehicle localization where

an exact identification is needed.

The most common representation, and one which has been discussed in the

presence of noise, is PLR [42, 43]. In particular the work by Jia et. al. [43] contains

a good review of PLR algorithms and then aims to develop a new approach that

improves PLR’s robustness to noise. Here the authors note that the need for

a user-specified number of segments is a major weakness. By reformulating the

problem in terms of error bounds, the authors automatically choose the number

of segments in PLR on a data set given an error bound.

A separate subset of papers by Fink et. al. [44, 45] also focuses on the problem

of identifying noise robust points. The difference here is that the papers focus

on the identification of maxima and minima in the data, which are inherently

more robust. The paper by Fink and Pratt [44] builds on this idea by identifying

patterns in the reduced dimension (extrema point) data set.

Building on the idea in [44], the work by Vemulapalli et. al. [12] proposes an

optimal filter that reduces the effect of noise prior to identifying patterns. The

patterns in this work are combinations of robust minima and maxima in the data.

Combining filtering and robust pattern identification improves on the classical

approach of smoothing the data before obtaining representations. Furthermore,

this approach is verified using real-world vehicle data from the author’s lab.

Lastly, a more general approach to robust data representations is laid out by

Preng et. al. [46]. The work cites the natural method of location recognition

by animals and humans, which use landmarks to identify particular sites in their
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surroundings. The landmark model is defined to be invariant under smoothing and

transformations such as shifting, scaling, and warping. However the applications

shown by the authors are limited and leave the development of more extensive

applications to readers of the paper.

5.4 Developing Dynamical Model-Based Robust

Data Representations

5.4.1 Bounding the effect of noise in context of linear model-

based data structures

This chapter builds on the dynamical model-based approach previously used by the

authors by incorporating knowledge about the sources of noise to make the data

representations more robust. This robustness is introduced both at the represen-

tation and structure levels. A depiction of the data structure and representation

is shown in Fig. 5.2.

On the structure level, two mitigation strategies are employed. First, the struc-

tures are tiered with large data decimations at the top leading to lower decimations

at the bottom. To achieve the larger decimations, the data is averaged, which leads

to a reduction in the noise power particularly for independent zero mean types of

noise. Second, the dynamical models have increasingly tighter modeling error

bounds, ε, for lower structure levels. This means that as the level of noise changes,

the same data structure can be used at varying resolutions. Small levels of noise

can be accommodated by more precise models, which provide greater resolution

during localization. Conversely, large levels of noise will only be accommodated

by coarser models resulting in more coarse localization results. Practically this

means that one data structure can be extracted and used with a variety of sensors,

ranging from inexpensive to military grade.

At the representation level, the dynamical models characterized in this chap-

ter emphasize the preservation of transition points in the presence of noise. Here

it is assumed that the additive noise is Gaussian with a probability distribution

function N (0, σ2
η), as described in the notation section. The corresponding cu-
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mulative distribution function of this noise is Φ(0, σ2
η). Then, because the models

are linear, at the kth data point, the mth model output and output error are also

Gaussian random variables. The distribution of the error can be described as

Nem(µem,k, σ
2
em

) with a corresponding cumulative distribution Φem(µem,k, σ
2
em

). At

a transition point, one model’s segment is ending and another model’s segment is

beginning. Thus the transition point can be described by two overlapping Gaus-

sian distributions, shown in Fig. 5.3: a distribution for the modeling error of the

model whose segment is ending and a distribution for the model whose segment

is beginning. Similar to the idea used in radar theory [190], the area below the

overlap of these distributions represents the probability of an error at a transition

point. Since its inception, this idea has been frequently used in many fields, for ex-

ample in the field of fault detection Iserman [191] has used the idea to differentiate

between fault/no fault conditions.

seg starting

seg ending

µn ε µe

Figure 5.3. The Distribution Overlap Assuming Additive Gaussian Noise.

Using the model coefficients and the additive noise distribution, it is then pos-

sible to precisely describe the probability of the mth model agreement ending as

P(|em| ≥ ε), and the m + 1st segment beginning as P(|em+1| < ε). Then the opti-

mal choice of a transition point will minimize the probability of an error, i.e. the

optimal choice will maximize P(|em| ≥ ε) and P(|em+1| < ε). One simple form of

writing this optimization problem is described in equation (5.4).

minimize Perror

s.t. ηk̂ v N (0, σ2

η) (5.4)

Perror = 2 − P(|em| ≥ ε) − P(|em+1| < ε)
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In practice to obtain a related convex problem which can be efficiently solved, the

optimization problem is written in the chance constrained framework demonstrated

by Kataoka [192]. In this framework, the problem is divided into two subproblems

denoted by O1 and O2, each of which describes a convex solution domain. For each

subproblem the modeling error bound is minimized while the maximum probability

of error is bounded by a user-defined value ρ. The modeling error probability is

described by Φem(µem,k
, σ2

em
), where m denotes the model number, and k denotes

the data index in the underlying time series.

There are two resulting formulations used to segment an interval of data [dks ,dke ].

The first, O1 shown in equation (5.5), finds a model whose segment end error ex-

ceeds a positive ε at the transition point τm. Then the second formulation, O2

shown in equation (5.6), determines a model whose end error is less than a negative

ε. The breaking up of these formulations is necessary to ensure convexity when

solving for the models. A more detailed derivation of the formulations is shown in

the Appendix.

O1 : minimize ε

s.t.

ε ≤ εmax

µem,k
> ε (5.5)

σemΦ−1

em
(1 − ρ) + µem,k

≥ ε

σem+1
Φ−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + µem+1 ,k ≤ ε

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [ks, τm − 1)

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m+1| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [τm, ke]
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O2 : minimize ε

s.t.

ε ≤ εmax

µem,k
< −ε (5.6)

σemΦ−1

em
(ρ) + µem,k

≤ −ε

σem+1
Φ−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + µem+1,k

≤ ε

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [ks, τm − 1)

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m+1
| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [τm, ke]

Formulating the model extraction problem using this approach has some sig-

nificant advantages. First, when compared to previous work by the authors, this

approach provides a metric for model extraction. This metric quantifies the sig-

nificance of the dynamic discontinuities and solidifies the choice of model for each

segment. Furthermore, using this metric reduces the number of extracted seg-

ments, resulting in model structures that are significantly more compact than

previous structures [20, 23]. Lastly, the a priori specification of the expected noise

level reduces the need for add-on noise mitigation algorithms and transfers noise

mitigation to be performed mostly during the data representation extraction and

structure creation.

5.4.2 Canceling the Effects of Known Sinusoidal Noise

The approach used in the preceding section can be used for any noise distribution

whose inverse can readily be determined. White Gaussian noise is a great example

of this type of noise. However, as noted in the introduction there are also many

types of noise that are not stochastic. Two types of deterministic noise in IMUs

are sinusoidal noise and bias noise [186]. Bias noise, which can be considered a

very low frequency sinusoidal noise, can be addressed by working with the data

differences instead of the raw data. Indeed the approach we have taken here, is

the same as the approach in the previous chapter. However, this approach is not
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adequate for higher frequencies sinusoidal noise.

One approach to reducing the effects of deterministic sinusoidal noise is to

employ the internal model principle. Using the internal model principle shows the

flexibility of using ARX models as data representations. To begin suppose that

the deterministic sinusoidal noise has a frequency ωn and is modeled as a complex

exponential e−jωnt. Now consider the ARX model in equation (5.1). Neglecting

the error term, the estimate of the time series can be expressed as,

d̂k = cm,1dk−1 + ... + cm,Ndk−N . (5.7)

Using the Z-transform, the system function of model can be expressed as a poly-

nomial in the delay operator z,

(cm,1z
−1 + ... + cm,Nz−N ), (5.8)

(1 − λ1z
−1) . . . (1 − λN z−1),

where λ1, . . . , λN correspond to the zeros of the system function. When evaluating

the frequency response of the system function with respect to the locations of

the zeros, the delay operator z is set to ejω, resulting in the evaluation of the

system function equation on the unit circle in the z-plane. This means that for all

frequencies ωi such that 1/λi = ejωi, the system will produce on output of zero.

Combining this with the knowledge of the expected noise frequency ωn, if one

of the system zeros is set to ωn = 1/λn, the output of the system when excited by

this disturbance will be zero. There are two methods of achieving the placement

of this zero. The first, is to constrain some of the model coefficient magnitudes

in problems O1 and O2. The second, is to convolve a first order polynomial,

1 − λnz
−1, with the determined model. The second method is preferable because

it divides the tuning of the models into two steps, and provides the most flexibility

in finding transition points robust to stochastic noise.

[1, λn] ∗ [1, cm,1, . . . , cm,N−1] (5.9)

Using the latter method the updated optimization problems can be written as,
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Ô1 : minimize ε

s.t.

ε ≤ εmax

µm,k > ε (5.10)

Am = [1, λn] ∗ [1, cm,1, . . . , cm,N−1]

Am+1 = [1, λn] ∗ [1, cm+1,1, . . . , cm+1,N−1]

σemΦ−1

em
(1 − ρ) + µem,k

≥ ε

σem+1
Φ−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + µem+1,k

≤ ε

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [ks, τm − 1)

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m+1
| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [τm, ke]

Ô2 : minimize ε

s.t.

ε ≤ εmax

µm,k < −ε (5.11)

Am = [1, λn] ∗ [1, cm,1, . . . , cm,N−1]

Am+1 = [1, λn] ∗ [1, cm+1,1, . . . , cm+1,N−1]

σemΦ−1

em
(ρ) + µem,k

≤ −ε

σem+1
Φ−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + µem+1,k

≤ ε

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [ks, τm − 1)

|dk − [dk−1, . . . , dk−N ]A>

m+1| ≤ ε ∀k ∈ [τm, ke]

5.4.3 Data Structure Extraction Algorithm

The formulations described in the previous sections are then incorporated into a

top-down, sliding window algorithm that builds the robust data structure. This

algorithm is described in table 5.1. While the algorithm in table 5.1 is a multi-
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tier algorithm, the description here is focused on one tier and can be extrapolated

beyond by the reader.

First, the algorithm begins by choosing the beginning point, ks, and end point,

ke, of the segmentation. The data is partitioned into the initial set of segments

about a candidate transition point t and the optimization problem O1 and O2 are

solved. Feasible solutions containing models A1, A2, and a transition point, τ1 are

saved to a solution structure.

Next one data point is transferred from the longer data segment to the shorter

data segment. The optimization is performed again and the resulting solutions

are recorded. Iterating this procedure through all possible transition points identi-

fies the locations of dynamics discontinuities, because each time the optimization

problems O1 and O2 have a solution, a change in the dynamics is observed. The

point chosen as a transition point is the candidate transition point that has the

smallest probability of a missed transition. In other words, this is the point at

which the dynamic discontinuity is greatest.

Having chosen this transition point, the resulting segments are recorded in the

first data structure level, L = 1. The procedure is then iterated at the next level,

for each of the segments that were identified above. Enforcing the constraint of

increasing model fidelity, ε is limited to be smaller than the modeling error bound

of the parent segment from the previous level.

This partitioning procedure continues for successive levels until no more tran-

sition points can be found. When this happens, the next tier of the structure

is started. This loop continues until all transition points on all data tiers are

identified. The resulting data structure has L levels and NML segments per level.

5.4.4 In-Sequence Localization Procedure

The in-sequence localization procedure used in this chapter is an evolution from

the previously used matching procedure. While in previous work the localization

procedure was performed for a fixed size data sequence, the matching procedure

illustrated here automatically determines the length of data sequence needed for

algorithm convergence. This approach illustrates the strengths, weaknesses, and

limitations of the proposed data representation and structuring.
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In short, following the initial acquisition of a small set of data, the initial

data matrices ztp and Ω are formed. Using these matrices, model agreement for

each model in the data structure is evaluated using equation (5.2). Models that are

feasible are retained in a tree structure and models that are infeasible are discarded.

With each consecutive acquired data point, the models are re-evaluated and the

result tree is redrawn. The result tree itself is flexible, maintaining feasible paths

instead of simply feasible models. Because each feasible model represents a range

of possible data locations, this means that several branches could contain the same

model but different data sequence start points. The localization procedure ends

when a single feasible segment remains at the last level of the data structure. The

resulting error of localization is thus the uncertainty in data sequence start points

among all surviving paths in the resulting tree. This localization procedure is

illustrated in more detail in table 5.2.

5.4.5 Online Noise Mitigation During Localization

The dynamical models that are extracted for this work are optimized at transition

points to minimize the probability of error. However, in order to maintain a low

complexity of implementation, throughout each segment the model agreement is

evaluated in a deterministic fashion2. This can lead to model agreement errors on

the segment following the addition of Gaussian noise. To mitigate this effect during

localization, each acquired data point is expected to have a bounded perturbation

|ηk| ≤ ηB, where ηB is two times the standard deviation of the expected noise. A

model is then said to agree with the data if a set of constants η̄ = [ηk−1, ...ηk−N−1]

can be found such that,

|dk − cm,1(dk−1 + ηk−1) + . . .

+ cm,N(dk−N + ηk−N−1)| ≤ εm. (5.12)

Because the probability that a noise sample will exceed the perturbation bound

ηB is not zero, there is a small set of noise realization for which the localization

2More elaborate (and more computationally complex) approaches that include information
about the noise can also be developed. However, we leave this promising area of research to
future work.
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procedure will eliminate the correct model. When this happens, it rapidly leads to

the elimination of all models on the particular level where the correct model was

removed. In this event the tree structure is designed to re-activate all segments on

the eliminated level and repeat localization procedure.

5.5 Simulation Results Demonstrating the Ro-

bust Model-Based Data Structure Effective-

ness

The approach presented in this chapter is tested in three applications. First,

continuing the development of a vehicle localization approach using dynamical

models, section 5.5.1 presents results using inertial vehicle data. Then section

5.5.2 expands the applications for this approach to economic forecasting using

real-life inflation data. Finally, section 5.5.3 demonstrates that our approach can

be applied to any set of data by applying the algorithms to data generated using

a random walk.

5.5.1 Vehicle Data

Using a data set of inertial vehicle data, the data sequence to be localized is

corrupted with 12dB of noise corresponding to the fidelity of a mid-priced sensor

[146]. Then a series of experiments starting at a random point are conducted.

Each experiment performs the in-sequence localization procedure until a match

has been determined. A match is defined as a single feasible segment at the lowest

level of the tree structure and a matching error that is less than a pre-determined

error bound - for the vehicle localization experiments, that bound was 100 m. In

other words, the localization length depends on the initial start point, and not a

predetermined test length chosen by the designer.

The results of these experiments are presented in Fig. 5.4. This figure is

presented in a standard format that we will use across different data sets. The top

subplots quantify the wall clock convergence time, the localization length expressed

in number of localization steps, and the distance to the nearest transition at the
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localization instant.
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Figure 5.4. In-sequence Localization Results using Vehicle Data using Robust One

Dimensional Models.

The subplot representing the computer wall clock time [s] conveys the speed

of the in-sequence localization algorithm when using a single 2.66 GHz node of

the Penn State super-computing cluster with 4 GB of ram. The subplot showing

the localization length demonstrates the number of data sequence points needed

to determine the location. The third histogram informs the reader about the fi-

nal instant of localization when a match has been determined. This plot shows

how close the final matching data point is to the nearest transition point, empha-

sizing the importance of transition points for localization using our model-based

approach. To better understand all three plots together, the bottom plot shows

the time series data with an overlay of the transition points shown as vertical bars

at their respective locations. Note here that the distance between transition points

and localization points is typically small, which means that the localization length

is directly related to the distance between consecutive transition points on the

map. This also means that there will be some road segments that are so plain that

localization using this method is not possible.

In the context of vehicle data, the figure demonstrates the speed of convergence

of the vehicle location estimate. For example, to determine the length of travel

required for localization, the localization length should be multiplied by the map

decimation of 5 m. The wall clock convergence time can be interpreted as the
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maximum speed a vehicle can drive in order for the localization algorithm to keep

up with the incoming data. For example, if a vehicle is traveling the 6 km stretch

of road described by this map at highway speeds, the vehicle will cross the map in

3 minutes and 45 seconds. Therefore convergence times under 1 minute are more

than enough to accommodate vehicle localization. It should be noted that these

times are dependent on the size of the map on which localization is occurring,

opening an interesting new research avenue of how to best structure millions of

data points without slowing down the localization process.

5.5.2 Economic Data

The algorithms developed in the context of vehicle localization need not be con-

strained only to this application. One interesting application area is economic data

that is used by economists and traders to inform decisions on policy and business.

Fig. 5.5, using the same format as before, shows the localization results using

the monthly consumer price index (CPI) time series3. In these experiments, the

data is corrupted with 12dB for consistency among our experiments. Heading the

importance of transition points, all trials begin before point 400 m in the data to

ensure at least one transition point in the data sequence. There are two important
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Figure 5.5. In-sequence Localization Results using Economic Data and Robust One

Dimensional Data Models.

3This data is publicly available, ex. see http://www.usinflationcalculator.com/ for a complete
table of monthly inflation numbers from 1914-present.
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observations in this figure. First, using the same constants as the vehicle data, the

probability of a missed transition point was constrained to 2%. The resulting data

structure is quite small, with only 4 significant transition point locations. This is a

consequence of the dynamics in the data that invites the question, in physical data

is there a significance to the transition points that are identified using our segmen-

tation algorithm? This idea will be further discussed in section 5.6.3. Second, in

data sets with few transition points, passing through even a single transition point

is sufficient for localization. Note here that all trials converged at the passing of a

transition point.

5.5.3 Random Data

Lastly, in Fig. 5.6 which is shown in the same format, we show that this approach

can work even if the underlying phenomena is truly random. Here the data set

is a Gaussian random walk generated in MATLAB with a standard deviation of

1. Applying the 12dB, the resulting convergence plots are shown below. Note

that fixing the probability of a missed transition to 2% yielded a sufficiently fine

segmentation for in-sequence localization over the entire data set. One interesting

observation about this data set is that while many experiments converge closely to

a transition point, a sizable number of experiments do not. We did not observe this

in vehicle data or CPI data. This suggests that there may be underlying physical

phenomena that change at transition points in the real-world data that do not

occur in random data. A possible avenue of future research is to determine which

data attributes influence convergence outside of transition points, as this may be

a source of discovery of the significance of underlying dynamics in physical data

sets.

5.6 Discussion

The preceding numerical results highlight the strengths of the presented approach

to data structuring and representation. It is notable that despite the low number of

transition points in some sets such as the economic data, a data sequence starting

at any point preceding the last transition point was correctly identified.
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Figure 5.6. In-sequence Localization Results using Random Data using Robust One

Dimensional Data Models.

5.6.1 Compactness of Data Representation

The strength of the approach in compacting the data is evident when comparing

the new data representation to past results. In particular for vehicle data, when

comparing the size of the data representation in this chapter with the size of the

data representation in Chapter 4 [23], we observed a 16 fold reduction in the

number of extracted models. In addition each model is designed to be more robust

to noise so the result is a lower computational burden and a faster convergence

time. These strengths are shown in Fig. 5.7 using vehicle data.

This figure shows the wall clock time of localizing a fixed length, noisy data

sequence with a random start point to a pre-established dynamical model data

structure. The histograms in the figure depict the number of experiments that

were completed at the corresponding time, which is measured in seconds. The

grey bars demonstrate the performance of a data structure created using the prob-

abilistic optimization of transition points, while the blue bars demonstrate the

performance of the data structure constructed for [23]. Using the data structure

and representation that is probabilistically optimized for stochastic noise, we ob-

serve a two to three order of magnitude decrease in the convergence time versus a

data structure that is iteratively built for localization. While the actual improve-

ment may vary from one set to another, this test case demonstrates the inherent

advantages of our quality measure on the extracted models.
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Figure 5.7. Experiment Run Time Comparison for Localization Maps Created in Chap-
ters 4 and 5.

5.6.2 Uniqueness of Transition Points

The strength of the approach in correctly localizing variable length data sequences

rests on the uniqueness of the extracted transition points, i.e. the significance of the

change in the underlying data dynamics that is observed at each such transition.

For the vehicle data, Fig. 5.8 illustrates this significance by plotting the uniqueness

of each transition point on the map at the respective transition point location.

The figure shows the transition points separated by tier to emphasize that higher

tiers are inherently more robust because of the reduced standard deviation of the

Gaussian noise.

To create this figure, transition point uniqueness is determined by counting the

number of transitions that are satisfied by a given data sequence. For example,

taking the data sequence that satisfies the first transition point on the second level,

each transition point in the first tier is tested. If a subsequent transition point

criteria is satisfied by this data sequence, then the number of similar transition

points, trs, is increased by one.

Normalizing this metric, the number of similar transitions is divided by the

total number of transitions, trT , on the tier. Furthermore, to express the number

of unique transitions, the ratio trs/trT is subtracted from one, 1 − trs/trT . Then

from Fig. 5.8, one can see that both of the transitions on tier 1 are unique. Then

on tier 2, the high uniqueness scores show that at most a few transitions have one
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to two other similar points.
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Figure 5.8. Uniqueness of Robust Transition Points in Vehicle Data

5.6.3 Physical Interpretation of Transition Points

Given the small number of unique transition points, it is interesting to ask whether

each point carries with it a physical significance in real-world data. Although this

was not the object of this study, it appears that at least in the CPI data the

transition points are correlated to significant financial events in US history.

For example, the US government began collecting data on the consumer price

index in 1914. Our first transition point was detected 80 months later, which

roughly corresponds to the sharp financial depression in the US following WWI.

This depression was followed by strong growth, and a second depression in 1923,

corresponding to transition point 2, occurring about 110 months after January of

1914. The same pattern is observed following the end of WWII: a deep depression

resulting from spending restraint following the war results in a transition point

in our data at 392 months. The US economy then began growing in 1947, which

corresponds to the final transition point.

Similar comparisons can be made in the vehicle data collected by some of the

authors over 6000 miles of US roadways. In particular vehicle pitch was observed

to be correlated with road construction times, construction equipment, and the

actual construction company. This type of information could prove to be useful

when building larger maps that require more information for localization.

5.6.4 Limitations

As with any approach and algorithm there are some limitations that affect the

performance of the presented algorithm. In the case of this dynamical model-based
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localization approach, the performance depends strongly on the interplay between

the data dynamics, the chosen model order, and the user defined probability of

success at a transition point. In other words, the dynamics of the data must exhibit

periodic changes that can be quantified using various model orders. For example,

in the vehicle data it was determined that a model order of five produced transition

points throughout the time series, allowing data sequences to start almost anywhere

on the map. Similar results were found in the random data. However, the economic

data showed that only four transitions could be found that satisfy the probability

criteria. This implies that the underlying dynamics of the economic data set are of

low order and not changing sufficiently to produce transitions of high probability

throughout the data set.
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Figure 5.9. Inflation Data Model Order Fit for Robust One Dimensional ARX Models.

Fig. 5.9 shows a closer examination of the inflation data. To generate this

figure, a model of each order was generated using the ar command in MATLAB,

which chooses the model to minimize the mean square error (MSE) or a similar

criterion. The figure represents the collected percent fit and MSE from the com-

mand for ten different model orders. We use percent fit because it is the standard

MATLAB method of comparing data sets. Given that µxtp is the data mean of a

given segment, percent fit is defined as:

%fit = 1 − ‖z̃tp − ztp‖2

‖z̃tp − µxtp‖2

. (5.13)
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Observe that the percent fit and MSE are relatively unchanged across model orders.

This suggests that the underlying data dynamics are of very low order and do not

vary sufficiently throughout the data set. Thus, for in-sequence localization on the

whole data set, the approach suggested in this thesis is not an optimal approach

to building a data representation. However, in light of the physical meaning of

the transition point, our approach could be used to determine probabilistically

important events in time.

5.7 Conclusions and Future Development

This chapter addressed the requirement that data representations used for in-

sequence localization need to be robust to the presence of noise in the data collec-

tion process. To accommodate the manifestations of noise, a probabilistic approach

to model extraction was taken, where models were determined by formulating a

stochastic programming approach. In this approach the probability of success

about each transition point was lower bounded and appropriate models were de-

termined. In addition, this chapter demonstrated the use of the internal model

principle to mitigate the effects of a known sinusoidal noise.

When compared to the model representations from the previous chapter, the

identified models here were more robust, and the corresponding transition points

were more readily tied to real-world events. The final chapter of this thesis will

build on this work and create a multi-dimensional representation whose identi-

fication is again formulated in the chance constrained framework. Developing

multi-dimensional representations is critical to ensure robustness, accuracy and

redundancy for in-sequence localization applications.
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Reference Map Creation Algorithm
Initialization
L = 0
τ0 = 1
τ1 = NML
tierflag = 0
σ2

η = to expected noise level
FOR tier = 1:Max tier
obtain data at the tier resolution

WHILE tierflag == 0
L = L + 1
FOR m = 1:NML

n = 0
k0 = τm−1 + N
ke = τm

τn = k0

FOR t = k0:ke

Solve O1
IF O1 is feasible

record t, Am, Am+1 in a structure S
iterate the transition point counter: n = n + 1

END IF
Solve O2
IF O2 is feasible

record t, Am, Am+1 in a structure S
iterate the transition point counter: n = n + 1

END IF
END FOR

IF n == 0 && m == M
tierflag = 1

ELSEIF m < M && n > 0
add n to the total number of transitions on the level
from S choose τn s.t. τn minimizes Perror

record the new segments on L
END IF
END WHILE

END FOR

Table 5.1. Data Structure Extraction Algorithm for Robust One Dimensional Models
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In-Sequence Localization Algorithm

Initialization
Collect N + 1 data points:
set loop index: k = N + 1
initialize data matrices: xTj

and Xj

Begin Localization Loop
FOR l = 1:L

FOR m = 1:ML − 1
IF the parent segment ofAm is feasible:

Find a set η̄m s.t. |em,k| ≤ εm

Find a set η̄m+1 s.t. |em+1,k| ≤ εm+1

IF η̄m exists
Am is feasible, add to its counter
add the mth segment to the result tree

ELSEIF η̄m does not exist AND η̄m+1 exists
then the data point dk is a transition point
add the mth segment to the result tree in case of error,
add the m + 1st segment to the result tree,

ELSE
remove the mth segment from the result tree

END IF
END IF

END FOR
END FOR
Collect an additional data point
iterate the index: k = k + 1
iterate the data matrices: xTj

and Xj

Following Each Detected Transition Point
FOR l = 1:L

FOR m = 1:NML

IF (τm belongs in the segment &&
segment m is not in the result tree)

add the mth segment to the result tree
END IF

END FOR
END FOR

Table 5.2. In-Sequence Localization Algorithm for Model Structures Using Robust One

Dimensional Models.



Chapter 6

Robust Data Structures for

In-Sequence Localization using

Multiple Time Series

This chapter builds on the in-sequence localization data representations developed

in chapters 4 and 5. In these previous chapters, ARX models were introduced as

data representations for the application of in-sequence localization. The models

were then tuned to improve the robustness of the localization process in the pres-

ence of noise that was both deterministic and stochastic. By extracting robust

model representations, the mitigation of noise is off-loaded onto the map-building

process (which is usually performed in an environment that has unlimited compu-

tational power).

In this chapter, the linear model representations are extended to include multi-

ple time series. The particular case is considered where the observed time series are

correlated and act as “attributes” of an unknown process to be inferred after lo-

calization. For example, this situation arises in vehicle localization, when multiple

data time series are collected from several sensors that describe attributes of the

road. The inclusion of multiple parallel time series is shown to increase the speed

of in-sequence localization. Furthermore, through several examples, the domain of

the approach is expanded to include environmental health monitoring and energy

generation management. Including these examples demonstrates the versatility of

the approach presented in this thesis and opens new avenues of post-dissertation
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research.

Preliminary work in this chapter was presented in the 2014 Penn State College

of Engineering Research Symposium [26], where the work was awarded the best

paper award. In addition, further work will be presented in the 2014 IEEE Con-

ference on Decision and Control. A journal manuscript of the complete chapter is

currently under development for submission to IEEE Transactions on Knowledge

and Data Engineering.

6.1 Introduction

Tailoring data representations to the problem in-sequence localization, the previous

chapters in this thesis proposed the use of linear dynamical models to reduce the

dimension of stored data and enable rapid in-sequence localization (see Chapter 4

or publications [20, 22]). These models can be further tuned to increase the ro-

bustness of the representations to certain quantified and known process noises (see

Chapter 5 or publications [24, 23]). However, the approach to data representation

and in-sequence localization in these chapters was limited to one-dimensional time

series such that a reference data sequence was mapped and new noisy data from this

sequence was used for localization within the reference sequence. Continuing the

development of this work, this chapter presents a self-contained description of the

design of a multiple time series data representation that is used for in-sequence

localization. This representation retains the properties of dimension reduction,

computational simplicity in localization and noise robustness that are necessary

for in-sequence localization on a mobile platform.

Because we find the application of vehicle localization to be most intuitive, the

work presented here often refers to this application to convey concepts and ideas.

However, the solutions proposed here are not limited to this domain. In fact, results

are presented in two other applications: variable generation forecasting [193, 194],

and stream health monitoring [195, 196, 197]. Thus the numerical experiments

hint at future work that will be performed in subsequent publications.
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6.1.1 Vehicle Localization Using Multiple Time Series

The previous chapters in this thesis proposed a dynamical model-based solution

to the problem of in-sequence localization, where dynamical models are used to

represent the data and the model predictions are used to eliminate feasible location

regions. This work demonstrated the ability of IMU data to localize a vehicle and

also demonstrated the limitation of using a single dimension of the IMU sensor

for localization (see Chapter 5), namely the relatively small subset of points on

any given map that are robust to noise. Thus, to implement the approach on a

practical vehicle, the localization maps must be generated using multiple sensors

that complement each other, adding information to the localization process in

regions of the map that are at best complimentary and, at worst, only overlapping

with a few other sensors. This chapter presents one approach to building multiple-

time series representations for the purpose of building localization maps for vehicle

localization.

In the realm of vehicle localization, multiple time series can have in one of

two configurations with respect to real world road geometry: the time series could

represent the data from a single sensor on multiple roads, or the time series could

represent the sensory output from multiple sensors simultaneously measuring the

same road. To make the description clearer, the former case is termed multi-

dimensional data because one can imagine the 3-dimensional world in which roads

exist, and the latter case is termed multi-attribute data because the output of

each sensor is an attribute of the particular road that is being traversed. These

attributes are related to one another via the spatial location of the readings in the

world.

The focus of this chapter is multiple-attribute time series, leaving the devel-

opment of multi-dimensional time series structures to future work. The multiple-

attribute time series representation presented here can accommodate any number

of time series necessary to ensure highly accurate maps. The following is a more

precise definition of in-sequence localization using multiple-attribute time series.

In this definition, the number of time series is denoted by Nts and the particular

time series is indexed by γ. As defined in Chapter 3, the length of the complete

historical time series is i, and the length of the noisy subset collected some time T

later is k + 1. The problem of multi-attribute time series in-sequence localization
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can now be mathematically defined.

Multi-attribute time series in-sequence localization: Given a multi-attribute

time series with Nts-component time series (D1,D2,. . .,DNts) ∀γ = 1 : Nts, where

Dγ = {dγ,1, dγ,2, . . . , dγ,i}, and a noisy subset (of length k+1) of the series collected

with some time delay T , x̄ = {dγ,T + ηγ,T , dγ,T+1 + ηT+1, . . . , dγ,T+k + ηγ,T+k} ∀γ =

1 : Nts, find the index j such that the subset of the original time series d̄ =

{dγ,j, dγ,j+1, . . . , dγ,j+k} ∀γ = 1 : Nts most closely matches the collected time series

subset.

6.2 Multi-Dimensional Data Representations Sur-

vey

This section overviews some work published in the domain of data representa-

tion for subsequence matching. This area is the closest published analogue to

in-sequence localization.

6.2.1 Multi-Attribute Time Series

In the literature, multi-attribute time series research has focused heavily on clus-

tering. For example Povinelli and Feng [81] develop a clustering algorithm for

stock volume and price data. This algorithm concatenates the data attributes and

forms clusters in the data phase space. Another clustering approach by Kahveci

et. al. [82] focuses on the identification of shift and scale invariant clusters in

multi-attribute time series. Uniqueness in the clustered patterns is addressed by

Lee et. al. [83]. This uniqueness is obtained by stacking 1-dimensional patterns

to find the smallest unique multidimensional representation.

6.2.2 Multidimensional Time Series

Some authors have focused on discovering patterns in truly multidimensional time

series. An interesting subproblem here is determining the number of useful di-

mensions. Minnen et. al. [84] address this problem of identifying sub-dimensional

patterns with an efficient algorithm. Simultaneous work by these authors [85] also
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explores the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) in the multidimensional motif

discovery. An interesting aspect of this work is that it is scalable from one to many

dimensions.

6.2.3 Clustering

Both works by Minnen et. al. [84, 85] follow the general pattern of published

work addressing clustering. In addition, published results by Plant et. al. [86]

focus specifically on clustering multidimensional time series based on the interac-

tion between the dimensions. This is an interesting approach because it preserves

additional information in multiple dimensions.

Clustering can also be based on temporal similarities between frequency pat-

terns, as shown by Tatavarty et. al. [87]. In the spectral domain, i.e. using the

eigenvalues of the similarity matrix, clustering is demonstrated by Wang et. al.

[88]. Key aspects of clustering such as similarity searching and structuring are

addressed by Matsubara et. al. [90] and Moreira et. al. [91] respectively.

Yet another interesting application of multidimensional time series analysis is

prediction. Shibuya et. al. [89] and the references within demonstrate the use

of multidimensional time series to predict behavior. A key component in this

research is determining the causality of one dimension on another. In other words,

researchers are looking to determine whether the fluctuation in one time series can

be used to predict the behavior of a second time series. This is yet another method

of determining the importance of additional dimensions.

A similar application in vehicular technology is accident prediction by Gonzalez

et. al. [92]. In this work, multidimensional traffic data is mined for early anomaly

detection. These anomalies are used by traffic engineers to detect accidents early

and re-route traffic to maintain flow along the nation’s highways.

6.3 Dynamical Model Representations of Multi-

Attribute Time Series

The multiple-attribute time series are represented using multi-input, multi-output

(MIMO) AutoRegressive models with an eXogenous input (MIMO ARX). These
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models are particularly convenient for the problem of in-sequence localization be-

cause they can reduce the size of the stored data, they can begin localization at

any time inside the domain of the model, and they retain the sequential infor-

mation that is encoded in the data. In addition, localization procedures based

on MIMO ARX models only evaluate the most recently collected data point for

localization and thus reduce the computational costs of localization for mobile

platforms. Lastly, the model parameters can be tuned to improve the robustness

of the representations and the localization mechanism to noise. This tuning will

be described in detail in section 6.4. The N th order MIMO ARX model with Nts

inputs is described in equations (6.1).

zn = Aωn−1 + e(n) (6.1)

zn =









x1,n

...

xNts,n









A =

(

c1,11
. . . c1,N1

. . . c1,1Nts
. . . c1,NNts

...
. . . cNts,1Nts

. . . cNts,NNts

)

ωn−1 =
(

x1,n−1 . . . x1,n−N . . . xNts,n−1 . . . xNts,n−N

)

e(n) =









ex1,n

...

exNts,n









, ε =









εx1

...

εxNts









,

where zn is the vector of simultaneous measurements described by the model A

using the set of previous measurements ωn−1 up to a modeling error, the set of

which is collected in the vector e(n). The modeling errors are bounded to the

positive and negative side by modeling error bounds which are collected in the

vector ε.

In some of the equations below we refer to the magnitude of the modeling error

in each model output. In these cases, the notation |e(n)| is used to denote a vector
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of modeling error magnitudes at the nth instant in time such that

|e(n)| =
(

∣

∣ex1,n

∣

∣ , . . . ,
∣

∣exNts,n

∣

∣

)T

. (6.2)

Describing the equations in short, the nth point in the multi-attribute time series,
(

x1,n, . . . , xNts,n

)T

, is approximated using the previous N data points. The nth

point is referred to as the test point because when the model prediction is eval-

uated against the modeling error bound, equation (6.2), models that agree with

their bound are feasible, and models that do not agree with their error bound are

infeasible. The modeling error bound is automatically chosen such that the model

describes the data with the tightest possible error bound given the fixed model

order. The modeling error bound applies to both the negative and the positive

side of the modeling error.

Because the model order is fixed such that at least some data compression

is observed and because the modeling error bound should be tight to enable in-

sequence localization, multiple sequential models are needed to describe an entire

data set. That is, the data set is subdivided into sequential sets which are defined

by model agreement or disagreement. In the section to follow, the definition of

model agreement in this chapter is clarified and extensions for future work are

shown.

6.3.1 Model Agreement

Recall that the points that separate the intervals supporting each model are called

transition points and are denoted by τm, where m is the transition point index

denoting that this transition point belongs to the mth model. Transition points

are the points in the data where the underlying dynamics are changing such that

the model that previously described the data is no longer valid. In the case of

multiple attribute time series this change in dynamics can occur on all time series

or a subset of the time series. This change in dynamics (across multiple time series)

is described by a model disagreement of the data for the data subset that is ending,

and a model agreement for the new data subset that is beginning. Describing the

event where all model outputs disagree with the data at a transition point, τm,
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there are 3Nts inequalities that hold:

em(τm) = zτm−1 − Amωn−2, s.t. |em(τm−1)| ≤ ε

em(τm) = zτm − Amωn−1, s.t. |em(τm)| > ε (6.3)

em+1(τm) = zτm+1
− Am+1ωn−1, s.t. |em+1(τm)| ≤ ε

In these inequalities |em(τm)| is the vector of the mth model’s modeling error mag-

nitudes at the transition point τm. The first inequality shows that the mth model

agrees with the data in the previous time instant (and all instances in the corre-

sponding data segment). The second inequality shows that at the current data

point the mth model does not describe the acquired data. The third inequality

shows that the next model, m + 1st, agrees with the new data that is being ac-

quired. Together these inequalities demonstrate that the underlying dynamics are

changing and that the pair of models that describe the data on each side of the

transition point captures this change.

On the other hand in the case where only some of the time series disagree with

the models, the transition point inequalities will have the following form below,

where the symbol ≷1 denotes the fact that some of the time series exceed their

modeling error bound and some do not.

em(τm) = zτm−1 − Amωn−2, s.t. |em(τm−1)| ≤ ε

em(τm) = zτm − Amωn−1, s.t. |em(τm)| ≷ ε (6.4)

em+1(τm) = zτm+1
− Am+1ωn−1, s.t. |em+1(τm)| ≤ ε

This latter form of the equations is more complex to implement but more applicable

in cases where a large number of uncorrelated time series are used. This is because

as the number of time series increases, one can expect that the number of transition

points as defined by equation (6.3) will decrease.

Assumption: In this chapter model disagreement is defined as shown in equa-

tion (6.3). In essence, all time series are required to disagree with a model simul-

taneously at each transition point τm.

1As defined in the symbols section, the symbol ≷ when used with vector quantities implies
that some of the row-wise inequalities are >, some are <.
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This is a simplifying assumption that reduces the computational effort in the

creation of the in-sequence localization maps by simplifying the solution space and

allowing faster computation than the more complex (6.4). The goal of reducing

this computational effort is to increase the amount of incoming data that can be

processed and stored. However, it is important to note that requiring all time

series to disagree rests on the idea that this chapter is developed in the context of

multi-attribute time series, i.e. series that are correlated with one another via an

underlying process; a correlation readily observed in real data and demonstrated

in feasibility in the numerical results of this chapter.

The correlation in the time series leads to a coupling in the models such that

even when a transition point is not readily apparent by inspection, a jump in

one time series leads to a shift in the model parameters of the rest of the time

series. Thus the change in dynamics in one time series will trigger a shift in the

determined data model such that a transition point is generated across all time

series. This should be true provided that the time series are sufficiently coupled,

and judiciously chosen. However, as the number of time series grows and the time

series become more independent, we expect that it may be increasingly difficult to

find transition points. This will be further discussed at the end of the chapter in

the discussion section.

Thus the assumption above simplifies the problem to be solved at the cost of

limiting the number and independence of the time series. However, we feel that

this should not be a problem because this work is devoted to multiple attribute

time series which should be correlated. As seen later in the chapter, for a well

chosen set of localization sensors, an abundance of transition points is found and

the resulting in-sequence localization maps perform well given our assumptions.

6.4 Defining Robustness at Transition Points

Transition points are critically important for in-sequence localization because they

provide precise locations within the data. In contrast, a feasible model only shows

a possible set of locations. For this reason, this chapter and the previous chapter

focus on in-sequence localization using dynamical models whose underlying data

is determined by finding the most robust transitions. In essence, these are the
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transition points at which model transitions are not obscured by the presence of

noise. To make the discussion below more general, assume that the mth model is

that whose data segment is ending and the m +1st model is the model whose data

segment is beginning.

The transition point at which the mth model segment is ending is the point at

which new dynamics are seen in the observed data, and these dynamics are being

represented by the m + 1st model. Practically this means that the modeling error

of the mth model exceeds its error bound ε, while the modeling error of the m+1st

model agrees with its error bound ε. This problem is defined by the inequalities2

as follows. Given two data adjoining data intervals [τm−1, τm] and [τm, τm+1], we

would like to find two models that disagree3 at the transition point τm,

em(τm) = zτm − Amωn−1, s.t. |em(τm)| > ε (6.5)

em+1(τm) = zτm − Am+1ωn−1, s.t. |em+1(τm)| ≤ ε

but agree with the data on their respective domains as represented by the data

indices t in the following equations,

em(t) = zt−1 −Amωt−2, s.t. |em(t)| ≤ ε

and (6.6)

em+1(t) = zt −Am+1ωt−1, s.t. |em+1(t)| ≤ ε

In the presence of noise, the output of each model is stochastic. In particular,

in the presence of the Gaussian noise, N (0, ση), observed in vehicle IMU data, the

output error of each model is Gaussian with a mean, µm, that corresponds to the

modeling error, em,

em(t) = zt − Amωt−1 (6.7)

em+1(t) = zt − Am+1ωt−1.

Then assuming that the noise component of each time series is independent4 of the

2These inequalities have corresponding polynomial equivalents.
3One model fits the data, and the other does not.
4The constraint of noise independence can be relaxed by modeling correlated noise as the
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noise component of other time series, and that the standard deviation of noise, ση,

has been normalized5, then the covariance matrix, Σm, is related to the model by

the squared sum of the coefficients,

Σm = (I + Am · A>

m) · σ2

η (6.8)

Σm+1 = (I + Am+1 · A>

m+1
) · σ2

η.

Thus the events at a transition point |zτm−Amωτm−1| > ε and |zτm−Am+1ωτm−1| ≤
ε are described by the probabilities P(|em(τm)| > ε) and P(|em+1(τm)| ≤ ε), re-

spectively, where the distribution function of the error is multi-variate Gaussian

with an order equal to the number of time series used.

Consider the case of two time series, the 2-dimensional MIMO ARX models at

a transition point, whose errors are described by bivariate Gaussian distributions

that can be visualized as shown in Fig. 6.1. Visualizing the distributions in two

dimensions illustrates the source of error when detecting a transition point, that

is the region below the distributions about the modeling error bound ε where the

distributions overlap. Integrating over this region gives the probability of making

an erroneous decision about the transition point. This type of reasoning has long

been employed in radar detection theory, where the overlap in one-dimensional

Gaussian distributions is used to determine the optimal threshold location [190].

em1
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Figure 6.1. Example of the Uncertainty in Transition Points, Represented by the
Gaussian Distribution Overlap In Two Dimensions.

model output of a MIMO model whose input is i.i.d. noise.
5Each time series has been divided by the standard deviation of the noise. The reason for this

is described in the discussion section.
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To minimize the probability of an error at a transition point in the presence

of noise, the two probability distributions must be maximally separated and the

covariance matrix of each distribution must be minimized. For a known noise

description, these distributions can be shaped during model extraction by choosing

the mth model such that its model output error in all dimensions is maximized at

the transition point, choosing the m + 1st model such that its model output error

is minimized at the transition point, and choosing both models such that their

respective covariance matrices, Σm and Σm+1, are minimized. Described in terms

of probabilities, a set of models that maximizes the probability of correct detection

at a transition is such that the probability of the mth model output error exceeding

ε is large, and the probability of the m+1st model output error being less than ε is

large. These probabilities, however, are not independent because the data vector

that is input into both models is identical. For this reason we want to maximize

the joint probability of success at a transition point.

6.4.1 Mathematical Formulation of the Model Extraction

Problem

Combining the probabilistic description of the transition point events with the

inequalities that define model agreement on the intervals about the transition point

results in the following problem formulation, that is needed to find the models Am

and Am+1.

Problem Formulation used in this Chapter:

maximize
Am,Am+1,ε

P(|em(τm)| > ε, |em+1(τm)| ≤ ε)

subject to (6.9)

em(t) = zt−1 − Amωt−2, s.t. |em(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm−1, τm)

em+1(t) = zt − Am+1ωt−1, s.t. |em+1(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm, τm+1)

Now for completeness, the problem described by the transition point inequal-

ities in (6.4) is also formulated. Here κ model outputs (time series) do not agree

with their modeling error bounds and Nts−κ model outputs agree with their mod-

eling error bounds. Even more importantly, it is unknown prior to searching for
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transition points which time series will exhibit a shift in dynamics that leads to

model disagreement. Then the sets of model row indices denoting the two different

model agreements are defined as follows.

Π̃ = {γ, s.t.
∣

∣emγ (τm)
∣

∣ =
∣

∣

∣zτmγ
− [cγ,N1

. . . cγ,1Nts
. . . cγ,NNts

]ωτm

∣

∣

∣ > εγ}

Π̂ = {γ, s.t.
∣

∣emγ (τm)
∣

∣ =
∣

∣

∣
zτmγ

− [cγ,N1
. . . cγ,1Nts

. . . cγ,NNts
]ωτm

∣

∣

∣
≤ εγ} (6.10)

Where Π̃ is the set of indices denoting the model outputs whose output exceeds

the modeling error bound and Π̂ is the set of indices that denoting the model

outputs whose output agrees with the modeling error bound. Then using these set

definitions and equations (6.4), the original problem posed above can be rewritten

as follows.

Broader Problem Formulation:

maximize
Am,Am+1,ε

P(|emγ(τm)| ≤ εγ ∀γ ∈ Π̃,

|emγ(τm)| > εγ ∀γ ∈ Π̂,

|em+1|(τm)| ≤ ε)

subject to (6.11)

em(t) = zt−1 − Amωt−2, s.t. |em(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm−1, τm)

em+1(t) = zt − Am+1ωt−1, s.t. |em+1(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm, τm+1)

6.5 Identifying Models with Robust Transition

Points

Ideally, we would like to pose the problem of identifying robust transition points as

a convex problem so that we can take advantage of the reliable, efficient and fast

solving method that are available. However, as posed above, neither problem (6.9)

nor problem (6.11) are convex. This is because the problems are posed as several

coupled inequalities, where the coupling occurs through the noise. Moreover, in

each problem the realizations of the stochastic noise multiply the decision variables

[198]. A further complication is the fact that in contrast to previously published
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work [199], the noise distribution is defined via the decision variables during the

problem solution, and is therefore initially unavailable.

Despite the high level of complexity in this problem, there exist approaches

that are capable of finding exact solutions. One approach developed by Jasour et.

al. [200, 201] finds a solution to the problem in terms of moments in the space of

measures, rather than explicitly in the space of model coefficients. The approach

is briefly described below and the reader is directed to the cited publication for

more detail.

The approach developed by Jasour et. al., while optimal in the sense that exact

solution can be found, is computationally expensive. For this reason in this thesis,

a more computationally efficient approximation is sought such that the models

and transition points can be identified across increasingly larger time series. This

approximation is described in this chapter beginning with section 6.5.2.

6.5.1 An Asymptotically Optimal Solution Approach

Solving a highly non-convex stochastic programming problem using the approach

in [200, 201] expands on the idea that the solution of such a problem can be

found if the problem is reformulated as an expected value problem. In essence,

the objective function of the problem is reformulated in terms of the probabilistic

moments, and solutions are numerically found in the moment space and then

converted to solutions of the original problem.

To find the solution, the designer first chooses the number of moments in the

approximation. Choosing the number of moments is important because choosing

large numbers of moments leads to an exact solution of the problem making this

approach asymptotically optimal. However for a large number of moments the

approach is computationally expensive, reducing the maximum practically feasible

size of the data set.

The moments are arranged in a vector of multidimensional moments that char-

acterizes a probability measure, µp. This probability measure has a support set, K,

that is defined by the parameters of the problem - in this case the uncertainty, η,

the models Am and Am+1, the modeling error bounds ε, and the linear constraints

above. Then using the vector of moments and the support set K, a localization
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matrix and a moment matrix are created. Now the original problem is restated

as a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem (shown below in equation (6.12))

whose solutions are a positive definite moment matrix, MM, and a positive defi-

nite localization matrix, LM. In essence, in the moment space, we maximize the

zeroth moment, α0, of the measure µp such that we can find a positive semi-definite

localization matrix and a positive semi-definite moment matrix. This approach is

proved and described in greater detail in [202, 203].

maximize
LM,MM

α0

subject to (6.12)

LM ≥ 0, MM ≥ 0

Once a solution to the problem is found, the decision variables (linear model

coefficients in this thesis) can then be extracted from the moment vector. In the

case where the moment vector belongs to a set of feasible solutions, an appropriate

solution vector is chosen based on the parameters of the problem being solved. The

full description of this approach and the attached proofs can be found in [200, 201].

6.5.2 An Approximate Solution Approach

While the approach above leads to an exact solution for large numbers of moments,

it is computationally expensive (i.e. the number of computations grows quickly

with the size of the data set). This is further complicated by the fact that the

problem must be solved for each possible transition point on the whole data set.

As the data set scales to a size such as the one needed to describe an entire road

network, the cost of this algorithm becomes prohibitive. For this reason, this text

proposes a faster approximation, such that the problem can be solved iteratively

and the data set size can be increased.

6.5.3 Approximation Procedure

The procedure to obtain the approximation to problem (6.9) is complex and for this

reason it is outlined here prior to explaining the details of this chapter. The first

step is to approximate the objective function by describing the uncertainty using an
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approximated uncertainty model and taking the log of the resulting probabilistic

expression. Optimizing over the approximation of the objective function requires

the identification of several preliminary parameters including the covariance of

the approximated noise term, and the model agreement bound for the expected

models. To obtain estimates for these quantities, the problem is idealized using the

approach outlined in Chapter 5, and the rows of the MIMO models are determined

separately using the procedure outlined in section 5.4. Lastly, the solution space of

the problem is divided into convex subsets, each of which is searched for a solution

of the approximated problem.

The table below summarizes the approximation steps that will be described

in the sections to follow. The approximation is also followed by a summary of

implementation to guide the reader.

Building the Problem Approximation
1. Approximate the objective function by using an approximated noise model
in the right hand side of the objective function inequalities, in problem (6.9),
and taking the log of the resulting expression (section 6.5.4).
2. Design a procedure to obtain preliminary values for ε

and the covariance of the approximated noise term (section 6.5.5).
3. Divide the solution space into convex subsets (section 6.5.6).

Table 6.1. Steps to Building the Problem Approximation

6.5.4 Approximating the Objective Function

The first step in approximating problem (6.9) is approximating the objective func-

tion. A common approach to approximating complex probabilistic expressions is to

assume that the events being modeled are independent6. In essence the probability

of the events of the mth model exceeding its error bound ε, and the m + 1st model

agreeing with its modeling error bound ε, is approximated by the multiplication

of the respective probabilities. This is an approximation because, at a transition

point, the same underlying data segment is input into each model. The problem

6This step is not strictly necessary, but it opens the path to future implementations using
problem formulation (6.11).
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below describes the approximation.

maximize
Am,Am+1,ε

P(|em(τm)| > ε) · P(|em+1(τm)| ≤ ε)

subject to (6.13)

em(t) = zt−1 − Amωt−2, s.t. |em(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm−1, τm)

em+1(t) = zt − Am+1ωt−1, s.t. |em+1(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm, τm+1)

This problem is the first approximation to problem (6.9) and it is still not

convex because the realizations of the random noise multiply the decision variables.

To address this problem, a common approximation is to separate the random terms

in the objective and move these terms to the right hand side of the inequality. Here

we describe the estimates of the uncertainty (on the right hand side) as vectors ζm

and ζm+1. These vectors have Gaussian distributions centered at 0 with covariance

matrices Σm and Σm+1, respectively. To arrive at this approximation, first expand

the model error matrix terms in the model error bound comparison inequality7,

em(τm) > ε = zτm − Amωn−1 > ε (6.14)

=
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7This set of equations is abridged because of space constraints. Please see page 129 for the
full matrix definitions.
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Representing the left hand side of the equation as ēm and the expression containing

noise terms on the right hand side as ζm, the equation above can be compactly

rewritten as,

ēm > ε + ζm. (6.16)

To make the problem convex, the decision variables (model coefficients) are sep-

arated from the random terms by using an estimate of the model coefficients. In

essence ζm is approximated as,

ζm =









η1,n

...

ηNts,n









− Amest









η1,n−1

...

ηNts,n−N









. (6.17)

In practice, it is not possible to separate the noise from the data in such a fashion;

however approximating the problem in this form is well known to lead to convex

formulations with efficient solutions [204]. Using this approximation for both the

mth and m + sst model, the resulting reformulation is shown below in problem

(6.18).

maximize
Am,Am+1,ε

P(|ēm(τm)| − ε > ζm) · P(|ēm+1(τm)| ≤ ε + ζm+1)

subject to (6.18)

em(t) = zt−1 − Amωt−2, s.t. |em(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm−1, τm)

em+1(t) = zt − Am+1ωt−1, s.t. |em+1(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm, τm+1)

The final approximation of the objective function employs results shown in

Chapter 2 of [204]. The results showed that non-convex probabilistic objective

functions can be optimized if the probabilities are described by log-concave dis-

tributions. To find the solution, the optimization is carried out with respect to

the log of the probabilistic objective. The properties of the log function also show

that the multiplication of log-concave distributions is also log-concave. Using these

results, problem (6.18) is transformed into that of form (6.19).
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minimize
Am,Am+1,ε

− log (P(|ēm(τm)| − ε > ζm)) − log (P(|ēm+1|(τm)| ≤ ε + ζm+1))

subject to (6.19)

em(t) = zt−1 − Amωt−2, s.t. |em(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm−1, τm)

em+1(t) = zt − Am+1ωt−1, s.t. |em+1(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm, τm+1)

6.5.5 Finding Preliminary Terms

The approximation presented above in problem (6.19) is still not solvable. The

solution of this problem requires an estimate of the distribution of the random

vectors ζm and ζm+1, and the estimation of the modeling error bound vector ε.

To develop this estimate in this section, recall from Chapter 5 that Φem is the

Gaussian cumulative distribution of the modeling errors, σ2
m is the variance of the

error distribution of the mth model, and ρ is the minimum probability of success

used to find deterministic equivalents of probabilistic expressions. In addition

from earlier in this chapter, we recall that the number of time series in the multi-

attribute representation is Nts, with each time series denoted by γ.

Then to estimate the distribution of the random vectors ζm and ζm+1, here we

need an initial estimate of the model coefficients. In this thesis, this estimate is

determined by idealizing the problem and assuming independence among the Nts

dimensions. Constraining each row, γ, of the vector em(t) to be independent, the

probabilities describing a transition point are:

P(|emγ (t)| > εγ) ∀γ = 1 : Nts (6.20)

P(|em+1γ
(t)| ≤ εγ) ∀γ = 1 : Nts

In the case of Gaussian distributions, considering the rows independently allows

each probabilistic expression to be expressed as a deterministic equivalent [192].

A deterministic equivalent is a linear expression that can be found if there exists

a lower bound on the probability ρ such that ρ is at least 1/2.

P(|emγ (t)| > εγ) ≥ p ∀γ = 1 : Nts, ρ ≥ 1/2, (6.21)
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P(|em+1γ
(t)| ≤ εγ) ≥ ρ ∀γ = 1 : Nts, ρ ≥ 1/2. (6.22)

Expression (6.21) can then be reformulated as the deterministic equivalent for an

error exceeding the modeling error bound to the positive side,

1 − Φem(
εγ − emγ(t)

σ2
m

) ≥ ρ, (6.23)

and a deterministic equivalent for a modeling error exceeding the modeling error

bound to the negative side,

Φem(
−εγ − emγ (t)

σ2
m

) ≥ ρ (6.24)

Similarly, expression (6.22) can be reformulated as follows,

Φem+1
(
εγ − em+1γ

(t)

σ2
m+1

) − Φem+1
(
−εγ − em+1γ

(t)

σ2
m+1

) ≥ ρ. (6.25)

As previously shown in Chapter 5 and the Appendix, in these equations the stan-

dard deviation of the modeling error is equal to one plus the squared sum of model

coefficients. In addition, the modeling error is defined as the current data point

minus the model output. Thus the reformulated equations taken into account all

optimization variables: Am, Am+1, ε.

6.5.6 Convexity of the Solution Space

When solving for the preliminary terms, the solution must be sought over a convex

solution space. In the case of Nts dimensions, or time series, the solution space of

the problem is made up of 2Nts convex subspaces. Thus to search for a solution,

the problem has to be evaluated on each of these subspaces, and then the best

solution must be chosen out of all possible solutions. In this thesis, the best

solution is always chosen to be the solution with the highest probability of success

at the transition point.

As an example, consider the case of two dimensions for which there are 22

subspaces: (em1
> 0, em2

> 0),(em1
> 0, em2

< 0),(em1
< 0, em2

> 0),(em1
< 0,

em2
< 0). These subspaces are quadrants that can be depicted in the plane as
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shown in Fig. 6.2. Then in two dimensions, the problem must be solved four times

to determine the number of feasible solutions at a given transition point.

Figure 6.2. Solution Space Illustration for the Case of Two Dimensions (Time Series).

6.5.7 Finding the Approximation in Each Subspace

For each subspace, equations (6.23) - (6.25) are used to formulate a convex problem,

the solution of which is an approximation of an initial set of models, Am and Am+1,

and the modeling error bound vector, ε. In equations (6.23) - (6.25), the symbol

Φem is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the γth row of the

mth MIMO ARX model output. The variances σ2
m and σ2

m+1 are determined by

finding the squared sum of the coefficients of a given row and multiplying the result

by the variance of the observed process noise.

The model determination constraints are then obtained by rearranging equa-

tions (6.23) - (6.25). When identifying a set of transition point models with one

model output error exceeding the modeling error bound to the positive side, the

constraints are,

σmγΦ
−1

em
(1 − ρ) + emγ (τm) ≥ εγ

σm+1γ
Φ−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + em+1γ

(τm) < εγ . (6.26)

Then, when identifying a set of transition point models with one model output

error exceeding the modeling error bound to the negative side the constraints are,

σmγΦ
−1
em

(ρ) + emγ (τm) ≤ −εγ
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σm+1γ
Φ−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + em+1γ

(τm) < εγ . (6.27)

Because there are Nts time series (dimensions), there are 2Nts possible deter-

ministic problems. One formulation showing the case where all modeling errors of

the mth model exceed the modeling error bound to the positive side is shown here.

The remaining formulations can be similarly derived by the reader.

minimize
Am,Am+1,ε

‖ε‖2

subject to (6.28)

Absolute constraints :

emγ > εγ ∀γ = 1 : Nts

Probabilistic constraints :

σmγΦ
−1

em
(1 − ρ) + emγ (τm) ≥ εγ ∀γ = 1 : Nts

σm+1γ
Φ−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + em+1γ

(τm) ≤ εγ ∀γ = 1 : Nts

Model fit constraints :

em(t) = zt−1 − Amωt−2, s.t. |em(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm−1, τm)

em+1(t) = zt − Am+1ωt−1, s.t. |em+1(t)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [τm, τm+1)

For each possible transition point, a solution is sought for all possible subspaces.

A solution to any one of these problems is an estimate of the models Am and Am+1

at a particular candidate transition point. The set of identified models is then used

to obtain estimates for the covariance matrices Σm and Σm+1 of the random vectors

ζm and ζm+1 using equation (6.8). This estimate is fixed for the remainder of the

solution, and the models Am and Am+1 are optimized using problem (6.19) and

starting from the initial set.

6.5.8 Implementing the Approximation

Having completed the approximation of the problem it is now useful to summarize

the approach that will be used at each candidate transition point. The procedure is

summarized below in table 6.2. The first step is to choose the candidate transition

point. Then for each of the M subspaces, we attempt to find a solution to the
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idealized problem of type (6.28). If for any problem a solution is found, then the

initial set of models Am and Am+1 is used to find and fix the covariance matrices

Σm and Σm+1 using equation (6.8). Then the solution set of models is tuned

using problem (6.19). The final transition point chosen is the transition point that

maximizes the probabilities described in problem (6.13).

Approximation Procedure for Problem (6.13)
1. Choose a candidate transition point from the data.
2. Try to find a solution to each of the Nts problems of form (6.28).
3. For each solution found, determine Σm and Σm+1 using equation (6.8).
4. Approximate the solution to problem (6.13) by problem (6.19).
5. Choose the transition point with the highest probability of success.

Table 6.2. Approximation Procedure When Representing Multiple Time Series

Because the exact solution to the problem is computationally expensive, and

the computational resources are usually limited, an approximation to the problem

is needed to enable the representation of data using linear models. Furthermore,

this approximation serves to make the problem scalable such that new data can

be added to a pre-built reference map.

6.6 Data Representation Extraction Algorithm

The approximation procedure described in table 6.2 is part of an iterative pro-

cess that creates a data structure to be used for in-sequence localization. The

full process is described below in table 6.3. Categorizing the approach in terms of

data representation approaches, the algorithm presented here is a top down, slid-

ing window approach. This means that data segmentation is performed starting

from a single segment and ending with the largest number of segments below. The

segmentation can be considered a sliding window method because every possible

segmentation end point is tested before the most robust point is chosen as the

segmentation point. The following is a more precise description of the data struc-

ture/representation algorithm that is followed by a summarized algorithm in table

6.3.

Data Segmentation: When beginning to segment a data set, D, the start

and end points are defined as ks and ke, respectively. These points can also be
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adjusted if only a subset of the data is to be segmented. Once ks and ke are

set, two initial segments are formed: the smallest possible segment starting at ks

and the rest of the data. The size of the smallest segment in this chapter was

chosen to be 2N . The end point of the first segment is a candidate transition

point, t, about which the approximations described in the preceding section are

attempted. There are 2Nts approximations that are attempted. For each successful

optimization solution, the feasible solutions are saved. The saved data includes the

models A1, A2, the transition point, τ1, the modeling error bound vector, ε, and

the probabilities of success for each model.

Next one data point is transferred from the longer data segment to the shorter

data segment. The new candidate transition point is t+1, and the 2N
ts optimizations

are again performed, seeking any solutions to the problem. The solutions are then

saved at candidate transition point τ2. This process is iterated until all possible

transition points have been evaluated. Then from among all possible transition

points, the point chosen is that which maximizes the probabilities shown in problem

(6.13).

Having chosen the most robust transition point, the resulting segments are

recorded in the data structure. Because the first level of the structure is a model

that describes all data (used to calibrate the ε value), the first partition is recorded

at the second structure level, L = 2. At the next level, the procedure is iterated,

but this time a transition point is found in each of the two segments determined

at L = 2. The models found have tighter ε bounds, and the shift in dynamics is

usually smaller than in the previous level. The data segmentation continues until

no more transition points can be found that satisfy the minimum probability of

error p.

Data Tiering: To fully take advantage of the properties of Gaussian noise,

the data is also tiered by averaging the observed data by orders of magnitude.

Averaging the Gaussian noise reduces its standard deviation by the square root

of the number of averages. Thus for in-sequence localization, averaging the data

reduces the uncertainty caused by additive sensor noise and correspondingly it

increases the certainty of the location estimate.

Data representation on tiered data is performed starting with the largest data

decision. When all possible transition points have been identified for a given tier,
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the next tier is started. Segmentation is performed on the segments from the

last level of the previous tier’s model structure. The new, finer data decimation

introduces new dynamics on which to segment and a finer data decimation on

which to localize. When all tiers are segmented, the final data structure has L

levels with ML segments per level.

Reference Map Creation Algorithm
Initialization
L = 0
τ0 = 1
τ1 = NML

tierflag = 0
σ2

η = to expected noise level

FOR tier = 1:Max tier
obtain data at the tier resolution

WHILE tierflag == 0
L = L + 1
FOR m = 1:NML

n = 0
k0 = τm−1 + N
ke = τm

τn = k0

FOR t = k0:ke

Attempt each of the convex approximations
IF a solution is found

record t, Am, Am+1 in a structure S
iterate the transition point counter: n = n + 1

END FOR
IF n == 0 && m == M

tierflag = 1
ELSEIF m < M && n > 0

add n to the total number of transitions on the level
from S choose τn s.t. τn maximizes:

P(|em| (τm)γ > εγ) · P(|em+1| (τm)γ > εγ)
record the new segments on L

END IF
END WHILE

END FOR

Table 6.3. Data Structure Extraction Algorithm for Multiple Time Series.
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6.7 In-Sequence Localization Algorithm

The data structure containing MIMO ARX model representations of segments of

data is used now for in-sequence localization. In practice, in-sequence localization

is the sequential elimination of possible data locations until a single viable location

remains. The model-based representation described in this chapter is specifically

tailored to this application. In particular, at first, a small set of data points

(corresponding to the length of a data model) is collected. This data is stored in

matrices called xtp and X. The data is then sequentially input into each model

in the data structure starting with model 1 on level 1. Only models whose parent

models8 are feasible are evaluated.

Model feasibility is evaluated by bounding the noise observed on each data

point as |ηk| ≤ ηB
9 and attempting to find a set of constants η̄ = [ηk−1, ...ηk−N−1]

such that the resulting modeling error is smaller than the modeling error bound

ε, as described in equation (6.2). Models whose errors fall outside of the modeling

error bound are considered infeasible, and models whose errors fall inside of the

modeling error bound are feasible.

The feasible models are saved in a tree structure such that each possible vehicle

path has its own branch leading to a single leaf at the bottom of the tree, termed

the result tree.. After each consecutive data point is acquired, the result tree is

reevaluated and a new tree is re-created. Thus the result tree is flexible and is

continuously reduced by the elimination of models. The localization algorithm

ends when a single feasible model remains at the bottom level of the result tree.

This in-sequence localization algorithm is described below in table 6.4.

6.8 Numerical Experiments

The MIMO ARX data representation trees that are proposed here can be used to

identify a fragment of data acquired after a complete process has been recorded.

This section demonstrates that the proposed approach can work on a variety of

8Parent refers to the data segment on the previous level from which the current segment is
extracted.

9Here ηB is twice the standard deviation of the expected Gaussian noise. This standard
deviation is typically provided by the sensor manufacturer.
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diverse data sets. Three different data sets are used in this section such that

possible applications of this work are presented and the efficiency of the developed

algorithms is demonstrated.

The first subsection, section 6.8.1, shows numerical experiments that validate

the main motivation of this thesis, vehicle localization. In these experiments, the

time series of vehicle pitch, representing road grade, and vehicle roll, representing

the cross-sectional profile of the road, are used for localization. The localization

results are displayed and the results format is described to aid the remaining

problem descriptions.

The second subsection, section 6.8.2, presents numerical simulations using wind

speed and solar irradiation data that are collected at the National Renewable En-

ergy Lab in Golden, CO USA. This data is used to facilitate variable generation

forecasting [194], which is the estimation of power generation capabilities of re-

newable energy sources. The goal of this section is not to present a method of

variable generation forecasting, but to propose a method of selection of the domi-

nant renewable generation source such that generation strategies can be optimized

in sequence of greatest potential instead of via complex local models. This section

introduces the problem to be solved and shows that in-sequence localization is a

good candidate for the identification of power generation patterns in data.

The last subsection, section 6.8.3, demonstrates via numerical simulations the

applicability of the in-sequence localization algorithms in the environmental do-

main. In particular, we focus on the problem of stream temperature monitoring.

This is a significant problem in the western parts of the United States, where so-

phisticated water management methods are used to supply water to arid regions.

This section introduces the problem and then develops a reference map and local-

ization experiments on the available time series of stream flow and air temperature.

These experiments demonstrate the feasibility of using in-sequence localization to

estimate an upper bound on the stream temperature.

6.8.1 Vehicle Localization

This section provides the numerical experiments to show that the proposed method

is an effective vehicle localization method and to verify that the experiments are
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correctly coded with respect to the previously described work in chapters 4 and

5. The vehicle localization results are shown below in Fig. 6.3. To generate this

figure, a simulated vehicle localization experiment was performed at each possible

starting point on the map, and the localization data was corrupted with 12 dB of

White Gaussian noise, which matches the work presented in chapters 3-5.

The results in Fig. 6.3 demonstrate the outcomes of these experiments. The

first plot in the top left of the figure shows a histogram of the wall clock time for

each experiment. In other words, this plot shows the computation time in seconds

of each localization experiment. We note that most localization experiments ended

by finding the correct location within 50 seconds. The middle subplot in the top

row of the figure shows the localization distance in terms of the steps taken during

the localization process. In this case, each step was 0.25 m, resulting in a maximum

localization of 250 m. We note here that the majority of the experiments were

completed in half this distance. The final subplot in the top row of the figure

shows the distance of the final localization point from the nearest transition point.

This subplot shows the significance of transition points in localization. Values

of distance close to 0 m signify important transition points that lead to rapid

localization. Values that are spread further from the origin signify less important

transition points.

The final subplot in the bottom of the figure shows the IMU data time series

on which the localization experiments were performed. The pitch time series is

represented with the dashed line, and the roll time series is represented with the

solid line. The identified transition points are shown as vertical lines that intersect

the time series at a given distance from the first point in the time series. This

distance is expressed in meters. Overall, these experiments show that localization

was rapid, efficient, and accurate. In these experiments, accurate was defined to be

within 100 m of the correct location, but the practical convergence was often much

closer. The comparison of these results to previous single time series localization

results will be further discussed below in section 6.9.1.
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Figure 6.3. Example of Localization Using Multiple Time Series of Vehicle Data.

6.8.2 Dominant Source Localization in Power Generation

The inclusion of multiple new and renewable sources introduces instability in the

power grid [194]. This instability is inherent in wind and solar energy because

this to energy being harvested from natural, cyclical phenomena10 that occur in

a somewhat unpredictable fashions. This instability creates a new challenge for

power grid managers who need to dynamically alter the generation mix using

conventional sources that may switch on and off at rates slower than the change

rate in the power derived from the renewable source.

To address this problem, researchers have sought to develop models that predict

(forecast) the power production of each renewable source. Examples of this include

models for solar irradiation and wind power [193, 205]. In each case, the generated

power is predicted from the change in the underlying phenomenon (wind speed,

solar irradiation, or cloud cover) because the power output is proportional to the

environmental constants of instantaneous solar irradiation and wind speed.

For wind speed, two different types of forecasting models are used. The first is

a meteorological model that predicts long-term trends in the data, and the second

is a short-term model (typically linear) that predicts the near term11 switching of

wind power [206, 207]. In solar data numerical models termed Numerical Weather

Prediction are necessary because the key predictor of solar power is cloud cover

10yearly wind patterns, solar patterns, cloud cover
11This is typically in the 1-12 hour time horizon.
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[208].

The use of wind speed data is particularly complex because it has both deter-

ministic components and random, non-stationary, and non-Gaussian components.

Seeking to mitigate the effects of non-stationary and non-Gaussian components,

researchers have often stationarized the data [207] and used a power transform re-

turning the data to a Gaussian form [209]. The number of models generated in this

manner has been large because each model must be tuned to the local prediction

application [194].

The large number of publications that tune both wind speed and solar irra-

diation prediction models for specific sites suggests that the current approach in

forecasting is too local to create a cohesive theory of electric source integration.

This is generally problematic for two reasons. First, changing climate conditions

may require a re-calibration of models without adequate historical data. Second,

grid operation has been historically performed by skilled operators whose intuition

filled the gaps in generation understanding. Many local and imperfect models add

confusion in the grid operation and therefore introduce further instability.

Exploiting the in-sequence localization approach, one possible alternative is

to rank the energy sources according to their power generation potential on any

given day. This would enable a clearer approach in optimizing the generation source

mixture. The main advantage here is the decoupling of cyclical (seasonal) patterns

in the solar and wind data from the stochastic elements that make forecasting

difficult.

To be clear, this limited example does not aim to show that these algorithms

outperform previous forecasting approaches, but rather shows an application of

in-sequence localization, in which dominant power sources can be determined and

previously used models can be used to forecast the precise power generation po-

tential. For this demonstration, a four year set of solar irradiation and wind speed

data is used. This data set obtained from the National Renewable Energy Lab12 in

Golden, CO USA is run through a ten-day moving average to smooth the stochastic

effects in the data.

Fig. 6.4 demonstrates a series of in-sequence localization experiments that are

performed on the time series of data. The top left hand plot shows that in-sequence

12http : //www.nrel.gov/midc/nwtcm2/
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Figure 6.4. Example of In-Localization in Wind Speed Data and Solar Irradiation

Data.

localization was computationally efficient, completing the task in less than 50 s of

wall clock time for each performed experiment. On average the number of days

of data needed to identify the seasonal location in the data is 250, reflecting the

observed spacing of the transition points in the reference map. The significance of

these points can be seen in the top right hand plot, where localization is seen to

occur within 100 days of a transition point. The bottom plot shows the wind speed

data and the solar irradiation data with the identified transitions throughout.

6.8.3 Localization Using Air Temperature and River Dis-

charge

Another application that can benefit from in-sequence localization is environmental

monitoring. Monitoring stream temperature is necessary because the diversion

of water from regions with a higher level of water supply to arid regions in the

western United States leads to reduction in the water levels of streams and rivers

on the supply side. Streams and rivers with lowered water depths have a decreased

thermal buffering capacity and are therefore at risk for overheating, killing off cold

water fish species that are the cornerstone of their ecosystems [210].

Unfortunately stream temperature is a quantity that is rarely measured because

of a lack of sensors in the field. Instead, water managers have focused on using
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aerial images and image recognition techniques to estimate the water temperature

[210, 211]. The drawback of this is two-fold. First the resolution in first and second

order streams13 is poor [212], leading to false estimates, and second, aerial images

suffer from occlusions by tree covers similar to blockages of the GPS signal by

trees and tall buildings. To remedy these problems, several authors have proposed

an estimation of the stream temperature using models (often linear) and available

inputs such as stream flow and air temperature, which are commonly available

[197, 196]. Special interest is paid to approaches that are computationally efficient

such that water managers can incorporate them into online planning tools that can

be expeditiously used to make adjustments in the fields, i.e. the release of water

from reservoirs to impact downstream depth [195, 213].

In this thesis, we do not propose a method to estimate the stream temperature.

Instead, we take note of two facts observed in the prior publications. First, the

calculable quantity of interest is not the per minute stream temperature but rather

the upper bound on the estimate of the maximum daily stream temperature. Sec-

ond, the previously published approaches [210, 211, 195, 213] show that at least

some streams have recorded flow, air temperature and water temperature data.

Therefore, if all three time series (flow, air temperature, water temperature) are

available for a given depth in a stream little or no tree cover, then the maximum14

stream temperature can be indexed by the flow and air temperature. To show that

this indexing is possible, we use data from the gauges at the Gordon Gluch Stream

near Boulder, CO. that is part of the Boulder Critical Zone Observatory15. Stream

flow and air temperature data are smoothed using a 24-hour moving average to

reduce the effects of sensor noise in the data. The data are indexed in a reference

map, and the approximate location of the stream in the cycle is identified for a

random start point. The results of the localization experiments are shown in Fig.

6.5.

In the top of Fig. 6.5, the results show that computationally, the in-sequence

localization was efficient, taking less than 50 seconds to complete. This is a highly

desirable outcome for real-time stream temperature monitoring implementation

13First and second order streams are at the top of the stream network, with no tributaries, i.e.
these are streams formed by primary mechanisms of water runoff - rain and snow melt.

14Maximum stream temperature is the result of full solar irradiation in the absence of shade.
15http : //czo.colorado.edu/query/GGUSW0.shtml
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because numerous models are simultaneously running to monitor many aspects

of the water system. In addition, less than 300 hours (12 days) of stream data is

needed to locate the current stream state. This shows that the approach minimizes

the number of data points stored in between monitoring sessions. As a comparison,

this means that less than 7% of the historical record needs to be sampled in order

to estimate the current flow and temperature state.

The bottom plot of the figure shows the water flow (discharge) and the asso-

ciated air temperature near the Gordon Gulch Stream. The air temperature time

series is represented with dashed lines. The identified transition points are shown

as vertical lines. Note that the transition points clearly capture hydrologically sig-

nificant events such as the “falling limb” of stream flow before a subsequent peak

and a drop in temperature.
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Figure 6.5. An Example of In-Localization For Stream Health Monitoring.

6.9 Discussion

6.9.1 Contribution of Additional Time Series

A pivotal question in this chapter is whether the introduction of additional dimen-

sions adds to the in-sequence localization performance. This is particularly impor-

tant because the reference map is enlarged, and correspondingly the computational

cost of localization is increased. In this study, it was found that localization does
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benefit from the addition of multiple time series to the reference map. This finding

is illustrated below in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7. The first figure, Fig. 6.6, shows the

segmentation and localization results using the probabilistic method developed in

[24]. These in-sequence localization experiments are performed on the vehicle pitch

data. The second figure, Fig. 6.7, is a repeat of the localization figure shown above

for the vehicle experiments.
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Figure 6.6. Segmentation and Convergence using Only Vehicle Pitch Data.
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Figure 6.7. Vehicle Segmentation and Convergence Results Using Both Vehicle Pitch

and Roll Data.

These figures illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of multiple time series

in a reference map. On one hand, the experiment time is clearly longer by at least
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an order of magnitude. On the other hand, the localization distance is drastically

reduced by a factor of 3, and the significance of individual transition points is

dramatically reduced. Furthermore, new transition points are found in areas of

the time series that were previously constrained to a single segment, such as, in

the interval of distances 0 m to 1250 m. Thus these figures show that localization

is improved and the map reliability is improved by the addition of time series. The

cost of this is the increased computational power required for localization.

It is important to note that these time series clearly contributed information to

the map. The new information introduced in the map is represented by the newly

determined transition point. From a theoretical point of view, there is no a-priori

approach to determining whether a time series will contribute to the in-sequence

localization map. Instead the multi-attribute representation must be determined,

and the contribution of the new time series can then be evaluated. From a practical

point of view, it is often possible to identify new information by considering the

placement of sensors in space, e.g. the vehicle pitch and roll which are inertial

measurements in orthogonal directions. Lastly, note that adding time series with

redundant information yields no benefit and only increases the computational cost

without improving the in-sequence localization results.

6.9.2 Limitations on Adding Time Series

The main limitation of this work with respect to additional time series is the need

for correlation among the time series. In this chapter it is assumed that the time

series are correlated and can be considered “attributes” of an underlying process.

For example, in the case of vehicle localization using inertial measurements, the

time series of pitch measurements and roll measurements are used to demonstrate

the creation of localization maps and the in-sequence localization process. Addi-

tional correlated time series could also help the localization process. In contrast,

adding time series that are not correlated leads to the inability generate a reference

map.

For example in vehicle data, in addition to pitch and roll measurements, a

third axis of the IMU exists. This axis is called yaw and it describes the left

to right motion of the vehicle (eg. turns). One can assume that the time series
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describing vehicle yaw is uncorrelated or weakly correlated to the road profile

since an arbitrary number of turns can be taken by a driver and these turns do not

have to be related to the road surface geometry. Indeed, additional experiments

performed for this thesis tested the inclusion of the yaw measurements during the

reference map building. The results showed that no transition points could be

found across all three time series: pitch, roll and yaw; and therefore, no reference

map could be built.

This shows that the yaw measurements did not contribute meaningful local-

ization information. On the other hand, these three time series could be used in

a reference map if the relaxed problem in (6.11) is used. This formulation would

allow the identification of the transition points on the pitch, roll, and yaw time

series to be identified independently. However, the solution to relax the initial

problem formulation could lead to the problem that an arbitrary stop by the map-

ping vehicle would lead to a reference map that is not useful to subsequent drivers.

6.9.3 Reference Map Creation Without Time Series Nor-

malization

In the beginning of this chapter when the assumptions in this algorithm were

stated, equation (6.8) was shown with a standardized (identical) noise variance

for each time series. This standardization of the noise variances enabled the iden-

tification of transition points across all time series. If the noise variance is not

standardized, the resulting segmentation will find the transition points associated

with the less noisy time series. For example, using vehicle data, the standard

deviation of the noise in the vehicle pitch time series was set to be an order of

magnitude greater than the standard deviation of the noise in the vehicle roll time

series. The segmentation procedure was executed and a reference map was created.

This reference map is visualized below in Fig. 6.8.

Note that in contrast to the transition point map shown in Fig. 6.7, the map

here shows only two transition points that corresponds to the changes seen in

the vehicle roll time series. Thus, as expected, the time series with the smaller

noise variance was used as the primary reference. This brief experiment shows the

necessity of normalizing all time series such that their noise standard deviation is
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equal.

6.10 Conclusions and Future Development

This chapter presented an approach to incorporating multiple (attribute) time se-

ries into a data representation. The approach builds on the chance constrained

framework used in chapter 5 and allows even greater flexibility in defining the

stochastic disturbance. The multiple attribute time series are represented using

multi-input multi-output models. Each model represents an interval of data and

the robustness of the models to process noise is optimized about the transition

points between the models. The resulting solutions to the chance constrained pro-

gram and to the larger in-sequence localization problem are tested in three separate

applications: vehicle localization, renewable energy generation, and environmental

health monitoring. These applications showed the versatility of the approach and

new avenues of research following the completion of this thesis.
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In-Sequence Localization Algorithm

Initialization
Collect N + 1 data points:
set loop index: k = N + 1
initialize data matrices: xTj

and Xj

Begin Localization Loop
FOR l = 1:L

FOR m = 1:ML − 1
IF the parent segment ofAm is feasible:

Find a set η̄m s.t. |em,k| ≤ εm

Find a set η̄m+1 s.t. |em+1,k| ≤ εm+1

IF η̄m exists
Am is feasible, add to its counter
add the mth segment to the result tree

ELSEIF η̄m does not exist AND η̄m+1 exists
then the data point dk is a transition point
add the mth segment to the result tree in case of error,
add the m + 1st segment to the result tree,

ELSE
remove the mth segment from the result tree

END IF
END IF

END FOR
END FOR
Collect an additional data point
iterate the index: k = k + 1
iterate the data matrices: xTj

and Xj

Following Each Detected Transition Point
FOR l = 1:L

FOR m = 1:ML

IF (τm belongs in the segment &&
segment m is not in the result tree)

add the mth segment to the result tree
END IF

END FOR
END FOR

Table 6.4. In-Sequence Localization Algorithm for Model Structures Using MIMO ARX

Models.



Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

Concluding this thesis, this chapter provides a concise overview of the material

that has been presented in the form of contributions that have been made to the

scientific literature. We review the contributions that each chapter has made with

respect to previously published work in the literature and to the previous chapters

in the dissertation. Lastly, the final section of this chapter discusses future work

that can grow out of this dissertation and that will enable even more realistic

applications of the problem of in-sequence localization.

7.1 Contributions

7.1.1 The Introduction of In-sequence Localization

The opening (third) chapter of this dissertation begins with the introduction of the

problem of in-sequence localization. This is a new problem that is made possible

by the ability to collect large data sets. In-sequence localization is the location of

the most recently collected data point inside of a previously recorded time series.

To provide a context for the development of the dissertation, this chapter ex-

plores seven previously published data representations that are feasible candidates

for in-sequence localization. These representations are the Piecewise Aggregate

Approximation [28, 29], the Discrete Wavelet Transform Representation [161], the

Symbolic Aggregate Approximation [54], the Discrete Fourier Transform [47], the

Chebyshev Polynomial Representation [162], the Piecewise Linear Representation
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[56], and the Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation [163]. Each method is

described in the chapter and an in-sequence localization algorithm is presented for

fixed data window representations and adaptive data window representations.

We note that a primary factor in the performance of in-sequence localization

algorithms is the sensor noise that is added during data collection. For this reason,

the representations are tested both for fidelity in representation in the presence

of noise and for in-sequence localization performance. Four different data sets are

used for the testing: two vehicle data sets and two synthetic data sets. The chapter

concludes by hinting at two possible approaches to creating dimension reducing

representations for in-sequence localization. The contributions in this chapter are

the introduction of the problem of in-sequence localization, the survey of available

representations, and the detailed testing of the published data representations

with respect to both sensor noise and the in-sequence localization problem. The

results presented in this chapter are under preparation for submission to IEEE

Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering.

7.1.2 An ARX Model-based Approach to In-Sequence Lo-

calization

The forth chapter introduces ARX models as data representations that address

some of the weaknesses of previously published data representations in the context

of in-sequence localization. In essence, using the models eliminates the need for

the computation of a model agreement metric and instead compares each model

output to its modeling error bound. Agreement or disagreement with this bound

determines the segment feasibility. Using linear models allows the data acquisition

to begin in the middle of a data segment and the model parameters to be tuned

to counteract the effects of noise. In addition the models are also structured in

a tree-like fashion to reduce the computational burden of the online in-sequence

localization process. Thus this chapter shows that detailed linear models are ad-

vantageous in reducing the complexity of both the mapping and the localization

mechanisms for in-sequence localization.

In this chapter, the testing of the developed algorithms is performed on vehicle

terrain data and is focused on the application of vehicle localization. However, the
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algorithms can also be used in fields such as data mining where large databases

need to be efficiently represented for subsequence identification. In contrast to

authors who have also used linear models in data management [122, 93, 53], this

chapter uses models of greater dimension that retain more detail from the data.

These models of greater fidelity eliminate the need for a matching metric during

the localization process, reducing the computational complexity and algorithm

design uncertainty. Preliminary work in this chapter appears in the proceedings

of the 2012 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control. The work presented in the

chapter is currently in press in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation

Systems.

7.1.3 A General Approach to Robust ARX Data Repre-

sentations

A key aspect in data representation and time series analysis is noise. However, noise

is frequently ignored when formulating a data representation. The contribution

of the fifth chapter of this thesis is to present one approach to building robust

data representations that take into account two types of noise. The first type of

noise is a deterministic noise that is observed due to interference between devices

[185] or vibrations in the recording sensors [186], and the second type of noise is

stochastic sensor noise that is observed in any practical data collection device. The

consideration of both types of noise is critical in data representation [187].

The deterministic noise considered in this chapter is sinusoidal noise. Sinusoidal

noise, which occurs in IMU data [186] and is of interest in many other applications

including speech processing [185], is particularly destructive to data representa-

tions because strong cyclic noise components can obscure the data points about

which representations are determined. To address this problem, the internal model

principle is used to remove sinusoids of a known frequency automatically during the

in-sequence localization. Stochastic noise can be equally destructive. In particular

in IMU data, the effects of the noise are accentuated when the data is integrated

to obtain quantities such as position and velocity [146]. In this chapter, the data

representations are tuned to automatically reduce the effects of stochastic noise,

provided that the distribution of the sensor noise is known.
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Our approach is to choose robust models that mitigate the effects of both

deterministic and stochastic noise such that the overall computational burden of

in-sequence localization is reduced by increasing the speed at which erroneous

paths are eliminated. In addition, in this chapter the localization process itself is

optimized. An in-sequence localization process that terminates itself after a user

defined accuracy is presented. This localization mechanism, which is based on the

robust data representations, demonstrates the effectiveness of the representations

for in-sequence localization. In addition, when viewing the results of localization

in parallel with the representation map, the adaptive approach to in-sequence

localization reveals the strengths and weaknesses of the data sensor, which leads

to the logical method of evaluating the addition of sensors with respect to the

amount of information they contribute to in-sequence localization.

Lastly, this chapter introduces a new domain for the problem of in-sequence

localization: financial data. Financial data provides an interesting domain for in-

sequence localization because it is readily available and finely sampled. In particu-

lar, this chapter shows that when using US inflation data the robust segmentation

points that are determined are points in time that delineate the beginning and end

of major US recessions and depressions. The algorithms are also applied to random

data to demonstrate that any time series can be segmented using our algorithms.

7.1.4 A Robust Multiple-Time Series Representation Method

The final chapter in this dissertation contributes to the body of literature by ex-

panding the developed data representations to multiple dimensions, i.e. including

an arbitrary number of time series in the data representation and in-sequence

localization algorithms. Multi-Input Multi-Output ARX models are used to si-

multaneously describe each collected time series, where each series represents data

from a new sensor. Each time series introduces a new dimension in the repre-

sentation, and thus the multiple time series representation in this chapter is a

multidimensional time series representation.

In general, the formulation of the problem in multiple dimensions results in

a highly non-convex problem. While solvable, the solutions to the non-convex

problem require considerable computational time and do not accommodate the
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iterative search for robust points in the time series. This chapter presents a convex

approximation to the problem that can be rapidly solved for an increasing time

series size.

In addition to introducing this problem to simultaneous representation of mul-

tiple time series, this chapter also extends the use of the MIMO ARX data rep-

resentation into the fields of environmental science and energy production. In the

first case, this chapter shows that the algorithms presented in this dissertation can

be used to reference previously stored stream flow data and air temperature data

(over the same stream) with the goal of inferring the stream water temperature,

which is a typically unknown quantity. In the second case, we show an indexing of

solar irradiation data with wind speed data. The indexing of this historical data

can be used in variable [renewable energy] generation forecasting to predict the

switching points in time when solar energy is assigned a higher load percentage vs.

when wind energy is assigned a higher load percentage. These switching points

are critical in a dynamical generation system because other slower generators may

need to be ramped up or down to accommodate the variability in the renewable

resources.

7.2 Future Work

While the research in the final chapter of this dissertation ends one stage in the

development of the application of in-sequence localization, there are many further

avenues of research that one could take in developing this work. In particular,

the work presented in the dissertation follows the development of a data repre-

sentation on the map-making side of localization. Yet the optimization of the

online localization aspect of the in-sequence localization is also a promising area

of research.

7.2.1 Robust Model Trees

The development of the research presented in this dissertation used a bisection

tree, where each consecutive level bisected the data intervals from the previous

level. A natural end to the segmentation process was found by implementing a
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probabilistic minimum of success about the model transition point in the presence

of sensor noise. However, no evidence exists that this bisection tree is the best

method of representation storage. In fact, there are numerous types of trees that

have been developed for database applications that may improve the robustness of

the developed algorithms [214]. Studying the available methods with respect to in-

sequence localization may yield a more suitable model structure for localization or

may suggest a new model structure to improve the current in-sequence localization

approach.

7.2.2 Simultaneous Optimization Across All Models on a

Tree Level

In addition to trees that have been specifically developed for noise robustness,

a larger optimization problem can be pursued that simultaneously optimizes all

models on a tree level. The optimization would be such that the models have

a maximum probability of success at their respective transitions and at most a

minimum probability of success at other transition points. This problem is highly

non-convex and the number of terms in the objective grows rapidly with increasing

model numbers, but an appropriate approximation would be of great interest to

the data mining community because the identified models would automatically

determine the most mutually unique set of models.

7.2.3 Robust Path Selection Methods

On the localization side of the problem, the in-sequence localization speed can

be dramatically increased with the advent of a path selection tool. In this dis-

sertation, localization was performed until a single viable path was left surviving.

However, there are clearly more metrics about particular applications (ex. sen-

sor placement, sequential nature of data, etc.) and about the model segments

themselves that can be utilized to estimate the best possible path (ex. length of

segment, uniqueness of models, etc.). Finding an appropriate estimation method

using additional known attributes of the application would make this model-based

in-sequence localization approach competitive with state-of-the-art stand-alone lo-

calization approaches. Thus extending the work in this direction would yield the
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most immediate practical results for implementation.

7.2.4 New Application Areas

Lastly, the development of this thesis is centered on finding an approach to localize

a passenger vehicle using terrain data recorded by the vehicle. However, as shown

in Chapters 5 and 6, the algorithms developed in this dissertation can be readily

exploited in fields such as financial data, prediction of energy production, and

inference of environmental data. Even this subset of applications is limited when

considering the mountains of data that are currently collected from all aspects of

life. For this reason, there are innumerable applications to which this research

can be applied. The targeted implementation of in-sequence localization in any

particular field is a promising area of research that can open new doors of discovery.



Appendix

The One Dimensional Chance

Constrained Formulation

The material presented in this appendix was published in the 2014 American Con-

trol Conference [24]. This material is integral to the development in chapter 5 and

for this reason it has been attached here for completeness.

1 Developing the Chance Constrained Formula-

tion

Assuming additive white Gaussian noise, ηj ∼ N(0, σ2
η), this section derives the

probabilistic constraints used in the dynamical model extraction. First, we note

that the addition of Gaussian noise results in Gaussian modeling errors, em,k ∼

N(µm,k, σ
2
m). The mean µm,k and variance σ2

m of these errors is quantified in

equations (.1) and (.2).

µem,k
=E[(dk + ηk) − cm,1(dk−1 + ηk−1) + ...

+ cm,N (dk−N + ηk−N ] (.1)

=dk − cm,1dk−1 + ... + cm,Ndk−N

σ2

em
= var[(dk + ηk) − cm,1(dk−1 + ηk−1) + ... (.2)

+ cm,N (dk−N + ηk−N ] = ...
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= σ2
η + c2

m,1σ
2
η + ... + c2

m,Nσ2
η

= σ2

η(1 +

N
∑

n=1

c2

m,n).

Given the mean and variance of the modeling errors, and the probability distri-

bution overlap shown in Fig. 5.3, the probabilities of error are shown in equations

(.3) and (.4) where the first equation in (.4) is the probability of the transition

point error exceeding ε to the positive side, and the second equation represents the

probability of exceeding ε to the negative side.

Pem+1
= P(−ε ≤ em+1,τm ≤ ε). (.3)

Pem = P(em,τm > ε), (.4)

Pem = P(em,τm < −ε),

Representing the probability of the new segment error in terms of the standard

normal distribution results in,

Φem+1
(
ε − µem+1,τm

σem+1

) − Φem+1
(
−ε− µem+1,τm

σem+1

). (.5)

Correspondingly, the probability of exceeding the ε modeling error bound to the

positive side can be expressed as,

1−Φem(
ε − µem,τm

σem

), (.6)

and to the negative side as,

Φem(
−ε − µem,τm

σem

). (.7)

Finally, these probabilities need to be expressed as constraints in optimization

for the dynamical model extraction procedure in this paper. Using the result by
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Kataoka [192] we maximize the probability that |em+1,k| ≤ ε.

σm+1Φ
−1

em+1
(
ρ

2
+

1

2
) + µem+1,k

≤ ε. (.8)

Similarly, we express the transition point modeling error probabilities for the end-

ing segment as,

ε ≤ σemΦ−1

em
(1 − ρ) + µem,k

,

−ε ≥ σemΦ−1

em
(ρ) + µem,k

. (.9)

To maintain convexity in the problem, the variable p must be greater than 1/2.

Working with the vehicle data, it was determined that a value of .99 or a 1% failure

rate provided sufficient variety in the transition points. For this reason all figures

shown represent results for data structures extracted to a ρ = .99 probability of

correct detection.
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